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Preface 

In a decadent society as if by divine interven- 
tion-great men appear who revive and rejuvenate the 

lite of the Society, reform and rebuild the commu- 

nity and raise and reinforce the dreams and hopes 

of the people. Such a one was Navalar - Kanakkayar- 

Doctor S. Somasundara Bharathiar. Some men toil 

for the nation, some for the community and some 

for the language. Amongst those who rendered 

service in all three fields stands Professor Bharathiar. 

In addition to number of original works and 

research articles in Tamil, Dr. Bharathiar had publish- 

ed a few works in English also which have consi- 

derably helped in high lighting the Dravidian langu- 

ages and culture to hitherto unfamiliar populations. 

‘System of succession in the Chera Kingdom’ and 

‘Some Studies about the Cheras of Yore’ are the 

research papers which were published in 1929 and 

1937 respectively. Now these have been gathered to- 

gether and has now been broughtout in one volume. 

After the demise of Dr. Bharathiar, in 1959, an 

Educationa! Charity Trust has been constituted in his 

memory which has on its objectives the noble aim 

of publishing all his works, and of using the profits 

to help. needy students of Tamil. This task has been 

undertaken on approval of the above Trust. Our 

acknowledgements are due to Thiru S. Lakshmirathan 

Bharathi, M.A.,B.L., the Managing Trustee, and the other 

members of the Trust. We aso thank Thiru 

S. Sambasivanar M.A., who edited these“ articles. 

Madurai - 1 | 
5- 10-1979 NAVALAR PUTHAKA NILAYAM 
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CHERA KINGDOM 
ge 

1 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

. 1. We find the institution called Marumakalthayam, 
i.e. succéssion in the female line, in vogue in the West 
Coast now for over 5 centuries at léast.. Not only is it in 

Operation among ‘the Nayars, but also among the Ammu- 

van Nambudri Brahmins of Poyyanurin British Malabar, 

the Ambalavasis and Nanchinad Vellslas of Travancore, 
and even the Mohommedan Moplas of North Malabar, 
and the Bants and the Tulus in South Canara. Alt these 

Tolks i in the Kerala seaboátd observe the Marumakaltha- 
yam i. e. devolution of property to heirs in the female 
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line. Many foreign writers like Barbosa have noted and 

recorded this custom as peculiar to the provinces west of 
the Ghats. Sonnerat says in his Voyage to the East 
Indies (1774 - 1781) as follows: 

“These Brahmans do not marry, but have the privi- 

lege of enjoying all the Nairesses. The following right 
is established by the customs of the country. A woman 

without shame may abandon herself to all men, who are 

not of an inferior caste to her own, because the children 

do not belong to the father, but to the mother's brother they 
become his legitimate heirs at their birth, even of the crown 

if he is king?’ 

We all know this institution to exist; but we believe 

that this ís an incongruous exotic accrescence, somehow 

resulting from the medieval convulsions in the Kerala 

country. 

2. (a) Weassume the Chera country was part of 
Tamilaham, and the Chera kings of yore followed only 

the Makkalthayam just as their other contemporary Tamil 

monarchs (the Pandyas and the Cholas) did; and we think 

the Marumakkalthayam is an exotic and alien institution 

introduced In the Kerala country ín the comparatively 

modern epochs, in any event long after.the age of the 

Sangam Classics, 

(b) This common notion of ours receives further 
countenance by a tradition in the West Coastthat Parasu? 
rama ordained many new and strange local customs and 
conventions on the people who colonised the Kerala 
country at his invitation and under his aegis. 
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(c) It is further reinforced by a belief that none of 
the old Tamil Classics that refer to the Chera kings and 

their country affords any countenance to any such cus- 

toms and institutions there in the classical times, which 

therefore must have come into existence only after toe. 

age of these Sangam Classics. 

3. The question naturally arises therefore as to 

whether this matriarchal family system is a comparatively 

modern post-Sangam importation in the West Coast, or 

whether there is any evidence of its existence even in the 

Sangam age in any of the old Tamil Classics. It should 

thus be of especial interest to research students to rum- 

mage these old Tamil poems. A critical study of some 

of the Sangam collections having special reference to the 

Cheras would thus amply repay all the pains bestowed on 

them. And to my mind a deeper and closer scrutiny of 

some of them seems to revaal unmistakable testimony to 

the existence and prevalence of just this very Marumak- 

ka!thayam system as much in the old Chera dynasties, as 

it has since been long in continued vogue in al! the old 

rüling houses in the West Coast such as those of the 
Perumals,the Zamorins, the Cochin Chiefs and the Travan- ^ 
core Kings. 

um cuum Uu 
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INCIDENTS OF MARUMAKKALTHAYAM, 

It is necessary to clarify the issues and to grasp the 

central facts of the Marumakkalthayam Law before plung- 

ing into a polemical exegesis of the Sangam Classics. The 

essentials which form the backbone of this system are 

these: Viz, 

(1) Kinship is traced through females; maternity 

and not paternity counts to reckon the family relationship, 

People cal! themselves kindred, not because they are des- 

cendants of a common father, but bécause of a common 

mother or ancestress. 

(2) Heirship to property is in the female line. Ne- 

phews and not sons succeed to the estate. All the sons 
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of all the sisters succeed in the order of their seniority, 
whether to the Karnavanship of the Tarwads or to the 

Crown of the kingdoms; and similarly thereafter do the 

sons of sisters’ daughters. 

(3) The same order of seniority is ever enforced 

with rigour and uniformity among all the heirs in the same 

lines among brothers and cousins. This is what obtains 

alike in the case of succession to the thrones as well as to 

the coveted Karnavanship in the families or tarwads, which 

consist of all kinsfolks counting descent from some com- 

mon ancestress in the female line. 

(4) Men are thus heirs to their uncles and all mater- 
nal relatives, and not to their agnates. 

. Keeping these salient factorsin view, we will now set 

out to investigate the evidence available from the Tamil 

Classics. 
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EVIDENCES FROM THE SANGAM CLASSICS 

Let us therefore first took into Pathitru-pathu, the 

ten-ten idylls, that sing of ten great Chera potentates of 

the Sangam age. It contained 10 cantos composed by 

ten respective bards, each consisting of ten idylls and 

concluded by an epilogue called Pathikam. Every Pathi 

kam is uniformly a synopsis of the pedigree as well as of 

the heraldrics and the achievements and laurels of the hero 

eulogised in the ten preceding icylls of each canto. As: 

such,these Pathikam- verses are of primary importance for 

purposes of our research. We have in the extant book only 
8 out of 10 cantos preserved from the ravages of time and 
assaults of age-long changes in Tamilaham:and the perti- 
nent portions of these Pathikams bearing on the pedigree 
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of the Chera heroes commemmorated in the respective 
cantos read as follows: 

(i) 

(ii) 

cii) 

(iv) 

2nd canto Epilogue............Lines2 and3. 

“Benois (pr deii 9. Swe, Ger 5o 
Cecile: Cain corer meosÓlesf! ufesr poas” 

“To Uthiyam Seran, son born of Veliyan's Ven- 
„mal, Nallini..... ... is Imayavaramban Nedun- 

cheral Athan,’’ the hero ofthis.canto, sung by 
the poet Kumattur Kannanar. 

3rd canto epilogue............ Line 1. 

Aow eribusir sibi....... i leet 

“Imayavaramban’s brother..... ..is Palyanai 

Chelkezhu Kuttuvan,’’-the hero of this canto, 

sung by the poet, Palai Kouthamanar. 

4th canto ............ Lines 1 to 3 . 

* 2075 HOBH Ger erbe, 
Cousr.9,.8& Carwr 

` ugor Gof ufeir was’ 

"To Cheralathan of great prosperity, son 

born of Vel. Avikoman Paduman's Devi......... 
is Kalangai kanni Narmudicheral’’-the hero of 

these poems,sung by Kappiyatru Kappiyanar. 

5th canto.......... «Lines 2 and 3. 

“ao (SU cy urasmi "SaisUG sig. & 
Scar Garurer Gip(pesGsr OTS De 
Gearr wesrádleiref! ufeir puc '? 

‘To Neduncheralathan, king of Kudavars, 
son born of Cholan Manakilli.........is Chen- 



(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 
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guttuvan'' -the hero of this piece, sung by 
the poet Paranar. 

Gth canto............ Lines 1 and 2. 

“GL4Gar OpRGSs7 cmsbe, Cousror 
Bhs Carora Csi ules puer? 

‘To Nedurcheralathan, King of the West, son 

born of Vel Avikoman's Devi........ is Adu- 

kotpattu Cheralathan’’-the hero of this piece, 
sung by the poetess Nacheliyar. 

7th canto...... ..Lines 2 and 3. 

'*'wigirT ejeirerQur(O iwrbatà Gef S 

O50 ger Gada wu baies b Gara img 
Werpussh Cure uisum bs 

uf 6dr pws”? 

“To Anthuvan, of acute discernment, who 
BY resolute courage conquered his foes, 
Son born of the daughter of the same (An- 

thuvan's) father—(who is) Porayan's great 

Dewvi,.........is8 Chelva Kadungo,” -the hero of 
this canto, sung by the poet Kapilar. 

Sth canto ............ Lines 1 and 2. 

"Gurus Gee spuGsr yis 

Curis Caturst usw Piro 
bear” 

“To ' Chelva Kadungo of unfailing truth, 

‘gon born of Vel Avikoman Paduman's 
Devi..........is Peruncheral  Irumborai"' 

ees..the hero of this piece, composed 
by Arusi’ Kizhar. 
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(vii) ^ 9th canto........ ...Lines 1 and 2. 

“GLO! efimibGure»méos uppi dyra 

Guari gbamuse ule Dum" 

“To Kuttuvan lrumborai, son born of Myyur 

Kizhan's Venmal, Anthuvan Chellai.......... 
is llamcheral Irumborai,’’ :the hero of 

this canto, sung by Perumkovur Kizhar. 

Of these eight cantos, six expressly refer to the 

hero of each of the piece to be ason borne by a 

princess to her own consort, but as heir to the hero's 

predecessor on the Chera throne; the seventh (that is, 

the 3rd canto epilogue) virtually says the same thing. 

For, the hero of that canto is said to be the brother of 

that of the previous [second] canto, who is mentioned 
as the son of a princess named Nallini. There is some 

misgiving or mistake only about one of these eight i,e, 

the 5th canto epilogue, whoso language seems to have 

been hitherto misunderstood. These lines deserve closer 

scrutiny and more carefu! study than were given tothem so 

iar. Let us therefore scan them more deliberately and see 

the results. 

1. Epilogues of the 4th, 6th and 8th Cantos 

Examined: 

(a) First the word used in the 4th, 6th and 8th 

canto-pathikams is “Devi” [Gs]. This word has 
hitherto been uncritically taken to mean a daughter ins- 

tead of a wife. n the first place this word ‘Devi’ can 

never denote or connote a daughter in Tamil. All 

lexicons or Nikandus speak of it only as a name for a 
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wife of goddess Durga; and nowhere is a daughter’s 

name mentioned as one of the synonyms of the word 

Devi. 

(b) Again this word ‘Devi’ is also used in the 7th 

canto in the same context. There the language admits of 

no possible doubt astoits meaning. For, the hero’s 

mother is said to be Devi of Porayan and daughter to one 
who was father alike to her as also to King Anduvan. 
Cy RUDGE 9H bes mer m vast, Ouren pws Cum 

Gs” is the language of this epilogue. Here the word 

Devi is definitely used in contradistinction to the word 
‘mahal’ (1»&sr-daughter). Its import therefore, is unmis- 

takably clear. The postscripts or Pathikams for all the 

cantos are believed rightly to have been composed by 

one and the same author. The word Devi is used in 4 

out of 8 available Pathikams, all in the same context and 

must therefore have the same meaning in al!. And the 

epilogue to the 7th canto leaves no other a!ternative than 

to take this word Devi to mean a wife. For, it expressly 

says that Kadungo's mother is Anduvan's father's (s 

35,55) daughter and Porayan's wife, [G.5«8]. The author 

of the old standard commentary to Pathitrupathu as 

well as its erudtie editor Mahamahopadhyaya Swami- 

natha lyer both take this word Devi here to mean only a 
wife. It is thus crystal clear that Devi stands in the 

Pathikams 4, 6 and8to denote just what it does 

indisputably in the 7th, viz, a wife. 

Therefore we are now on sure ground that the word 

Devi in the Pathikams of the 4th, 6th & 8th canto, taken 

in its normal and natural significance, can mean only a 

wife and nota daughter of Vel Avikoman. Vel Aviko- 
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man’s wife could not have borne thehero of the piece to 
any other than her husband in honour; and if such 

wedded wife borea sonin dishonourin illegitimate 

intimacy with even a reigning Chera king, itis nota 

matter fora poet to eulogise or cammemorate ina 
prize-poem. 

(c) In such situations, there is no need for the 

poet either to refer to tho mean birth of the hero, or 

expressly mention his mother's husband's name and to 

refer to his mother merely as that husband's Devi or 

wife. 

(d) The significant fact to be noted in all these 

quotations is that every one of these Pathikams mentions 

the hero's mother's husband's name, and says that 
husband's wife (Devi) bore the hero as a son (mahan) 

to a Chera king, also named at the beginning of each of 
the Pathikams. We will do well to reserve the further 

inquiry about the use and significance of the word mahan 

(wasir-son) in these Pathikams till after we finish the 

discussion of the rest of the epilogue-references in this 

connection. 

(e) It is next to be noted that the mother of the 

heroes of the 4th, 6th & 8th cantos appears to be only one 

and the same princess, the Devi or wife of Vel Avikoman, 

If the word Devi here were to mean a daughter as hitherto 

assumed gratuitously, and ifthe princess referred to were 

taken only as a daughter. of the prince Avi and a wife of 

the Chera kings named in these Pathikams, then it would 

lead ta absurdities.For, such a supposition wouldinexora- 

bly entail the irresistable but ignoble sequence, viz, the 
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same princess figured as an honourable queen of two 

different crowned Hindu Monarchs in the Cherakingdom. 

Nothing would be more improbable than that a Hindu 

princess should openly consort with two different kings; 

and it would be most improbable of all that three Hindu 

poets, of whom one is an honoured poetess famous for 

her fidelity to her wedded lord, should think it fit to glo- 

tify this Princess' polyandry or loose and easy virtue in 

their immortal poems, and her sons who are lionised in 

these prize- poems should have feit flattered thereby so 

far as to lavishly reward the authors for this vulgar refe- 

rence to themselves and to their royal mother. 

The absurdity would be further hightened if we 
remember that the word Devi could only mean as it ever 

does in Tamil, a wife and not a daughter. For, then we 
find that this princess is mentioned in ali the three Pathi- 

kams as the Devi or wedded wife of the prince Avi; And 

to say that she should be openly mentioned by all the 
three bards as adultuerously consorting with two Chera 

kings is to disbelieve it as too monstrously stupid ahypo- 

thesis to deserve any further consideration at our hands. 

As a result of this discussion we find that the langu- 
age of these three Pathikams makes It unmistakably clear 

that the three Chera heroes respectively commemorated 
inthe 4th, 6th, & 8th cantos are only heirs to the two 
Chera kings Athan and Kadungo, but are not their sons 
as hitherto believed, and that they are the sons of the 
prince Avi by his wedded princess, who must be a sister 
or in loco sororis to those Chera Kings. 
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2. Elucidation of the Epilogues of the 2th & 9th 

Cantos : 

(a) Let us next turn to look into the other epilogues, 
and see if they refer to any Chera heroes as sons and 
heirs of kings. The second and nineth canto Pathikams 
speak of their heroes as the sons of two princesses 
named respectively as Venmal Nallini and Venmal Andu- 
vamchellai. Obviously the word Venmal is not a personal 

or proper name, and should only mean something com- 
mon to the two princesses and perhaps to others as well. 
For, *Venmal' is in Tamil literature of very common occur- 

fence in reference to many a queen and princess. It 

corresponds to its masculine correlative Venman, which 

always means only a prince or chieftain of the Velir Class 

Evidently in our context this word Venmal means only a 
royal or princely wife. 

(b) King Chenguttuvan's queen is referred to in the 

epic of Kovalan merely as Venmal. It was hitherto mis- 
takenly assumed to be the queen's proper name. In its 

context in Chilappathikaram, it simply means the queen, 

and nothing more. For the lines read as follows: 

“ararut Garerme, eurer Canons, 

Saris QvusH Gleucirefl or 

Sawer Garor e L esflq Soa”? 

Chilap, Katshi-kathai, 

These lines in their English rendering would only 

mean—The celestial king, the sharp-sabered Chera waa 

Sitting in state in the silver mansion with the fountain 
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in company with the Yuvaraj (Junior Prince) and the 
Venma! (princess or queen). 

In the same canto lower down, she is again referred 

to by the poet only as “wrQum Ssd the great queen: 
in another canto he again speaks of her merely as Venmal, 
The author is only the queen's brother-in-law, being llan- 
go, the Yuvaraj or the junior brother of the King. Conven- 
tion and courtesy alike would not permit the prince to 
speak of the queen, his sister-in-law, by name. Hewould 
therefore simply call her the queen or the royal wife of 
the king. It may thus be safely assumed that Venmal is 
no proper name of the queen for this very reason that 
Wango refers to her in the poem by that name, even were 
there no other. In truth Venmal and Maperum-Devi are 
both used in the poem as interchangeable or equivalent 
terms in referenceto king Chenguttuvan's queen by the 
king's own younger brother: and they both must therefore 
have the same meaning. The import of Maperum-Devi is 
obvious. It only means the great exalted queen. And 
Venmal also means here only the princess or the queen. 

(c) This view is greatly strengthened further by the 
context. Neither the king, nor his brother are mentioned 
here by name. They are both referred to only as Kothai or 
the celestial Chera king, and as llango or the junior 
prince. There is thus no reason why the queen alone 
need be called here by name, while even the king and 
his brother, who may with less offence to convention be 
named, are not. 

(d) Again there are other uses of this term Venmal 
in other contexts in Classics, which further reinforces this 
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view of its import. We meet with attributes such as 
Nannan Venmal, Uthiyan Venmal, etc., in old poems. 
Nannan and Uthiyan are obvious names of princes or 
chiefs of the Velir class. 1f Venmal were a proper name 
as is assumed by the commentators and editors of Chilap- 
padikaram, these phrases would be meaningless non- 

sense. Neither Nannan nor Uthiyan could be a woman 

with the proper name of Venmal. Venmalin these phra- 

ses therefore must only mean a woman in some relation 

to the princes respectively called Nannan and Uthiyan. 

We know Velir chiefs are often known as Venmans,which 
only means princes. Therefore Venmal must here 

only mean the princess or wife of the respective chiefs, 

Nannan and Uthiyan. And it cannot mean a daughter;for 

llango, who calls his royal brother's queen *Venmal', 

would not have used this term to denote a wifeif itmeant 

a daughter. It is thus abundantly clearthat Venmal means 
and could mean only a wife. 

(e) In the same manner and for the same reasoh 

the word 'Venmal' in the postscript to cantos 2 and 9 of 

Pathitrupathu must mean only a princess or royal wife. 

For, here also we find the word coupled with names of 
masculine gender. The mother of Imayavaramban in the 

tag to the second canto is called Veliyan Venmal, and tlie 

mother of Irumborai in the appendix to the 9th canto is 

similarly referred to as Myyur Kizhan Vénmal. Their 

respective proper names Nallini and Arduvamchellai are 

also given in these appendices in addition to these des- 

criptive attributes; and this fact further proves that 'Ven- 

mal’ is not^a proper name, but only a comman noun 

meaning a wife of a chief or a king. 
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(t) Mahamahopadyaya Swaminatha lyer also notes 

in his glossary to Pathitrupathu that *'Vanman' means a 

petty prince, and ‘Venmal’ denotes a wife of a prince or 

king. He gives the words no other meanings. This tends 
to confirm the view herein contented for. 

(g) The references in these Pathikams of cantos 
2 & 9 thus stand self-revealed in the light of the above 
discussions. They are now orystal-clear. Nedum Cheral 

Athan-the hero of the second canto-was, the Pathikam 
says, the son of Nallini, the princely wife of Velian 

(the Velir chief) born as the heir to the Chera king 

Uthiyancheral Athan. Similarly, according to the 
Pathikam to the 9th canto, king llamcheral lrumborai 

was the hero, whom Anduvan Chellai, the wife of 

Myyur Kizhan or the chief of Myyur, bore as a son to 
her husband, but as a heir to the Chera king known 
as Kuttuvan lrumborai. 

(h) The considered note of Mahamahopadhyaya 

Swaminatheir on the name Kuttuvan Irumborai, added 

to his glossary of the second edition to Pathitrupathu, 

is also very significant and clinches this point. He 

deliberately mentions there that Kuttuvan Irumborai was 

the uncle (maman) of llancheral [rumborai. The erudite 

Mahamahopadyaya would have called him only *Pitha' 

[father] and not ‘maman’ as he has done in his gloss 
on the word [2m5 bwg] Oruthandhai, if only the con- 

text would admit of such interpretation. As it is, this 

note of the premier pandit in modern Tamilaham only 
reinforces the inevitable deduction even otherwise 
inexorably entailed by the language and context of 
these epilogues. 
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3. Epilogue of the 3rd Canto: 

There oniy remains now the Pathikams of Cantos 
3, 5 and 7to examine. That of the third presents no 

problem to solve. It simply says that the hero of the 

third canto, Palyanai Chelkezhukuttuvan, is the brother 
of Imayavaramban Nedum Cheral Athan, the hero of 
the 2nd canto. Che!kezhukuttuvan is thus the son and 
heir to the same persons as those to whom his brother 

Imaya Varem.ban was son ard heir. This epilogue there- 
fore serves only to reinforce the reference in the second 
Pathikem, which we have already discussed above. 

4. Epilcgue cf the 7th Canto Examined: 

The postscript of the 7th canto presents the firm 
hard rock on which all the frail barks of the patriar- 
chalists split; and the matriarchal or Marumakalthayam 
theory rests its solid foundation upon. The passage is 

worth repetition, asit has to to be scanned and scru- 

tinised carefully in view of its great importance. 

ADUD: FG shwar wasr 

Quire nus Qum Esh Wer posae" 

“To Anduvan, the daughter of his own father and 

wife to Porayan bore a son’? (heir).From the context it is 

clear the mother of Kadungo—[the hero of this, the 7th 
canto] had the same father as Anduvan Cheral had. 

She must thus be Anduvan’s sister. She is also said to 

be the wife of Porayan. Anduvan cannot possibly have a 

son by his own sister, who is also another man's wife. 
If Kadungo were taken as the son of Anduvan, then 
Anduvan's relation. with Kadungo's mother would be 
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both incestuous and adulterous. No poet would eulogise 
jncesst or adultery, much less both the sins in prize- 

poems. There is no escape from these terrible results, if 

Kadungo were taken to be Anduvan's own son. 

Again the sequence in the attributes to the hero's 

mother in these lines is unmistakably suggestive. 

Sheis first said to be Anduvan’s father’s daughter, 

and then again described as Porayan's wife. Tha 

poet refers here both to her father and to her husband 

in separate but appropriate phrases. Not to mistake the 

word mahal (weer) for a wife and to make sure it there 
means only a daughter, the poet takes care to add 

expressly the qualifying participle "'er,»' (begotten) 

before ‘waar’: and to avoid mistaking her son to be 

begotten on her by her brother Anduvan, the author again 

puts in the attributes  "Glure» puer Qupa ‘the 
great wife of Porayan’ between mem masr and erm 

wasr - in the last of these lines. The intention of the 

poet connot be expressed more clearly or logically than 

by these lines. Kadungo's mother is expressly said to be 

Anduvan’s sister and Porayan's wife. She could not 

therefore have borne her son to Anduvan, but might and 
would well have given her brother an heir. It is thus clear 

that Kadungo was her husband Porayans's son by her, and 
her brother Anduvan's heir by her. |f this were not Maru- 

makalthayam, 1 cannot see what else could be. Whatever 

interpretation we may put to the passages in the other 

Pathikams, it is not possible to mistake the meaning of 

the language of this 7th epilogue. It is as unmistakable 

as itis conclusive. It refuses to be squeezed or stretched 

to Square with the patriarchal view. It stands out to 
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Proclaim the Marumakkalthayam succession in the Chera- 

House. Every attempt to press these lines into service 

for the other view would be found unavailing. On the 

contrary the language of all the other Pathikams would 

appear to agree to conformto and confirm the matriarchal 

view inexorably entailed and eloquently enunciated by 

these lines in this epilogue. In such circumstances, we 

are left no option. We must fairly and honestly agree 

to accept the conclusion so conclusively and  irresis- 

tably indicated to us by these passages in the Pathikams 

in Pathitrupathu. 

5. The Epilogic of the 5th Canto Examined: 

(a) The language of the 5th canto epilogue is 

obviously defective. It now reads '*Gs(pesGereumsbo, 
Garya waridi ufer mwar. Hitherto scholars took 
this to mean that the hero Chenguttuvan herein referred 

to is the son borne by Chozhan Manakkilli to Nedun 

Cheralathan: that is, Athan was the father and 

Chozhan Manakkilli (whoever it were) was the mother 

of Chenguttuvan. The text if rightly understood will 

never for a moment admit of this interpretation. 

Chozhan Manakkilli could not be the name of King 

Chenguttuvan's mother. Manakkilli was assumed 

to be the proper name of the mother, and she was given 

assumed to be the daughter of a Chola king. Patri- 

archalists here thus press into service a double dose 

of- presumption or presumption squared to support 

their pet postulate. 

(b) In the first place there is nothing in the context 

to show how Manakkilli (if this were a woman's name) 
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is at all related to the nameless Chozha king. Words like 

‘Devi’ in cantos 4,5, 7 and 8 or 'Venmal' in cantos 2 & 9 

are absent here: and there is no other substitute or equiva- 

lent standing in their place to correlate the woman and 

the man mentioned in the context. 

(c) Secondly we haveno warrant whatever to assume 
that the word Manakkili is the name of any woman at all. 

On the contrary'Killi? is a wall knowasurname of the Chola 

kings Vanvarkilli, Venkilli, Nadumkilli, Nedumudikilli, 

Kazharkilli, llankilli, Vadiverkilli, Mavankilli are all names 
only of Chola kings. Says Sendan in his Thivakaram 
(Lexicon) “GaréGeryer duui— desir afl, arareucir, Asiraft, 
Gs usir e.’ "Chenni-Valavin- Killi-Chemblyan are all 

nanss of Cala Kings." Killi is thus one of the titles or 

surnames of the Chola kings. And it is never known to 

be used as a names of feminine genderin any known 

centext anywhere by any c'assical poet. ‘Manakilli’ in 

the 5th epilogue must therefore be only the name of the 

great Chola king therein referred to, and cannot have 
any reference to any woman howsoevar related to him] 

(d) And lastly, we must not fail to note that in tho 

other Pathikams we find the heroes‘ fathers ‘names to be 

always expressly mentioned even where their mothers 

names are omitted. Reason and common sense alike 

require us to seek the same system adopted in this Pathi- 

kam of the 5th canto as well, as has been uniformly and 
studiedly observed in all the rest in the same book. We 

see no reason why in this 5th Pathikam alone a delibe- 

rate departure should be presumed, and why the Chola 
king should be left unnamed, and why the woman's pro- 
per name alone should be mentioned contrary tothe uni- 
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form vogue in all the postscripts to all the other cantos 

of this book. It stands eminently to reason therefore to 

take the word ‘manakilli’ in this context to be only the 
name of the Chola king mentioned in this epilogue. Cho - 
zhan and Manakilli here must go together and mean 
Manakilli-the Chola king, just as the words Ve!-Aviko- 

man in the cantos 4,6 & 8 35 together maaning only Avi- 

the Velir chief. They always stand together in all Pathi - 

kams as the names and the attributes in apposition to 

those names. Thus this part of the 3rd line in this 5th 

Pathikam only conforms to the corresponding contexts in 

the rest of the book. Only, as it stands, it also betrays a 

defect on its very face. Some connecting word as Devi 
or Venmal after Manakilli (wssr&&siref) and before ‘een- 
ramahan’ (Fsirmwasir) is essential to complete the sense. 

Without some such conjunctive, the line as it stands is 

patently defective and leads to misunderstandings. The 

Chola king Manakilli could not mother the hero of the 

piece. And even if Manakilli were assumed to bea 
woman, still the line betrays its hiatus, and the lacuna 

requires to be filled up. For, Manakilli and Chozhan are 
placed in juxta position in the line without any word to 

correlate them. Either oneis the noun in apposition to the 

other, or is quite an independent term in the context. 

In either view the line, asitis, is defective. A connec- 

ting wordlike Devi must come in somewhere, either be- 

fore or after Manakilli to make sense out of the line. We 

have found Manakillito be only the name of a Chola king. 

The sounder and the only sensible view therefore is that 

8 word like Devi must succeed the word Manakilli, and 

then the line would be perfect and in harmony with the 

rest of the Pathikams in the book. The line would then 

read like this:- Garyar wewr&dlerefl Gs weir war. 
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Thus this epilogue of the 5th canto also tells us the same 

story, viz, that the hero Chenguttuvan was the son be- 
gotten by a Chola king on his queen, butas the heir to 

the Chera crown of Nedum Cheral Athan. 

6. Some Questiones Raised And Answered: 

(a) Before leaving this part of the discussion, it is 
but fair that | should refer to a passage relied on by some 

scholars for giving to Chenguttuvan a Chera king for his 

father and a Chola princess for mother. They quote a 
passage from Adiarkunallar's commentary on the prolo- 
gue to Chillappathikaram. It reads follows:-*Gereor s bo... 
Ge ipsir gor wash s.bQsr?smr uTeir y wisi Qusi yr- 
Gæs". As this passage refers to Chenguttuvan, the 
scholars make it the basis of their version of Chenguttu- 
van's parentage. On this authority they declare that 
Chenguttuvan and his brother llango were begotten by 
Cheral Athan on his queen Narchonai, who was a daugh- 
ter of the Chola king Manakilli. We are not referred to 
the source of Adiarkunallar's information for the particu- 
lars he gives in this passage. Asitis, this passage is the 
sole authority cited by the advocates of the patriarchal 
pedigree or Makkalthayam for the Chera kings. But | can 
add for their benefit even a more authoritative text lending 
colour to their view. In the body of the epic itself, we find 
a passage of Hango which appears to lend support to this 
opinion. For it reads:-'*Gsgems oS Aspra Grd jb gré 
Gemysir wa irp enu bs... Gsm (perien''* Most pro- 
bably Adiyarkku Nallar simply borrowed these expressions 
in his glossonthe prologue to Chilappathikaram from this 
text of the author in the epic poem. The commentator, 
who lived over ten centuries after the poet and in the 

Chilep. Canto 29. 
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Eastern Tamil country solely dominated by the patriarchal 

institutions and practices, might or might not have com- 

pletely grasped and appreciated the full significance and 

true bearing of the poet's phraseology. whatever it be, 
to us now this text of llango alone is of supreme autho- 

rity; and it well put out of court the matriarchal or maru- 

makkalthayam theory unless it admits of an interpretation 

consistent with such a thesis. Itisup to us therefore to 

thrash out these texts more thoroughly both intrinsically 

and in their relation to similar connected passages in the 

old classics. If the word ‘weer’ in both these quotations 

would only mean a daughter and no other, then these 

texts will be no mean authority for the patriarchalists. 

And so we haveto look into its significance in these 

contexts a little more scrupulously, and with genuine lo- 
yalty to the spirit of historical criticism. We will have no 

scruple to take this word mahal (waer) in its ordinary 
meaning of a daughter, if other texts of unchallengeable 

authority would all square with the patriarchal view of 

the Chera pedigree. Butthe texts we discussed above 

almost exclude such a possibility. They unmistakably 

indicate the observance of the matriarchal or marumakkal- 

thayam law in the royal Chera dynasties. The epilogue 

to the 7th canto in Pathitrupathu especially precludes the 

makkalthayam theory and would conclusively prove the 

contrary custom. llango's text and the Pathikams of 

Pathitrupathu cannot be at war, and should be reconciled 

if possible. 

And in this difficult situation light seems to come to 

us from an equally great anthority-Sathanar-a poet con- 

temporary with llango. Manimekalai and Chiliappathi- 
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karam are both works of poets, who were not merely 

contemporaries but also confreres. They composed their 

respective epics with daily contact and in constant con- 

sultation. Any help therefore which Manimekalai can 

lend to interpret texts in Chillappathikaram would thus 

be appropriate and therefore should be all the more wel- 

come. Let us now see what help Sathanar can render us 

to extricate ourselves from a dilemma,and to reconcile the 

seemingly conflicting texts in the classics like Chilappa- 
thiharam and Pathitrupathu. We read in the 21st Kathai 
in Manimekalai these lines. 

“Emisar was Garcir ware 
weifládeflumbo£ wserrugre i 
uir unh ueni pürjererme? 

The Sangam bard Sathanar in these lines refer to 
a reading by a deity of the previous lives of Manime- 
kalai and her lover, the Chola prince Uthayakumaran. 
The stone image, stirred by its resident divinity, re- 
veals to the heroine of the epic the secrets of her past and 
future births, and in this connection tells her that she 
and her princely lover had been man and wife in many a 
previous birth. The words used here to denote their 
conjugal relationship are significant. She is said to be 
her husband's mahal (was) just as he is described as 
her mahan (wer). The two words are used by the San- 
gam poet in his "great epic in the meaning of husband 
and wife, and notof son and daughter. This use may 
not be general, but it is obvious that it is not uncommon. 
The word wasir here stands unmistakably to denote only 
a wife and not a daughter. Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit 
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Swaminatha lyer takes this word in the same meaning 

in his gloss on these lines, 

Thus we now find that wæsr may mean a wife in 

the Sangam works; and it need scare us nolonger in its 

context in the passages cited above from llango and Adi- 

arkunallar. With the help and in the light of Sathanar's 

classic use of this word wear, we can now easily over- 

come all the apparent d fficulties presented by these 

passage under review to the pursuit of our investigation. 

"Gegeur s bo, Gemiper waal rmos —interpreted in the 
light of Sathanar's lines mean only the son born to the 

Chola king and his queen (wife) as heir to the great 

Cheral Athan'. Thus we find thesepass ages of llango and 

Adiarkunallar also to fall into line with the texts in the 

Pathikams of Pathitrupathu. This meaning is also in 

consonance with the canons of interpretation. Plain com- 

mon sense also requires that we should give only such 

interpretation to seemingly conflicting texts as will recon- 

cile them into harmony. These passages of llango and 

Adiarkunallar militate against the equally authoritative 

passages in the Pathikams of Pathitrupathu, if wser were 

taken to mean only a daughter; but they all accord in 

harmony with one another, if wae here were taken in the 

meaning given to that word by Sathanar in Manimekalai, 

We can no longer hesitate to choose between these alter- 

natives. The result is that we find the apparent difficulty 

mel ts away, and that we only find ever more support in 

these passages to the matriarchal view than was bar- 

gained for, and that scholars who relied on these texts as 

the sheet anchor for the opposite patriarchal theory will 

now find they reckoned without their host and were all 
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the time standing on quick sands that now only serve to 

swallow up their pet theory. 

(b) Similarly the advocates of the patriarchal theory 
may seize hold of two other passages in Chilappathikaram, 

and press them into service in support of their views. In 

Varamtharu—Kathai there is a reference in thenarration of 

the junior prince (Hango) which reads as follows:— 

“pimp  smenfiipeSos 5G smi, Dir... It means 

“Thou that sat sheltered under the footstool! of thy an- 

cestor’’. Adiarkunallar in his commentary on the prologue 

or pathikam says as follows:—*' ADA #aeir......... ‘Grr 

E awmi Gore D senr& soo mosses Cprad, ‘haré 
QuaiGameD yish Dauh sr» 7 op flew (S) fev Gurm Heo’ 

erem." In its English rendering it will read" The soothsayer, 

having said to the Chera King ‘you may go’, next turned 

to the youngsters there and prophesied as follow:s—‘the 
right to wield the eternal sceptre of endless happiness is 

reserved to the younger prince’’’. **These two passages 

may also possibly be indented on by patriarchalists in 

favour of their theory. 

The word Nundhai - (55655) in the 1 st passage is 
by them taken to mean a 'father', and the word myndhar- 
(e»u si) in the second to mean sons. With this inter- 
pretation they may argue that these passages make out 
a relationship between Cheralathan and Chenguttuvan as 
one of father and sgn. But the truth is that these words 
and their cognates-such as Endhai (ews), Thandhai 
(53) etc.,- do not always stand for father and son in 
Tamil poems. On the other hand, in Tamil classics they 
are often used as terms only of respect and endearment, 
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as the nearest equivalants of the english words ‘sire’ and 

‘youth’. A poet addresses a chief of Venkadom as 

Endhai-(«5e5) my sire (Vide) “pms orf y sgnrmis e 
Again Chola kings are referred to as the sires or fathers 

to the chief Ahuthai [g2ms5 5g Sees coun dor sG- 

GuriéGsryr]. In Thivakaram the word ‘myndhar’ is 
said to denote only human males. *'iwm bai - enun b si - 

véserrenourgudua#r’., “The words mandhar and 
myndhar are names which apply in common to all male 

humanity." Without any breach of propriety therefore 

the princes here might well have been called ‘myndhar’, 

and the king referred to as ‘your sire* [piwas], even 

though the former were: only nephews and no sons of 

the latter. Mere!y from these references it is impossible to 

deduce any positive paternal or patriarchal relationship 

between the Chera king and the princes here. There is 

nowhere in the whole wide range of early sangam clas- 

sics any reference definitely to denote such a relationship 

among Chera kings. On the contrary we find only words 

like (wast) marukar are used in almost all such con- 

texts, which clearly indicate they are only nephews to 

their ancestors on the. Chera throne. 

Anyway these texts do not establish any patriarchal 

devolution or makalthayam in the Chera dynasties; but 

on the other hand they readily fall into line with the 

epilogues in the ten-tens, which bear eloquent testimony 

to the existence only of marumakalthayam in the roval 

Chera houses. 
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IV. OTHER POSITIVE PROOFS OF 

MARUMAKALTHAYAM 

We have sofar dwelt solely on the textua! t estimony 

available from these ten-ten idylls. We will now turn for 

a while to discuss and weigh some other general consi- 

derations that bear and tend to throw more ligi; on 

this subject. 

i. Absence of Reference to the names of Consorts 

of the Chera Kings: 

(a) We are first faced with a significantfeature com- 
mon to the whole anthology of theten-tens that strikingly 
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arrests our attention at the very outset. The bards fre- 
quently make express references to the wives of the indi- 
vidual Chera kings they lionise in their songs. Neverth- 
less they do not name or anywise refer to in the songs 
any one of the princely dames mentioned as the heroes’ 
mothers in the epilogues. It is belived at present that 
the dames mentioned in the Pathikams are the wives of 
the respective Chera kings, with whose names all the 
Pathikams uniformly open their themes. If Nallini, 
Anduvanchellai, or Paduman Devi or Manakilli men- 
tioned in the Pathikams were any of them a 
Queen of any of the Chera kings as has hitherto 
been presumed, nothing is more natura! than that they 
should be so referred to in the verses in praise of their 
assumed husbands, especially in contexts at least where 
the poets expressly refer to their royal spouses in many 
of the main verses in those cantos. Neverthless none of 
the princesses mentioned in the epilogues receive any 
notice at the hands of these eulogists in these contexts 
in theír songs, although on more occasions than one do 
they speak of the consorts of the hero-kings there. 

(b) The situation is very intriguingly interesting. 

Princesses, whom the epilogues speak of as the royal 

mothers of Chera heroes, are taken to be the consorts of 

the Chera kings also named therein. These kings are 

eulogised in the cantos. The poets frequently refer to the 

love and fidelity ofthe spouses of those kings in the can- 

to-verses. Yet none of the Pathikam-queens are noticed 

anywhere in these cantos by any one of the panegyrists. 

These dames deserve and ought to demand especial atten- 
tion of the poets if they were queens of theChera kings. 
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For, they would be not only queens of kings as is now 
assumed, butare also the honourable mothers of the kings’ 

hero-heirs honoured as such in the Pathikams Why then 

Bre they studiedly slighted in the cantos, while they are 

specially honoured in the epilogues ? The most natural 

and the only convincing explanation of this apparent 

absurdity is this. None of the princely dames mentioned 

in the Pathikams is a consort of any Chera king; whereas 

they are all of them queen-mothers of kings on the Chera 

throne. As mothers of kings they are honourably men- 

tioned in the epilogues, which speak of their pedigree. 

Even theit uncrowned princely consorts are also men- 

ticned in these postscripts, as they deserve to be as the 

heroes' fathers. But as these dames are not wives, but 

only sisters or in loco sororis to Chera kings, they are 

rightly omitted in the canto-songs in all places where 

those kings' consorts alone-and not the, mothers of the 
kings' heirs- are to be referred to. 

(c) And again those consorts receive merely apass- 

ing reference but are not named in the cantos, while the 

heroes’ mothers are fully described in the Pathikams. 

This fact also will square only with the matriarchal 

system in the Chera dynasties. For, in patriarchal families 

wives have recognised status and right, which cannot be 

ignored and which give them importance. In the matri- 

archal homes on the other hand, it is the mother and 

mother's daughters alone that count and must be 

reckoned with.Wives have no position to claim, nor rights 
to enforce in the family of their consorts, Their rightful 
place is only in their mother's homes, and their sons are 
heirs not to their husbands but only to their uncles and 

brothers, The only part they may play in their husbands’ 
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homes is that of their companions and not of wives. 
They may be welcome guests, but are not members of 
the family of their husbands. They can never be mothers 

of the scions or heirs of the husbands’ families. Their is 

purely a personal relation to their husbands. They have 

thus no real importance that countsin the husbands’ fami- 
lies. The poets who sing of the Chere-heroes may merely 

make flattering references to the love or liaison of their 

patrons? mates to please them, but would leave it at that 

withont taking any further notice or giving any fuller de- 

tails of who is who in reference to any of these rightless 
consorts of kings. But when speaking of the kings' 

mothers in the epilogues, the poets would take care natu- 

rally to describe them more fully as befit their queenly 
or rather regal status as members of the royal house 

and mothers of kings. The epilogues do also always 

speak of these mother’s princely consorts (who are 

not Chera kings) to make the pedigree of the hero-kings 

complete, and not to leave any doubt as to their two 

parents. Only the epilogues, which always make men- 

tion of the heroes as sons of the two named parents, also 

name the Chera kings to whom those hero-sons areheirs. 

The whole design and scheme of the Pathikams is thus 

clear and unmistakable. They mention both the parents of 

the heroes in clear and express and appropriate terms, and 

at the same time refer also to the Chera kings to whose 

crowns the heroes succeed. This is just what we should 
expect and require poets who sing of matriarchal kings- 
to do, and just what would be unnecessary and irrele- 

vant in cases of kings born in patriarchal families. 

ii. Order of Succession of kings on the Chera throne: 

The next and yet more cogently conclusive testimony 
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in proof of the marumakalthayam in the Chera family is 
the known order of succession to the throne among the 
members of their royal house. Strict primogeniture in the 
senior male line is the general rule of succession that 
governs all the makkalthayam royalties in India. Precepts 
and practice alike confirm this rule. Sons of kings will 
therefore exclude the king's brothers. Yet the evidence 
of the Sangam Classics proves just the reverse order of 
succession to the Chere-throne. Imayavaramban Nedun- 
chera! Athan reigns over the Chera country for 58 years: 
and he dies leaving atleast 3 known heirs surviving him, 
who are all sons according to ihe scholars who stretch 
the epilogues to support their patriarchal view. These 
scholars maintain that Narmudicheral, Chenguttuvan and 
Adukotpattu Cheral Athan, heroes respectively of the 
4th, 5th, and 6th Pathikams, are all sons of Imayavaram- 
ban, the hero of the 2nd canto. Yet these 3 sons are 
superseded on the throne by the king's younger brother, 

. Palyanai Chelkezhu Kuttuvan, the hero of the 3rd ten in 
the Pathitrupathu. Why should it be so, or how can it be 
reconciled with the settled law and usage to the contrary? 
If the Chera were ruled by makkalthayam, then Imaya- 
varamban's eldest son must wear the Chera crown on his 
father’s death, and his uncle should only pay him  ho- 
mage as his first liege and loyal subjectinhis land. Yetthe 
uncle is said to have held the sceptre fora full quarter 
century and to have kept the throne till he died. i 

- Again, under, the law of succession in makkalthayam 
families, the crown goes only to the nearest heir of the 
last reigning sovereign, and not to the heirs of any re- 
moter predecessors onthe throne. Narmudicheral and 
Acukotpattu Chera! Athan are uterine brothers, being 
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both sons of one Vel Paduman’s Devi. And Narmudi 
succeeds his uncle Chelkezhu Kuttuvan as perhaps the 

eldest of all the sons: and on his death, his son should 
ascend his throne. We are not told he had no son. But 

if he had none, then only his uterine brother, being 

nearest heir to him, must have preferential claim to his 

crown. He must supersede, his step - brothers. Yet we 

learn from the ten — tens that only his step brother 

Chenguttuvan succeeds to the Chera crown after Narmudi 

and before  Adukotpattu Cheral Athan. Yet again 

Chenguttuvan is expressly said by the author of the 5th 

epilogue to have had a son of his own. Yet this son does 

not succeed to his father, but only his step-uncle Adu- 

kotpattu Cheran does. 

All these hard facts refuse to harmonise with the 

known rules and established usages of the makkalthayam 

succession. But all these inexplicable enigmas will 

readily resolve themselvesin the light of the express 

narration of the Pathikams as regards the pedigree and 

succession of these Chera kings as members of the matri- 

archal family. Imayavaramban and Palyanai Chelkezhu 

Kuttuvan are admittedly brothers. And in the same way 

Narmudi Cheral, Chenguttuvan and Adukotpattu Cheral 

Athan are their 3 nephews, being sons of sisters or cou- 

sins. According to the Marumakalthayam law, the 2 

uncles rightly take the crown successively in their order 

of age; and after both of them die, their surviving neph- 

ews succeed only according to their seniority by birth. 

Neither the fact of Chenguttuvan having a son, nor of 

his being only a step brother to Narmudi and Adukotpat- 

tu Cheral Athan will militate against these three brothers 
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successively ascending the Chera throne according to 

their respective seniority of birth in the royal House. tn 

the kindred Irumparai branch of the Cheras also, we find 

only nephews successively succeeding to the masnad. 

Kings' sons have no jural relation to their father's family; 

and so they do not succeed to the Chera thrcne. This 

explains why not only Chenguttuvan's known son is 

rightly kept out of the crown, but also even if other Chera 
Kings had their own sons why none of them claimed their 

father's throne. For, as sons they will havenoright thereto. 

it is only the nephews who succeed as the rightful heirs 

of their uncles to their throne; for, the very essence of 

the principle of Marumakkalthayam is that 'descent is 

always traced only through the female line’. “The relation 

of husband and wife, or of father and child is not inherent 

in the conception of a marumakkalthayam family.'' *'The 

person who occupies the position of a son to a kiag or 

karnavan following the marumakalthayam law will not 

be his own son who is dejure stranger to his family, but 

only the son ofhis sister or sister's daughter.'' The 

order of succession therefore mentioned in the ten-tens, 

which is so obviously obnoxious to the ordinary makkal- 

thayam rules, just fits in with the letter and spirit of 

thi% marumakkalthayam law, and quite lucidly illustrates 

its principles. Thus these irrepressíble facts of succession 

in the Chera families afford the conclusive confirmation 

ofthe operation of the marumakkalthayam with them, 

as opposed to the opposite system of law in vogue in the 

other contemporary royal dynasties of the Pandias and 

the Cholas in Tamilaham. 
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iii. The import and significance of the uniform 
use of the word maruhan in reference to the 
Chera kings in relation to their predecessors: 

I may also refer to just one other fact equally sugges- 

tive in its significance in this connection, before! con- 

clude this discussion of the evidence touching on this in- 

teresting question of importance to the history of Tami. 

laham. The advocates of a patriarchal pedigree tothe Cheras 

of the Sangam eras speak of theheroes commemorated in 

the classics to be all agnates, most of the beins related 

to one another as father and sons. Many poets have sung 

of mcst of these Chera heroes; and in many a poem they 

are praised as worthy scions of their worthy forbears. Yet 

on every occasion a Chera king is so correlated to any of 

his predecessors, he is always spoken of only as the 

heir or nephew, and not as the son or son's of his 

honoured forefather. The Tamil word uniformly used on 

all such occasions by all the poets in reference to Chera 

kings in relation to their predecessors on the throne is 

[umas] maruhan or (u@uwrer) maruman. These words 

in Tamil mean primarily a sisters son ora son-in-law; 

and although they have also now acquired a secondary 

significance to denote an heir or a remote descendant, 

vet they are still inappl.cabie to any son or a son's son. 

First the fact stands out that none of the heroes of the 8 
cantos in the ten-tens is ever addressed as the son of is 

great father, although we are asked to believe that 

3 of them, the heroes of the 4th, 5th and 6th cantos, are 

the direct sons of Imayavaramban, and that the last four 

cheras mentioned in the 7th to 9th cantos are also 

Sapindas or agnates related to each other successively as 

father and son. Many of them were such great hero- 
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kings, and their achievements and triumphs were so nu- 

merous and so loudly belaided, that they are very often 

invoked by poets in manv a song as the worthy ancestors 
of their patrons merely to do honour to the latter. If such 
heroes” own sons bore sway after them, and ali those 

sons also received many commemorative poams in there 

honour from many a poet, is it not very strange that none 
of them should even once be remembered honourably 
as the son of his great father, while the latter's name is 
yet so lavishly and deliberately invoked to lend lustre to 
the poet's patron's escutcheon and to add honour to his 
pedigree by mentioning him merely as theprevious hero's 
maruhan or nephew. There are references to the pre- 
decessors of some of these very Cheraheroesofthe cantos 
in the ten-tens. Yet they are only spoken of as maruhans 
or nephews, and not as sons ofthose illustrious ancestors 
named and lionised in the body of this very collection of the 
ten-tens. The inference is inexorably irresistible that none 
of these heroes is a son to another, but must only be a 
nephew or brother to his predecessor as is rightly referred 
to in this work as well asin theother anthologies of the 
Sangam classics. The absence of a single reference to 
any of the Chera kings as asonof his father, coupled with 
the frequent and uniform references to them as nephews 
of their worthy predecessors in old Tamil classics affords 
yet another proof of their being governed only by the 
marumakkalthayam law in their families. 

IV. Asuggestion as to how the word maruhan 
acquired its present meanings. 

In this connection an idea suggests itself to me, 
which tends to reinforce the view just discussed. The 
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word maruhan [iw(5ssr] has now no doubt acquired a 
secondary meaning of an heir or successor, though not a 
son. Its primary meaning is only a nephew, ie., sister's 
son. The word in the ordinary patriarchal or makkalthayam 
society can never come to denote an heir. For, in such a 
society a nephew is not and cannot be a direct heir to 
his uncle. And if marumakka!thayam wasnever known to 
or practiced by any section of the Tamils in the Sangam- 
age, the name of a nephew can never acquire any 
meaning signifying an heir. If on the other hand maru- 

makkalthayam was practised anywhere, then under the 

operation of that system it is only nephew that will ever 

be heirs; and the name of a nephew may in course of 

time readily and naturally lend itself to extended signifi- 

cation and to become an equivalent of heirs in general. 
The later common use of this word [:5&sr] maruhan by 
poets to denote all heirs or successors in law as such, as 
distinguished from sons in the direct male lineage, is proof 

positive of the existence of marumakkalthayam in the 

Tamilaham of the classic-age. And as we know of no 

known instance of its operation in any Tamil family east of 

the Ghats within memorable times, and as we have now 
several proofs of its existence in the Chera country, it is 

more safe to conclude that it is the long established im- 

memorial Chera marumakkalthayam-system alone that 

helped to extend this word (i»(5ascir) maruhan in its signi- 

ficance and to give itan additional secondary meaning to 

denote an heir, rather than to inferthat the Cheras follow- 
ed only the makkalthayam law simply from their being 
called (u@er) maruhars (heirs) to their predecessors, 
a term which has since come to be applied also to 

some of the heirs of the kings inthe other makalthayam 

royal-houses in Tamilaham. 
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V. Why the word Mahan, are not the word 

Maruhan is used in all the Pathikams: 

! will now attempt the elucidation of the bearing and 
significance of the word *mahan' (waeir)-used in all the 
epilogues of the ten-tens, which | reserved at an earlier 

stage fora later discussion. In sharp contradistinction 
with the universal and uniform use of the word‘maruhan’ 

in reference to the Chera-kings in all the Sangam-poems 

and even in those of the cantos in the ten-tens, we findin 

all its pathikams the equally invariable use only of the 
word ‘mahan’. It seems quite an irony that this word ma- 
han meaning a son should alone be uniformly applied to 
the Cheras in these very postcripts, which more than any 
otherliterature afford the mcst explicit and convincing 
proofs of their marumakkalthayam. On the surface it pre- 
sents an ¿ pparent conundrum;but on closerscrutiny its loses 

all its puzzling contrariety It isbest for us now to know all 
the several meanings of this word *mahan', before we 
clinch the discussion as toits apt and proper use in the epi- 
logues.Ithas about four meanings: - 1.aman.2. a husband. 
3. a son. 4.and an heir or mere successor as distinct 

from a son. Now in all the Pathikams, the word ‘mahan’ 

is preceeded and qualified by the participle (reir m) 
yeendra, which means begotten. This immediately prece- 
ding participle therefore eliminates the first two meanings, 
and naturally points to the third, viz, a son. The pharse 
in the Pathikams thus leaves no doubt as to the meaning 
of the word mahag in its context. It means only a son in 
all the pathikams. But the hero in every epilogue is only 
referred to as a son begotten by the particular parents 
expressly mentioned in each Pathikam. The hero's father 
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is always named, and mother is either named or described 
as that father’s devi or wife. The hero-king is thus rightly 

said to be a son begotten and borne by parents so ex- 

pressly and proximately mentioned therein. In relation to 
them the hero-king will,as he must, be only a son. But 

what about his relation tothe Chera king remotely named 

atthe beginning of every epilogue? Thery are not to be 

taken to stand as father and son to each other. On the 

contrary, the fact of the hero's mother and her husband 

being always named more proximately to this word 

mahan (son) in the epilogues makes it clear beyond 

doubt that the Chera king named remotely ín the opening 

lines cannot also be thís son's father. Yet there is no other 

word used by the poet in the context to bring out the 

exact relationship between these two Chera kings; the 
word ‘mahan’ stands alone to correlate the hero both to his 

proximately named parents and also to the Chera king 

remotely named atthe outset. It is here the fourth 
meaning of the word ‘mahan’, viz.» an heir, finds its use. 

The hero is rightly said to be a mahan (son) to the 

parents mentioned in every Pathikam, and is also not 

improperly called a mahan (heir) to the Chera king named 

in the opening lines of each of these Pathikams. Son- 

ship bv blood is indicated in one case by the qualifying 

participle begotten (Farm) standing between the word 

mahan and the words denoting the hero's real parents; 

and mere heirship in contrast in the other case is sugges- 

ted by the remote and bare mention of the predecessor's 

name without any word to hint at any more intimate kin- 

ship between that Chera king and the hero-mahan. By 

‘the rules of Tamil grammar, the fourth-case suffix Ku (&) 

may can note both gift as well as connection. Here we 
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find that the names of the Chera king are ever in the 4th 

case; but the word for the hero's mother in every post- 

script is only in the 1st or subject-case, always accom- 

panied by its predicate in the word begotten (ufer p). 

The author thus has taken care to avoid all possible mis- 

takes. And by the choice use of his language, he makes 

it pretty clear that the hero is mahan [son] borne by the 

mother mentioned proximately to him, and heis only 

mahan [heir] by her gift to the Chera king more remotely 

named at the outset in every Pathikam. The word 

‘maruhan’ meaning an heir or nephew, if used here in the 

place of *nahan', may apply express therelationship of the 
hero to the Chera king; but ít will be quite inappropriate 

in correlating the hero with his parents. The word mahan 
alone suitably expresses both the relationships (i. e) son- 

ship to the parents and heriship to the kingly uncle. The 

poet engages himself in these epilogues to give us the 

full pedigree of his heroes. He is not writing a biography 

in prose to beat pains to describe the several relatinships 

of the heroes in separate and more elaborate sentences. 

He is a poet in his element. He is graphically but poeti- 

cally epitomising the details of the pedigree and heral- 

dics of his heroes in the epilogues. He therefore natu- 

rally eschews the word ‘maruhan’ as unsuitable, and 

adopts the word *mahan' as compendiously handy for 

his purpose in the context. And this purpose is this. To 

the parents named therein, the hero is only a son. And 

only a word sigaifying a son must be used to express 

their relationship. The word ‘maruhan’ will never signi- 

fy a son as such; and so, it has to be eschewed. 

Whereas the word ‘mahan’ can alike apply to a son and 

to an heir who is not ason, the word *maruhan' will only 
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mean an heir or nephew and nevera son. The hero in 
each Pathikam is both a son to his named parents and 

an heir to the Chera king also named therein. His son- 

ship to his parents as well as hreiship to the Chera kirg 

are both to be brougt out; and the only word which can 

function to serve this dcuble purpose is ‘mahan’, and 

not *maruhan'. So the author of the epilogues preferably 

employs the word mahan in these difficult contexts to 

express this double relationship of the heroes. This use 

of the word mahan therefore in the epilogues of the ten- 
tens is appropriate and legitimate; and it cannot per-se 

land itself to any argument in support of makka!thayam 

for the Chera-herces eulogised in these postscripts. 
This word here rightly fits in with their marumakkaltha- 

vam, which is also otherwise abundantly made out by 

the language and logic of these epilogues as discussed 

above. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The result of all these discussions thus leads us 
to the conclusion that marumakkalthayam or the 
matriarchal family system is not a recent or modern 

or even a post-Sangam importation into the land of 

the Cheras, but is one which has been in vogue 
there without a break now for over 2000 years and 
more, from prior to and during the Sangam eras, 
recognised and referred to as such even in the San- 
gam literature. Of course other questions still arise:— 
Whether this is an indigenous Tamilian institution 
born and bred in the prehistoric Tamilaham, or an 
imported custom borrowed, baptised and blessed by 
the Cheras in the West Coast? And again why, if it 
were indigenous, all the Tamils east of the Ghats 
should have had no trace of it within man's memory 
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and should from tims immemoria! be of purely patri- 
archa! clans and tribes, while those in the West Coast 
alone retain and adhere to it all these long ages? 
And if it were an exotic foreign import in the Kerala 
country, whence, how and when came it, and why 
and how it found favour only there ? These and similar 
questions are of absorbing interest to the students 
of Tamil history. They still remain unsolved and call 
for further research. Yet they are not essential or 
even relevant to the limited inquiry we here embarked 
upon. The aim of the present inquiry is humble and 
its scope is therefore limited. We set out only to 
enquire if the Kerala family system is a post-Sangam 
nstitution, voluntarily borrowed by or forcibly  inflic- 
ted on a section of erstwhile patriarchal Tamil-people, 
or if it is old enough in the land of the Cheras to 
be known to and even practised at the age of the 
Sangam Classics. | must be content therefore to stop 
with suggesting the answer to this only question 
here in the light of the Sangam-Classics, and to take 
leave to broach the other interesting questions later 
on if and when leisure and opportunity afford me 
occasion therefor. 
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CHERAS OF YORE 

PART I 

THE ANTIQUITY OF THE CHERAS 

1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

The ruling Chera dynasty appears to be as old as the 
Tamil civilization, which must date back to at least two 
or three millenniums before the Christian era. Many 

Greek and Latin writers from the 4th century B. C. refer 

to the Cheras as the kings of the west coast of the Tamil 
country. ^ Both Ptolemy and Strabo, Pliny and the authors 

of the Periplus, all speak of Musiri as the great west 

coast port and emporium of the ancient Chera kingdom, 

and of its brisk seaborne trade with Egypt and the an- 
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cient empires in Europe. fhe teak found in the ruins of 

Mughier, which only existed not later than 3,000 years 

B. C. was identified to be of the Chera hills of the west 

coast (Vide, Ragozin's India) Very probably the peacock, 

the ivory and other articles of merchandise which accord- 

ing to the Hebrew books of kings and chronicles were 

imporied in Solomon's ships came from the Chera coast- 

lands. There are abundant references in the Tamil clas- 

sics now over 2,000 years old bearing testimony to this 

tima old maritime trade which the Chera ports carried on 

with the Yavanas of the distant west. 

OR EZ T Us 

«eirafluib Cuur dy aus spisor some 

urensuri- 55525 of leer wir ost or SUID 

Qurra erba oMadur® Gum 

wmads yA’ 

{Vide Aham Stz. 149) 

And we know that Ahananuru is one of the oldest 

classics in the Tamil Literature. )Megasthenes mentions 
the three great ruling houses of ‘the Ancient Tamilaham 

of which the Chera dynasty wasone. Asokan edicts 

corroborate this statement of the Yavana (Greek) ambas- 

sador in the court of Chandragupta in the 4th century 

B. C. Almost all the old Tamil poems of the classic age, 

the last of whichis not later than about the firstor second 

century A. D., speak of the Cheras as the crowned mo- 

narchs of one of the three oldest Royal Houses that ruled 

over the whole Tamil-land from time immemorial. 

There are some 3,000 poems by about 500 authors 

besides some classic grammars of times of yore, all col- 
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lected in over thirty volumes, which are now extant. 
Ahananuru or Aham 400 and Purananuru or Puram 400 
are among the oldest of all these classic poems of prehis- 
toric Sangam age. And in both these very ancient books 
there are references to these Chera kings of yore. Vide;— 

(1) "aus srtmé Gay ang 
uires Gor Gum LEGOs wgw? 

( Puram 8. Kapilar) 

(2) ''wmrbsrg5 Gs y cO gsibClurep pm GuiribiSu srr. 

ugOs mwas sbo” 
(Puram 22. Kurunkoliyur Kilar) 

(3) “Gaya Qeifwar Amida $Sugr" 

(Aham 36. Madurai Nakkirar) 

(4) “Gsyout 

eeireflui Guflum bgy” 

(Aham 149. Erukkattur Thayankannanar) 

One of these thirty volumes, Pathirruppattu or Ten- 

Tens, exclusively eulogises ten Chera kings in its ten 

cantos. 

‘The two oldest epics Silappadikaram and Mani- 

mekalai also make numerous and copious allusions 

to the greatness of the Chera monarches and their 

kingdom. 

The age of these classics known as the Sangam 

Poems is now well-settled beyond dispute by the 

works of veteran research-scholars like late Mr. Kanaka- 

sabai Pillai and University Research Professors like 

Dr. S K. Ayyangar, P. T. Srinivasa lyengar and Prof. 
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K. A. Nilakanta Sastri to be somewhere between the fifth 

century B. C. and the 1st or 2nd century A. D. These 
poems as well as the Grammar ‘Tholkappiyam’, which 

is the oldest book in tne Tamil Literature of the pre- 

christian era, all prove that the Cheras like the Pandyas 

and the Cholas, were potentates of powerful states, 

already of such an advanced civilization as to possess 

and reckon among their regalia all those modern symbols 
of kingship such as Royal crowns. Imperial flags, and 
dyanastic garlands and signets etc. etc. 

(1) *apüw*voub qpbsr( ysyd ~pouguyw 
apibapreb qp sif apib ysr ujib qpibior epi 
STWOLW wirt st apis Gio bay sara 

urmaps» DG sit wiert ume’? 

(Thiruvalluvamalai-10) 

(2) “YAUA Sirid yopQur dss 
Amida wAn umi 

(Mullaikkali Stz. 104) 

(3) “udmr omidi weirerté& Qader ts 
Gsérsibip psec Gs Gasqpeüe susbued 
petite Gui b m eueng rage ser?" 

(Silappadikaram, Katchikkadai II 170-172) 

(4) "Gur beg CabGu Arar Ou (Ot 
WINGS Sruti wives gen" 

(Tholkappiyam, Puratthinai—Sutram 5) 

That the whole Prehistoric Tamilaham was ruled over only by or was subject to the s uzareinty of these three 
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kings is testified to by poems and sutrams in Purananuru 

and Tholkappiyam. 

(1) “weyh d imag aL DS dark 

(pre qpipSi e; s TET aper qseir em tb 

Ar Gserà uei fflerGs Auw” 

(Puram 35. Vellaikkudinaganar) 

(2) ‘‘oustrysp pat sssrGnuniféo wegi A 

BT HAuw Arden gas sait enprigu 

(Thol. Seyyul lyul—Sutram 391) 



2 

AGE OF THE CLASSIC POEMS 

The age of these ancient poems like Purananuru, 
Ahananuru and Pathirruppattu and of the great gram- 
mar Tholkappiyam would thus afford us anidea of 
the antiquity of the Cheras. It behoves us here there- 
fore to digress a little and investigate the facts which 
bear upon and? which might help us to fix even ap- 
proximately the great antiquity of these werks in the 
Tamil Literature. Asoka’s inscriptions and records of the 
Yavana [Greek] writers like Megasthenes square with 
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the Tamil traditions about the predeluge Tamilian 
culture and civilization. 

The Ceylon histories like Mahawanso and Dipa- 
wanso also tell us that the Magatha AEneas who led 

the first Aryan colony into Ceylon and founded the Lanka 

dynasty sought the hand of a Pandya-princess in the 6th 

century B. C., as worthy to be his ‘Dido’, Tholkappi- 
yam and some at least of the poems of Purananuru are 

undoubtedly older than all the other works. It isa 

matter of common knowledge that the second stanza 

of the latter runs as follows:— 

EJU Lr ef aw Gg 9), 

Av bise Asror "Airey i, IDOLI 

mengib UgsrwGd QurG@gsas! Asr Pud 

QugeEGeroy AG@usbh asorurg Oar@sGgris”’ 

This professes to have been addressed by the poet 

Mudinagaroyar, a member of the first Tamil Academy 

in praise of his friend and patron Cheraman Perunchorru 

Uthiyan Cheralathan who lived at the time of the great 

Kuru-Pandava or Mahabharata war, which, if true, 

should go as far back as 1,000, B. C. if not even far- 

ther. That this tradition about the Chera king feeding 

the Kaurava armies in the great epic war is no new inven- 

tion, but was in vogue and believed in even about the 

early Christian era is apparent from the following lines 

of Silappadikaram, which was composed not later than 

the 2nd century, A. D. 

“garu Peng uidisirudt 2 Len nap bs 

Gurfh Query Curdas sra ós 
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Gerar Quee» pusir wewu” 

(Kathai 29, p. 289) 

However this may be. there is more cogent reason 

to presume an age for some at least ofthe lyrics of 

Purananuru far earlier than that of all the last Sangam- 

works now extant. 

Let us therefore now briefly review the most sali- 

ent facts about the age of such of the classic poems as 
have special or particular references to the Cheras. Of 
the thirty volumes of these old classics, all research 

scholars are agreed as to the order of priority to be assi- 

gned to them. Puram and Aham 400 are reckoned to be 
the oldest. Next in point of time are poems like Pathir- 
ruppattu and Narrinai. The latest of the classics that 
relate to the Chera History are Silappadikaram and 
Manimekalai. The last two are epics, of which Silappadi- 
karam might perhaps have been composed somewhat 
earlier than Manimekalai. For, while the latter distinctly 
refers to the destruction of the Chola's maritime metro- 
polis —Kavirippumpattinam-by the sea, the former praises 
her beauties and wealth and blesses the capital as a 
Still living city. Manimekalai may be of the second 
century A. D. But Silappadikaram should have been com- 
posed about the end of the first or early in the second 
century A. D. For, its author is no other than the ascetic 
brother of the gseat Chera warrior king Chenguttuvan, 
who ruled and warred all over India in that age. All 
available evidences, both in Tamil Literature and Ceylon 
records, in Sanskrit lores and in the field of archaeology 
have been reviewed and discussed threadbare; and the unanimous opinion of all unbiassed scholars tend to 
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assign Chenguttuvan’s regime to about the first century 

A.D. Silappadikaram relates many of the important episo- 

des in Chenguttuvan's lifeand reign in such an intimate 

manner as to suggest contemporaneity of the author to 

the royal hero of this superb epic. Therefore this epic 

must be of the first or early second century A. D. 

We know that Chenguttuvan was the hero of the 

fifth ten of the Ten-Tens or Pathirruppattu, composed by 

Paranar. That Paranar was a contemporary of Chengut- 

tuvan is proved not only by the epilogue of this fifth 

canto that definitely mentions that this poet received his 

rich reward for his eulogiums directly from the king 

Chenguttuvan, but also by the poems themselves which 
confirm this truth by the many direct addresses they con- 

tain. Vide:— 

(1) “mre 505508! aremsu HAC’ 

[Pattirruppattu. Stz. 417 

“O Great king of immaculate fame! | have 

come to meet you" 

(2) “Ggwiwwré apu! Aenea eis. c Guo" 

(Ibid Stz. 43) 

*Q King of uninterrupted learning! We saw 

now your peerless position and pomp” 

(3) “wre Gs pat, pab euibiflsir 

Guqse»ster& esp san eri ap pCa” 

(Ibid, Stz. 49) 
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«We'll go ourselves, you had better come also to 

greet the King "Kuttuvan' of irresistable ire. (against 

foes). 

This King Chenguttuvan succeeded to the royal 

Chera throne only after the four monarchs respectively 

eulogised in the first four Tens of this anthology— 

Pathirruppattu—successively reigned and ruled over the 

Chera kingdom. As the first ten poems are irretrievably 

lost, we do not know much of the King Cheral - Athan— 

the hero of the first of this series of ten cantos known as 

Ten-Tens. His successor Imayavaramban | Nedum- 

Cheral-Athan sat on the Vanchi throne for fifty-eight 

years as is expressly mentioned in the epilogue of the 

second canto which eulogises this monarch. Imayavaram- 

ban's junior brother Palyanai-Chelkezhu Kuttuvan wore 

the Chera crown for twenty-five years as per epilogue of 

the third canto. And Kalangai Kanni Nar Mudi Cheral,who 

succeeded these two brothers wielded the Chera sceptre 

fora quarter of a century—according to the epilogue 

of the fourth canto of Ten - Tens. And Cheran Chen- 

guttuvan ascended the Vanchi throne only after these 

four monarchs; and he ruled for over half a century: 

for, the epilogue to the fifth canto says his regin in 

Vanchi lasted full fifty-five years. Thus, Imayavaram- 

ban's regin over Vanchi must have started full one 
hundred years before Chenguttuvan ascended the Vanchi 
throne; and Imayavaramban is only the hero of the 
second canto. His predecessor Uthiyan Cheral Athan, 
the hero of the first canto therefore was on the Chera 
throne hundred and odd years before Chenguttuvan. This 
will take the second canto of the Ten - Tens obviously to 
the first century B. C. The author Kumattur Kannanar 
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[e wi Gis sanagi] was the poet-contemporary of the 

King Cheralathan [Gererseér} he eulogises in canto 
two. That for these ten poems of canto second of 

Pathirruppattu (u#povugss) the poet was rewarded 

by the King Cheralathan with the gift of five hundred 

hamlets is expressly mentioned in the epilogue to the 

second canto. The direct appeals and apostrophes 

addressed in these ten verses unmistakably prove the 

contemporaneity of the poet with the Hero-King. Vide:— 

(1) “Gurr grave Cer comi! 

uviysp Glasses ef gas ui" 

(Pathirruppattu, Stz. 11). 

«O King Chera! Atha!, the head ‘of an army that 

wins all wars, we have seen your great wealth which 

is praised by al" 

umswi pd saui SFGear 

ess &B04094009.,- GastB9 saccs cee BOG ee-sne sio BBHosranesEseHesesees 

Ber arg! 
veros Ce rer nse ees Y essacadogsecet à Perse serene tetuve 

Sor Pune yos Garrt&dasr 

oe . oe Peeeseeee 

yuni smsda Coris Asri Qu 

wren pT Qb asus te caster c Glesr e 

(Ibid, Stz. 15). 

** | have just traversed the territory of your vanqui- 

shed foes that dared to resist you; King Cheral Atha! 

May you live long for the benefit of the world sees.. 
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| am also agreeably surprised at the sight of your 

fertile and prosperous country immune from ills of every 

kind under the protecting aegis of your sceptre, in 

glowing contrast with that of your enemies now in 
ruins” 

(3) gufa.pg vss gious uspsei 

Gurið pjs Gewminjan qi! 

aD Aua ud Sy bgb y bp Gul 

georg wow Deo: bs QumswGamrer HONS 

S195 wwr b Gumifsvapup srr fei 

ys Ses asiwi Cure Sern fs 

Gar BeAr HWE) Ss 

sar SuGrr QciaesGur OLEE”. 

(Ibid, Stz. 14). 

*O Chivalrous Warrior! that annihilates all hostile 
armies; O Strong man of prowess that defies even the 
death dealing deity. May you live long, and firmly 
establish your great fame and name far and wide over 
the whole land up to its sea-bound limits under your 
bejewelled golden sceptre just as the many hero for- 
bears of your royal house have done before you; and 
may no evil ever touch you or your territoty’’ 

These last, few lines just quoted add conside- rably to the antiquity of the Chera dynasty, for the poets’ reference to King Imayavaramban the hero of canto two in this stanza is illuminating in that he is glorified here not as the first empire builder, but only 
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as the scion of a long line of hero-kings who were 
all rulers of empires. The age of the Ten-Tens may 
thus range from early in the first century B.C. to 
about the end of the second century A.D. And as 
already stated above, Puram and Aham are by far the 
oldest of all classical poems; and they are therefore 
of even a greater antiquity than the two epics and 
the poem—Pathirruppattu. We shall here investigate 
one or two facts that will prove this truth. 

It is a well established custom with the early Tamil 
poets to wish their Kings in their songs more days of 
health and happiness than the sands in the beds of the 
chief rivers that glide by their capital towns. 

For example we have 

(1) For Chola 

“Ansa fer ausir 

igw Darri ara 

TSS fi marh gi LieoG e" 

(Puram, Stz. 43) 

(2) For Chera 

**ussiressir Gu b G5 

esireumib srcacr | 

swei Glumqnen 5 wend aya Ansa’ 

(Silappathikaram 28. L. 126—128) 

(3) And when we come to the Pandiya King we 
find his name coupled with that of the river Pahruli ina 

similar manner: 
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"aaGss emu GAA saGaré 

Qe 5 fti usuGursir uhuri $5 

ap bir Ap Gi pig Guireir 

peires?ir i uoa wemcgyi Lie Gen" 

(Puram 9.) 

When we see these line sstand addressed to a King 

by a contemporary poet it will be far too gratuitous to 

presume that he should have requisitioned the name of 

an imaginary or non-existing river in tha case of this 

Pandiyan King alone, while in respect of the other two 

Tamil monarchs poets have had recourse only to their 

respective living streams. It would be strange to expect 

this poet to refer to the sands of a lost river rather than 

to those of the living Vaigai which has been associated 

by the later classical poets with the names of the Pandiyan 

monarchs, while his tuneful brethren attached to the 

other two Tamil Kings made use of the Kaviri and the 
Porunai for a like purpose. And the irresistible inference 

is that the stanza from Purananuru was composed by a 

poet who lived prior to the classic subsidence of the 

southern Tamil continent, that is to say, while the river 

Pahruli was still watering the southern. Pandiyan provin- 

ees since submerged. 

That Pahruli, the chief Pandiyan river, was wiped off 
the Indian map with a vast extent of Tamil territory—is 
borne testimony to not only by the great commentators 
but also by the old poets of the Sangam era. We learn 
from Adiyarkku Nallar who assures us that “aie Qur- 
GF IDG are gi yumg (urasyuerg) Osc 
feos & acnes gru Lo yur gr Ger Lie eimi uga 
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winetnujore Gws Gari wyb Gere. sepe 
(Silap. P.265) and again “gaumi euim end 
agar urpu «(meni suMTrsisS Hummus Heo p- 
$GSG8 D uriy QSr ra ub youuugss Or? @- 

Gens. Mbsevuss Bout PIEGA GOsdnuur aqaes- 
SHH arOadawrAu uopiat  Guisbr gpiib i Doi 
eufiQuss gyib 0 bob ZorGu TUH DMS Erg 

eum gyib......... .. (Sb proust mr quf 

Carded ysu usd prb ampi pAb Su 
pL pigu or Gg Gary «m pub sce Qavein- 

GerPavresd’’ etc. 

(Silap. P. 197-—198) 

Nacchinarkiniar also tells us — stes guut@és 

Guflar p var sr Lr AGs Doapeér'" which re- 
ceives corroboration from llampuranar who urges ‘“‘aLù 

Quarc eiseir apsir Omri earrenwddr Ashab «rio 

a pute gi ” ? and from the lines of Nila Kandanar who 
simply revises and edits Nakirar's gloss upon the Ahap- 

porul that *.sj&ame? S siciGurgoib. reir uie ent & CLO 

Gare sj". ? We have it also in the Kalithokai:— 

“pA Honor uy sy ser wirst Qumar 

Aoir GioDGecs gy Couri pr ig c bui 

YS ur® Liri yop Qur iis Amisha. 

aden ummi u err mé d d; 6) scsrerr eucir 

1, Thol. Porul Athikaram, P. 809. 

3. Thoi. llampureanar's Eluthathikaram, P. ,. 

3. irayanar Agapporul, P . b. 
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Agdas pe qyur@ srir hw 

BOTH STW eere. ME 

To go back to our subject. The author of Silappathi- 

karam also refers to this Tamil tradition of the sudsidence 

of land in the south along with the river Pahruli.and says. 

that the submerged land was a Tamil country. 

“Asyura Gor mand OsrpGurer Quersaps 

sUpard u pss seiner mie 
(Kathai VIII. lines 1—2. P. 194.) 

And again, 

*ern Ger Ge) f) bis eureiruena Gur sy 

vee gh wir b pri eir ver tio GSES gió 

Gus Gar(pu Garguar c Gareier 

Gs eir Dies urari Asara emp. 

(Kathai XI, lines 18 to 22. P. 257.) 

* Mullai Kali Stan, 104, P. 327 (Mr. Kanakasabai, 
Pillai has taken only the portion.. 

[''€ ssirere:cir Gy ebellons 51 eu c ur(o Garr fu ps. 
AaS 5 mu i,’ and tries to fit it in with his Tibetan hypo- 
thesis of the Tamil origin. He argues from this that the 

Ayar race should have come with the Pandiyans from the 

North and attempts to draw a connection for these Ayars 
of the South and the wild Ahirs of the Northern India. He 
has quietly slurred over the inconvenient lines that open 
this stanza; and the reason is not far to seek. They 
militate against his fond Mongolian theory; for they di- 
rectly support the Tamil tradition of the subsidence of 
the land and the advent of these Ayars with their King 
Pandiya from this submerged Southern land]. | l 
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The gloss of Adiyarkunallar on these lines makes the 

matter still more clear. He says “ gimarur@u pve 

GH DEGEFE Qe mri prc GL eb Eu Ge) qp ar tan. iD papib, Ger 

urpe Gé qeingiáe Dpapb, rh gubo B)pbs 
BILGE HGS 2S mL. Qaare’ (Silap, P. 265 —266). 

This shows that the tradition embalmed in the Kali Stanza 

quoted about the Pandiyan encroachment on the Chera 

and Chola territories after the !oss of his southern provin- 

ces, was known to and besieved in by all Tamil writers 

since the third Sangam or the Augustan age of Tamil 

literature. Thus it will be clear that some at least of the 

lyrics of Purananuru, (like the one quoted, with a direct 

reference to Pahruli as a living river) should have been 

composed some time prior to the subsidence ofthe south- 

ern continent, and that some centuries should have again 

intervened between this subsidence and the 3rd Sangam 

age for this story of the deluge to have crystallised itself 

into a tradition in their poems. If the first century of the 

Christian Era be taken as the latest date of this third 

Tamil academy at Madura, it will not be far wrong if the 

earlier songs in Purananuru are assigned to at least the 

fifth or sixth century B. C. 



3 

AGE OF THOLKAPPIAM 

We have also grounds to believe that Tholkappiam 

should be equally old. if not even older. Every Tamil 

student is aware of the unbroken tradition that Tholkap- 

piam is of the first Sangam age, and was one of the 

standard authorities on grammar for the second and 

third Tamil Boards. If the tradition were worth anything, 

his orthodox Tamil grammar should have been in 

existence long prior to the deluvial catastrophe that 

swallowed up Kapadapuram, the seat of the second 

academy. 
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But as regards Tholkappiam even some Tamil 

scholars appear of late to be disposed to question 

the hoary age which unbroken tradition ascribe to 

it. Recently in a Madras University publication known 

as the “The Chronology of the early Tamils’’ a definite 

stand is taken by its writer, and the Pro-modernist view 

is advocated in a highly provocative challenging manner. 

It is time, in my opinion, that the whole question is 

reviewed in a dispassionate scientific spirit in the interest 

of truth: and | propose to prepare the ground for such a 

final decisive verdict in the world of Letters by an 

attempted approach to the truth ina twofold manner. 

Let me first try to test the worth and value of and valid 

warrant for the modernist arguments advanced in the 

chronology; and thereafter | shall marshal out and 

summarise the salient historic and literary evidences 

which would affirmatively indicate the real truth about 

this matter. As many problems relating to the history 

of the Tamil literature depend on the place and position 

of Tholkappiam in that literature. and are sure to be 

coloured by one's outlook on this question of the Age of 

Tholkappiam, its importance warrants an earnest inquiry 

into its truth. And I shall presently deal with the first 

part of this inquiry, viz., an assessment of the value and 

validity of the specific data given in the Chronology to 

refute Tholkappiam's claims for antiquity. 

Dewan Bahadur S. E. Runganadan drew my attention 

to a review of the Chronology of the Eatly Tamils in the 

“Hindu” The reviewer's remarks interested me 

deeply; particularly the hearty approval he accorded to 

the conclusions of the learned author of the Chronology 

regarding the Age of Tholkappiam aroused my curiosity, 
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Directly ! secured a copy of the Chronology and read it 

through with all the attention and care which such an 

University publication as the Chronology and the startling 

new theories expounded therein would demand. It struck 

me that the gereral remark of the Professor in his review 

that the book reveals some settled bias is really more 

warranted than the approval of the reviewer regarding 

the Age of Tholkappiam. it is obvious that both the 

author and the reviewer of the Chronology have some 

instinctive bias against the great antiquity which traditions 

and Tamil scholarship agree in according to the classica| 

Tamil Vyakarnam. It is my purpose here briefly to 

canvass the reasons given in Appendix XV of the 

Chronology to prove that Tholkappiam should be assigned 

rather to 600 A. D. or a latertime than to 600 B. C. or an 

earlier age. Five particular points are emphasised by 

the learned. author of the Chronology in the Appendix in 

support of his conclusions. Let me deal with them 

seriatim. 

1. Asthe ''Venkatam'' hills are mentioned in the 

preface or ‘‘payiram’ to Tholkappiam as the northern 

limit of Tamilakem, and as the name ‘Venkatam’ itself 
is not mentioned in any Tamil literary works earlier than 
that that of *Kalladanar' of the 7th generation of the 
Chronology, the author of the Chronology argues Thol- 
kappiam should te of a later age. Forthe first time, 
according to this author, Karikalan I! extended the Tamil 
rule as far as the ‘Venkatam’’ hills. lf the author's 
premise is an established fact, there may be some force 
in his argument; But the very basis for this argument 
is an unproved and unwarranted assumption, and will 
be found to be founded on an error in fact. In the 
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first place Tholkappiam makes no reference to 

*Venkatam'' at all; and the “Payiram’’ which mentions 

Venkatam is not the work of the author of Tholkappiam. 

Again it is a cardinal canon for all research workers 

that no valid argument can be based on mere absence 

of reference in any books to the points at issue in a 

discussion. No Sangam poet set himself to write any 

geogrephical treatises as such. He need not have men- 

tioned anything on earth unless it had some necessary 

bearing on or relation to the subjects he was poetising 

upon There are innumerable rivers, hills, valleys and 

villages in the Tamil Nad, that no poet ever referred 

to; and no one will seriously argue against their exis- 

. tence from the absence of any reference to any of them 

in the works of the literary writers. Thus the first point 

for the argument against the antiquity of Tholkappiam, 

is found to be a bubble that stands no pricking. 

But this is not all. The very hypothesis for this 

whole argument is untenable. That the ‘Venkatam’’ 

is not mentioned in any early Sangam work and can- 

not receive any such mention, because till Karikalan H 

extended his kingdom in the 6th century for the 

first time, the ‘‘Venkatam” hills lay far far north of 

the limits of Tamilakam, are statements which are as 

incorrect as they are unwarranted. The author of the 

Chronolgy has yet to establish this opinion he hazards 

about Karikalan li belng the first warrior that extended 

his conquesets to the foot of the “VenRatam” hills. He 

only throws out these suggestions. as arising out of his 

surmises fromthe absence of any earlier references to 

the Chola conquest of'Aruvanadu before Karikalan ll; 

But he knows as well asany Tamil scholar that Aruvanadu 
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was always part and parcel of the Tamil Nad; and as 

a matter of fact from the early times the Vadugas called 

the Tamils and their language by the name of this 

northernmost Tamil province, which bordered the Andh- 

radesa. "'Aravars" and ‘‘Aravam’’ are the Vadugu 

appellations for the Tamils and their language, famously 

familiarised by the author of “Parani” by his felicitous 

reference to the cries of the fleeing Vaduga warriors 

when Vanquished by the great Chola general Karunakara 

Thondaiman in his conquest of *'Kalinga."' 

“oma Arra Ger shor. 

oid Pkr Gurr gp feni 

juu wu sens (Gus 

AHut 91055910969 Gennes ari“ 

(Parani, Verse. 49) 

The author of the Chronology admits in his book 

afteran elaborate discussion that Purananuru, Agananuru, 

Narrinai and Kuruntokai (should) form the main basis 
and supply us with the primary evidence for the early 

history of the ‘*Tamils’’, and that ‘*Pathirrupattu and 

Pattuppattu are by their style and subject matter not far 

removed from them." Almost all these old classics refer 
to the **Venkatam" hills, and reinforce the tradition that 
not only these hills formed the northern bourn of the old 

Tamilakam, but that they were part of Tamilakam being 

yuled over by Tafnil chieftains under the suzertainty cf 
the Cholas. Verses 381, 385, 389 and 391 of Purananuru 
will make this fact abundantly clear. “oaaae onc, of 
Cutiacerte@r’’ (381) “acted Pf waged? Cuma &p- 
Gerd" [389]. Nothing can give more definite evidence 
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than these:references to the Tamilian proprietorship and 
sovereignty of the Venkatam hills. And -*Purananuru'' 

is the oldest extant Tamil classic and Agananuru comes 

next to that according to the author of the Chronology. 

Let us therefore see if any and what evidence we may 

find in the Agananuru collection as regards this 

unchanging hil! boundary of the old Tamilakam. Again 

verses numbers, 61, 211, 27, 213, 85 and some others 

as well speak of the ''Venkatam" as being in the territory 

of the Tamil chieftains. ‘‘wypr vb ever &&)u wrony 

Aipyor HapsFi Cumar_w Gus"? (61). Stanza 

14 of *'Narrinai" says the same story. In the face of this 

overwhelming evidence in all the oldest Tamil classics 

for treating the ‘Venkatam’ hills as in and of theold Tamil 

Nad, it is difficult to appreciate the argument of the author 

of the Chronology against the antiquity of Tholkappiam 

on the score that the preface or ‘Payiram of Panamparanar’ 

affixed to Tholkappiam refers to the *Venkatam'" as the 

northern boundary of Tamilakam. 

2. The second point of attack against the antiquity 

of Tho'kappiam is founded on a presumption that the 

rulers in the Tamil country of the Sangam Age were all 

petty tribal chiefs, and none of them wasa crowned king. 

Because Tolkappiam refers to the three crowned kings 

in the Tamilakam, therefore it should be of a very late 

period when some chieftains had established kingdoms 

and came to wear crowns also. It may well be' that in 

the pre-historic remotest past, some warrior chiefs may 

have founded the thrones that acquired renown as the 

three great kingdoms in the Tamilakam. But what is the 

warrant for this author's dictum that in the Age of the 
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now extant Sangam poetry, there was not and:could not 

be any crowned monarch in the whole Tamil Nad. He 

hazards an opinion that the founder and the first ruler of 

the Chola dynasty was Veliyan Thithan and he was only 

a Venman or crownless petty chieftain of Veerai, a coas- 

ta! town in the estuary of the Kaveri river, or that he and 

his son ruled their people in the Chola territory without 

wearing a crown. That Thithan conquered and planted 

himself in Uranthai has yet to be proved by positive evi- 

dence. But even were it true, this would not conclude 

that there were no crowned kings in Uranthai. On the 

other hand Thithan himself may have usurped the crown 

with the throne of Uranthai kingdom. A chieftain may 

well conquer and establish his dynastv over a kingdom. 

Far from confirming the suggestion in the Chronicle, the 

very poets he quotes in this connection lend support to 
the fact, that Uranthai was not a mere manorial or barc- 
nial town, but was the famous capital of the Chola line 
of kings even at the time of Thithan. 

"Car OD apr£eir c8 nib Gunaidé SEF ripest 

Geire(pn) ahir e nisms w ris” 

[Agam. 137.] 
Ca vGurié Ceript yPPub Gumemesrc e? 

[Narrinai. 87.] 

*'wpüQsnp Gary amis u eoe d 

85,0 bir y Hou ib sse" 

[Puram. 39.] 

There is no specific proof that Venman Veliyan was 
the lineal ancestor or the prepositus of the Chola house 
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of Karikalan, or even that the Veerai chieftain permanent- 

ly established his dynasty over the Uranthai throne. The 

very rule laid down by the author in his Chronology 

appears to rule out this surmise of his. He says “Three 

generations is the utmost limit to which a person could 

be assigned, and that too in very exceptional circums- 

tances only. But beyond it, neither facts of history 

nor demands of logic would permit us to go.'' In his 

chronological tables [1] Veliyan Thithan, the Veerai 

chieftain, is shown as the prepositus of the Chola dynasty. 

[2] Thithan Veliyan, his son, is shown as the successor 

in second generation on the Uranthai throne. [3] 
Mudithalaikko-Perunarkilli is mentioned as the son and 

successor of this latter Thithan (No.2),in the third gene- 

ration. [4] Velpahradakkai Purunarkilli as succeeding 
[No.3] in the fourth generation. [5] Uruvappahrer 

llancetcenni succeeds [No. 4] in the fifth generation. 
And the poet, Paranar, is assigned in this table to be 

the eulogist of all except the second Thithan of these 

five Chola kings of Uranthai in unbroken succession. 

This offends the above peremptory postulate which the 

author has himself approvingly emphasised in his book. 

Paranar could not possibly have adorned the courts 

of five successive generations of the Uranthai kings 

besides being in courts of Nedumceralathan, Chengut- 

tuvan and others, as well as a number of Velir chiefs 

such as Pehan and Neduman Anji. The only accep- 

table position would be that these several heroes Para- 

nar belauds in his poems should be more or less 

contemporaries, and are not to be reckoned as succes- 

sors surviving each other to five generations. 
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it is perhaps to explain away this patent and fatal 

objection, it is just insinuated in the Chronology and its 

schedule that poet Paranar only addressed the Chola 

kings from the third generation as a contemporary of 

those kings, while his verses about the earlier Chola 

rulers in Uranthai were only posthumous eulogiums by 

Paranar based on hearsay reports of their exploits. The 

language and nature of these poems do not afford 

warrant for any such differentiation. Paranar’s verses 

about Tithan the Ist and Mudithalai-ko, alias Karikalan | 

of the Chronology, aad particularly Stanza No. 6 in 

Aham series could only suggest contemporaneity of the 

poet with the hero-kings as consistently as those about 
the later Cholas do. Of course, Puram verses may be 

addressed to kings directly; whereas the poems of the 

Aham series by their very naturecanonly be indirect refe- 

rences to the kings. For, all direct personal references are 
tabooed in Aham poetry. But tenses, moods and other 
circumenantial indications in the Aham verses of Paranar 
about Thithan and his alleged grandson in the schedule 
so the Chronology, far from militating against the poet's 
contemporaneity, almost suggest it to such an extant that 
one may well infer that there were more than one poet 
by the name of Peranarin the Sangam Age. The rea| 
point is that the verses in the name of Paranar cited 
and relied on for the chronological pedigree do not war- 
rant, and much less prove the author's assumptions. Even 
if Paranar's references to Tithan of Uranthai and to Mudi- 
thalai-ko-Perunarkilli were to be brushed aside 
mere posthumous eulogies based on 
nevertheless, according to the Chronolog 
fact still stares us in the face, viz, 

as 
hearsay reports, 

y the astounding 
Paranar belauds 
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personally .Pahradakai Perunarkilli in the fourth and 
Hamchetchenni in the fifth generation in the Chronology, 
as much as he does in Pattirruppathu the King Cheran 
Chenguttuvan, whom the author of the Chronology takes 
to be the grandson of Karikalan, who was son to 
llamchetchenni. This would make Paranara contem- 
porary of five generations of kings, a longevity out of the 
range of credibility. On these facts, the theory that all 
the five Chola rulers of Uranthai in the first five gene- 
rations in the chronological table, were unctowned petty 

chiefs, and that only Karikalan in the sixth generation 

for the first time assumed the royal role, fails. 

Moreover in the absence of their distinctive dynastic 
appellations such as Valavan or Killi for the Cholas, 

Cheliyan or Maran for Pandyas, and Cheral‘or Vanavan 

for the Cheras. the adjunct Ko is adaed to the names 

of kingly rulers to indicate that they are crowned 

monarchs of these three immemorial Tamil kingdoms, 

as distinct from mere ruling chiefs and feudatories who 

go by the names of Vels and Venmans. The names of 

almost al! the rulers of Uranthai are spoken of in the 

Sangam literature, and even in the table of chronological 

pedigree under review, either with their respective 

dynastic titles or with the royal appellation of Ko. This 

fact also would militate against the conjecture that all the 

Uranthai rulers prior to Karikalan were only Velir chiefs 
without crowns. 

Again, the schedule to the Chronology mentions 

two Karikalans, the first in the third, and the second in 

the sixth generation; and in support thereof some verses 

(Puram 65 and 66) are cited. Obviously these citations 
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reveal that there must be much confusion in the ordering 

and grouping of kings of the Chola dynasty in the 

schedule to the Chronology. Puram stanzas 65 and 66 

specifically refer to and praise the exploits of Karikalan 

in the famous battle of ‘Venni.’ The poem “Porunar 

Arrupadai'* of Mudathama Kanniyar, cited for Karikalan 

It in this schedule, narrates just these very exploits in 

Venni-battle which on the aurhority of Puram verses 65 

and 66 the author of the Chronology attributes to his 

Karikalan |. It is not suggested that there were two 

battles in Venni, and in each the victory went to the 

Chola king having the same name of Karikala. The 

Puram verses only give the name of the Venni-victor as 

Karikalan; but they do not say whose son he was. 

**Porunar Arrupadai" expressly says that the conqueror 

of the other two contemporary rival crowned kings at 
Venni was the son of Uruva Pahrer llamchetchenni. 
The hero of Pattina Palai is neither the son of Ilamchet- 
chenni, nor the victor of Venni battle; he is not even 
known as Karikalan. His real name is Perumavalavan; 
and he is the son of Karikalan. (Vide Pazhamozhi verse 
No. 105.) This stanza leaves no doubtas to the respective 
identities of and relationship between  Venni-victor 
Karikalcholan. and the hero king immortalised in Pattina 
Palai. Karikalan means *'he who had the burnt-foot.’’ 
Karikalan earned that name because he had his foot 
burnt in his child-hood. vide the following venbas:— 

1. *''gés&á Erap DUUS ds BUwgusrs 

Diss srw worse sri -Arijs 
Alario Grm gb -Syui coor t 

BTL 
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afarwdr stAT yom’ 

(us giturel@-Gur Gg prr b pic 

apis off gairg) 
2. ‘arLOUL Gutebs Cerigsr wa gyi 

iSc Pho Gur rZ à Qu b p&— sce kari 

Gary GemCared esl Q)uIen d 

e u$05eoLuim Bruise effer." 

(uipGioriB: 105) 

This Chola king Karikalan's son was kept out of his 

birthright in his boyhood; and this adventurous Chola 

Scion escaped from his captivity eluding his prisoners, 

and won back his ancestral Chola crown by his daring 

military coup-de-main with the aid of loyal allies. This 

story and happy denouncement, exquisitely eulogised in 

Pattina-palai, are succintly summerised in this Pazha- 

mozhi venba. In later times, this martial son of Kari- 

kalan was confused with his father; and their respective 

exploits have been indifferently mixed up by indiscrimi- 

nate writers. That Pattina-palai neither names its hero as 

Karikalan, nor alludes to any exploits of the famous 

battles of Venni and Vahai which are exclusive laurels 

only of Karikalan—the son of llamchetchenni,is eloquently 

significant: Also the incidents of the youthful life of 

the victor in Venni and Vahai as given in Porunar Arru- 

padai are irreconcilably at variance with those of the 

early life of the hero of Pattina—palai. These facts were 

first noticed by and elaborated in a research thesis of 

Mahavidwan R. Raghava lyengarofthe Annamalai Univer- 

sity: and when he drew my attention to them, | suggested 

to him the venba from Pazhamozhi as not only confir- 

ming his thesis viz., the Pattina-palai hero was different 
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from Karika'an of Venni and Vahai fame, but as also 
affording further proof ofthe realr elationship between 

these two great Chola kings as father and son. 

There is yet another confusion in the Chronology 
between Tithan, the Chola king of Uranthai, and a 
Venman or chieftain of Veerai. All the citations in the 
Chronology in support of the identity of these different 
personalities except one verse from Narrinai, make no 
reference whatever to Veerai or Venman in relation to 
Tithan of Uranthai. Puram stanzas 6, 122, 352 and 395 
all speak simply of “Thithan’s Uranthai.’’ with out any 
other adjunct. Even the Aham verse No. 226 refers only 
to Tithan Veliyan’s Uranthai, and gives no-warrant to 
connect this Tithan of Uranthai with any Venmanship_of 
Veerai. All these poems further emphasise that Uranthai 
was ever the abiding capital of Tithan under his aegis, 
and would not admit even remotely any possible hint of 
his conquest or usurpation of Uranthai. Thithan is the 
Personal name of this Chola king of Uranthai. Velian was 
one of his titles or surnames suggesting his conquest 
of ‘‘Veliam’’ a Chera citadel. Aham verse 359 expressly 
names this place as belonging to the Chera ruler. “eurer 
apbuer Ga sfu gs sso’? Aham 208 also speaks of this 
"Veliam* as being under the Chera Venman general, 
Aay Yeyinan ''Gaief'ucn Covet rer -JSyierdemreir'". And if 
the Chola king Thithan conquered this Chera citadel 
‘Veliam,’ nothing is more natural than for him to add 
the title *Velian,' suggesting his martial victory over the 
place. Thus, Tithan or Tithan Velian were both one 
and the same Chola-king that ruled over Uranthai, the 
time-old Chola metropolis in the classic age. The Narrinai line relied on in the Chronology to identify this 
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Chola king with a petty Velir chief of Veerai seems to 
read into it a totally different story altogether. The 
relevant lines of this verse run as follows:— 

Sony Gawr Geiefiuici Dina 
YIEYSH Qar Au wre sSemrá&sir, 
Qaar qgubu paruo ubus 
DSU D e$ Ourapsr® ......... "(bi wr. $8) 

The first line is read to mean that it is all one reference to 
Veerai Venman being or having become the Velian 

Tithan of Uranthai. That the language of this verse 

connot bear this suggestion is patent on its very face. If 

all the words ‘Veerai Venman Veliam Tithan’ in this 

line go to name a single person, then the following lines 

are left bald and bereft of all meaning. These lines speak 

of some military exploit as worthy of praise. The plain and 

intelligible meaning of the second line here, is and could 

only be this “Like unto the vespertine rows of lamps 

lighted in commemoration of the capture of the Drum, 

etc., etc., etc." Such a statement would be unmeaning, 

unless it were completed in sense by mentioning the 

victor and the vanquished in this connection, i.e., the 

winner and the loser of the drum, etc., mentioned in this 

second line here. If the entire first line were taken as 

referring only to one person, he may be the winner or 

loser of the drum and other things. The poet would give 

no information whatever, by leaving his lines so vaguely 

indefinite as to make no sense cut of his lines. The first 

line therefore must be read to furnish all the particulars 

necessary to render it in accord with the second line an 

intelligent and intelligibe allusion to some laudable event 
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of military exploit. The words in the first line just 

appear to answer to this end. Veerai Venman was the 

chief that perhaps vanquished another Velir chief of 

Veliam by name ‘Tithan.’ Veerai and Veliam are two 

seats of Velir chiefs, situated in the Chola and Chera 

regions respectively (Vide Aham 206 and 208) A Velir 

chief of Veerai perhaps won a victory over another Velir 

chief of Veiem, and seized his War-Drum, etc., in the 

battle. These lines of the Narrinai verse here refer only 

to this incident. The War-Drum, etc , etc., referred to 

in the second line were those of Thithan of Veliyam 
seized by the Venman of Veerai. Thus read, the 

Narrinai verse makes cogent sense; and also shows that 

this Tithan who lost his Drum to the Venman chief of 
Veerai, a Chola feudatory was a Chera lieutenant in 

charge of Veliam, and had nothing whatever to do with 

the Chola king Tithan of Uranthai; who also once con- 
quered Veliam perhaps, and therefore assumed the 
honorific surname ‘Velian’ to signify that victory of his. 
This seems to be not only more probable in the light 
of the many verses cited above, but also the only way to 
reconcile them all into harmony and accord, as well as to 
give sense and cogent meaning to the Narrinai stanza 
No. 58 cited in the Chronology. , 

Even were the whole of the first line in this verse 
were taken as referring to only one person, itis patent that 
this (Poor Cousin Qaref west Ss) Veerai Venman 
Veliyan Tithan could neverhave been the king of Uranthai. 
The epithet Venman would by itself taboo all controversy 
as to the status of Tithan referred to in this line. For 
Menman in Tamil classics would always mean only a 
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reudatory noble or chieftain in contradistinction to a 

crowned king. No king of any of the three ruling 

dynasties, Chera, Chola and Pandya would ever be called 
a Venman for the sheer reason thatit would be negativing 

the kingly status of the person styled a Venman. it 

would be as preposterous to expect any one of the three 

kings in the ancient Tamilakam to be styled as Venman 

as itis to call an anointed king in Europe a Baron ora 

Count. Vendan, Ko, and lraivan are the words uniformly 

used to denote a crowned monarch; whereas a chieftain 

or petty prince is invariably spoken of only as Venman 

or Vel in the whole literature of the classic age, 

In this view the Narrinai verse just quoted would have 

to be interpreted as follows: “With the dismal evening 

characterized by Veerai Venman Veliyan Tithan's rows 

of lighted lamps, sounding-drums and blowing horns, 

the sharp toothed chill was also commencing its crue! 

work.” There is nothing more however to definitely 

connect this Veerai Venman Veliyan Tittan of Narrinai 

verse 58 with the Tithan of Uranthai mentioned in 

stanzas 6 & 122, or with the Tithan Veliyan of verse 

number 152 of Ahananuru. Except that Tithan seems to 

be common in all these verses, the other names differ in 

the several references. And what is more significant is 

that no common incident or act is attributed by these 

verses to the heroes they respectively eulogise to warrant 

any definite and positive identity of the persons so eulo- 

gised. There is not a little of evidence either in these 

references or elsewhere in the Sangam classics event to 

suggest that the Tithan of Uranthai must have beén the 

king of Uranthai. That this Tithan, whatever else he was, 

might be no king at all was conclusively shown above. 
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Any nobleman of repute might be associated with a great 

city wherein he resides. The mere phrase Tithan of 
Uranthi or Uranthi of Tittan would by itself be no war- 

rant to hold that the Tithan should aiso be the king of 
Uranthai. Kuda! or Madura is far famed from time imme- 

morial to be the capital of the Pandyan kings. Poet Kapi- 

larin Puram verse 317 associated the chief—Ahuthai, a 

patron of letters, with Kudal the Pandian metropolis. 

The lines of Kapilar run as follows: 

“pe pT mj wri vo mur sumt Sig sd, 

GMOs wori mw 
[Puram. 347]. 

No scholar would venture to infer from these lines 
that Ahuthai herein referred to was either king or other- 
wise owner of Madura. Allthat the poet meant to say here 
is that Ahuthai was such a distinguished parton of letters 
and great nobleman that even the royal Pandya capital 
might be honoured by its being associated with his 
name. In any event we know for certain that in Kapilar's 
time Ahuthai was only a Velir Chief, and Madura or 
Kudal was the seat of contemporary Pandyan kings. If 
any one thing is clear from this discussion it is this: the 
Tithan of Uranthai mentioned by Paranar in his Aham 
verse 122 is not proved to be the king of Uranthai. Even 
if he were, there is no reliable and positive proofs that 
Veerai Venman Veliyan Tithan of the Narrinai verse was 
that king. On the contrary the very title Venman in the Narrinai verse would negative that c 
that that person, 
no king at all. 

ontention and prove 
whatever else he WàS, could have been 
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Finally, one would like to be shown some clear 
authority or defenite reference in any Sangam classic be- 

fore being asked to accept the suggestion that the 

“Veerai Venman Veliyan Thithan’ is to be identified with 
the Thithan referred to in the line “Sse mks" by 

Paranar in Agam. 122. The mere fact that an Uranthai ru- 

lers name was Thithan will be no warrantto conclude that 
he must be the Venman Thithan of Veerai praised by 

*Mudukurranar! in Agam. There is not only no evidence 

for identifying ihese namesakes; but there is also not the 

faintest hint in the whole Sangam literature even to sug- 

gest that the Veerai chief ever invaded or conquered 

Uranthai. That very fact that Veerai chieftain is specifi- 

cally spoken of as Veerai Venman, while this distinctive 

appellation is dropped in the case of the Uranthai Thithan 

should preclude any suggestion of identity between them. 

They are not even spoken of by the same poet. Paranar 

the earliest poet sings of Uranthai Thithan, while Mudu- 

kurranar speaks of Veerai Venman. These two poets have 
to be reckoned as contemporaries only because the 

heroes they belaud are assumed to be one and the same 

person. Thisis reversing all rules of research. If the 

identity of their heroes is otherwise established, it may 

then suggest contemporaneity for the two poets who eulo- 

gise that common hero. But when neither ihe identity of 

the heroes, nor the contemporaneity of the eulogising 

poets is proved, it is unthinkable to build any argument 

for one from the other of the two unproved and probab- 

ly unprovable statements. 

Thus the whole argument of the Chronologist on 

this head against the antiquity of Tholkappiam is found 

to have no feet to stand on. Venman Thithan is not 
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proved to be the first Chola victor of Uranthai;and even 

if Veerai Venman were really the conqueror Of  Uranthai, 

that in itself cannot prove that there was no crown for 

the Uranthai rulers in those times. 

There is just one more point that calls for considera- 

tion in this connection. That Uranthai was a mere 

Baronial seat of some electorate or petty principality, 

and not the capital of a kingdom before Karikalan is 

again an obiter, if not an ipse dixit of the author of the 

Chronology, and rests on no higher authority than his 
own surmise. On the contrary all the references in the 

earliest Sangam poems point to Uranthai as the Chola 

metropolis (Vide Puram stahzas 39, 58, 69, 352, 395), 
and the Cholanad as one of those three famous kingdoms 
cf yore. (Vide Puram stanzas 13, 35, 38, 40, 61, 67, 
174, 212, 382). 

This writer facetiously concludes that the reference 
in Tholkappiam to the three Tamil kings (exesieipaperr) 
itself disproves is antiquity, because he presumes that 
the general phrase ‘there kings? cannot refer particularly 
to the Tamil kings at a time **when there were seven 
or eleven kings and a host of them besides on a 
proper counting,’’ It is difficult to divine what this author 
really means by this sentence. He cannot mean seriously 
to argue that passages in poems like “aaam of ip? 
‘Gergi ey cf Gumi esiudsiroi'' refer to as many in- 
dependent kings. Even in later times after the three 
monarchies were firmly established in Tamilakam accord- 
ing to this writer, eulogists praise the prowess of victors 
in war as having vanquished five, seven or nine rulers. 
Here at least these numbérs must mean only as many 
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ruling chiefs under the suzerainty real or nominal of one 
or the other of the three crowned kings of Tamilakam. 

Not only Tholkappiam; but even Purananuru (the oldest 
according to the author of the Chronology) refers to 
three monarchs almost in language identical with that of 

Tholkappiam he is here animadverting upon. The parallel 
passages may here be compared with advantage in this 

connection. 

Tholkappiam Purananuru 

eucsri sip aperit. serm Ped weir ig. CHA den s 

sup ri eir messe Aput 

BTpPMuu veo usse (re (yHesrar ape 

6U Lp HIG td GMAW Qrrarsugug 
HenGs Gu 

(Aaro. Gaus. 5.391) (ymi. 35) 

Vide also stanza 367 of Puram to the same effect. 

The author of the Chronology takes the second line 

of his quotation from Tholkappiam “pr ibo Gg ved’ 

as referring to the four mandalams or kingdoms of the 

later Tamilian history, i.e, the ancient Chera, Chola, 

Pandya and the later formed Thiraya or Thondai. On this 

assumption he concludes that Tholkappiam must have 

been composed only after the latest Tondai or Thiraya 

kingdom came into existence. In support of this argu- 

ment he seems to rely on statements of llampuranar 

under this Sutram. He writes as followe: 

“The political division to which the third extract 

refers is not at al! applicable to the period of the 
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synchronistic tables. The commentator rightly expounds 

that it comprised the four major political provinces of the 

Tamilakam of the Tholkappianar’s days, viz, Pandya 

mandaiem, Malai (Chera) mandalam, Cholamandalam 

and Thondaimandalam. What we have to note in this 

connection is that the fourfold political division to which 

Tholkappianar alludes in his Sutrams is the picture of a 

later Tamilakam which we have no right to project into 

the times of the dynastic kings appearing in the synchro- 

nistic tabies. Tholkappiyar’s reference must be strictly 

construed as mirroring the conditions of a much later 

period in the political history of the Tamils.’’  Perasiri 

yar’s is acknowledged on al! hands to be the standard 
commentary higher in authority than the llampuranar's 

for Cheyyuliyal of Tholkappiam; and Perasiriyar rightly 

repudiates llampuranar's gloss here, and interprets the 
Sutram in strict and logical conformity with its language 
which runs as foliows : 

“ere (eat senQurPed amide pr buu 
Arv wasg’ 

Perasiriyar’s commentary fot this is as follows : 

“pr DOuwm@s scio wa@weit sy SUP STOLL mor py. wL 
Comer b Oser@ufiuer TS Apseid Cupeb au. Gens: w 
s» MerGre ofar — Dar Hs mud edi; eusngy ien mud eo- 
Qui ama Gir Stn hei Gearerern'uerer 
ULV; HENS Sa (DLD Jb SYD s nonus ri; Aut 
wypyigb urd aPudserugy, SibprU i mi supwew 
uimütunug$ JDA, erér Mou gy?’ 

This is the only meaning that will square with the explicit words in the Sutram. When Tholkappiar express- 
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ly says that the entire Tamilakam was ruled by “the only 

three’’ monarchs in the whole country, the adjectival 

phrase “prGluuGse&v'’ can never mean four king- 

doms. For, ex-hypothesi there were only three king- 

doms. Besides the word “eag” is unmistakably signi- 

 ficant. It can only mean boundary and never a province 

at all. The Sutram is self-Iuminous.  Tholkappiar here 

says only that the rules of prosody and poetics, he ex- 

pounds in this section, strictly conformto the conventions 

and practices in vogue within the four boundaries of the 

entire Tamil country under the aegis of the three dynastic 

monarchs in Tamilakam. The learned author of the 

Chronology himself says that ‘‘one cannot immediately 

jump to the conclusion that there wasa political province 

under the name Tondaimandalam in those days, for this 

name itself was brought into vogue at a much later date.” 

After stating as much, he is not fair to himself to stretch 

the plain and explicit words of Tholkappianar “apat 

ewengtuSer pr pOuwGg6&v’’ so as not to refer to their 

natural import, viz., within the four boundaries of the 

entire country, belonging to the three Tamil monarchs, 

but to suggest something else at once unnatural and 

inconsistent with the language in the Sutram. llampu- 

ranar's reference is perfectly innocent of its histori, 

implications. Perhaps he meant merely to say that 

Tholkappianar here referred to the whole Tamil Nad 

comprising the four provinces known in his times. He 

never adverted to the chronological sequence et all. He 

simply stated the only important fact ih this connection, 

viz., Tholkappiyanar here spoke of the practices extant 

in the entire Tamilakam under the three monarchs. He 

thought he might best put it by including all the four 
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major provinces or mandalams known to his times to 

emphasise the entirety. If not, he would be stultifying 
himself beyond redemption. For, he believed in the 
great antiquity of Tholkappiam and so could not have 
said anything to discredit that faith of his. Here the 
Chronolcgist who chooses to torpedo Tholkappiam with 
an innocently inadvertent reference from  llampuranar, 
ignores his express statement that what may be meant 
was the entire Tamilakam between Venkatam and the 
Kumari. This explicit statement explains llampuranar's 
intention: and his innocently inadvertent word cannct 
subvert the import of the expressly definite words in the 
Sutram. It is unnecessary to labour this point at any 
further length. It is clear that there is absolutely nothing 
in the Sutrams cited in this connection that is not in 
perfect harmony with the traditional antiquity of Thol- 
kappiam. 

3. The third objection to the great antiquity of 
Tholkappiam is founded on some Sutrams found in 
Marapiyal which purport to sanction and accentuate the 
privileges of caste by birth. The convincing answer to 
this objection is what appears on the very face of these 
fugitive Sutrams. Their contents as well as their context 
bear unimpeachable testimony to their fabrication and 
foisting at some later period. The 15 Sutrams which 
purport to speak of the four castes and their birthrights 
are sandwiched between Sutrams 69 and 86 in Marapiyal. 
This highly incongruous and inappropriate situation is Self-suggestive. Tholkappiam Scrupulously follows the most perfectly scientific method and system of treatment throughout. Butin this instance, if these Sutrams were 
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genuine, Tholkappiar must be deemed guilty of a strange 

and inexcusable lapse. For, all the Sutrams upto 69 

speak of conventions regarding animal life, and all from 

85th and after refer to the vegetable kingdom. What is 

the appropriateness in wedging between them these 15 

Sutrams aboutthe places and privileges of the four castes 

of men based on birth? These might well have preceded 

the Sutrams relating to the beasts, or followed those 

dealing with the plants. In fact, if ever Tholkappiyanar 

intended to incorporate these in his great grammar, he 

could have placed them immediately after Sutram No.33 

which refers to mankind as standing at the top of the 

scale of all living things. That Sutram comes in the 

regular course of climax in gamut of life. 

Again, if there were four castes in Tamilakam in 

Tholkappiyanar’s times, surely they should have been 

referred to with other classifications of the Tamil people 

detailed in the Agattinaiyiyal and Purattinaiyiyal. “None 

but the Brahmans are there spoken of, and they are 

treated as of a different race and culture. But the Tamil 

people are always mentioned only in their regional or 

vocational divisions. Not a single reference to Kshatriyas, 

to Vaisyas or even to Veilalas as a caste appears any- 

where in Tholkappiam except in this ramshackle context 

in. Marapiyal. The names Kshatriya and Sudra are 

carefully left over in these 15 Sutrams. This scrupulous 

avoidence of the word ‘‘Sudra’’, the name of the fourth 

caste of the Aryan social system is eloquently significant. 

Vellalas in Tamilakam were a respected sect in the post- 

Tholkappiyam age. They formed the highest rank 

among the Tamil people. The interpolators, whoever 
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they may be, of these 15 Sutrams, dared not speak of any 
Tamil class as the ignoble Sudras. They therefore slyly 

referred to the fourth class as *'Vellalas". As this was 
a respected name, the Tamils would raise no serious pro- 
test at the time. Another difficulty also was smoothed 
over by the authors of these interpolated Sutrams. The 
fourth caste among the Aryans formed the servile class. 
But the Vellalas in Tamilakam were of the proudest rank. 
So,in stating the pursuits and vocations of the four 
Varnas in these 15 Sutrems, their author takes care to 
confuse them between the last two—Vanigars and 
Vellalas. The fact cf the matter is that in the Tamil count- 
ry at no time were any such castes as Vaisyas or Kshat- 
tiyas. The Arasars are actual rulers, and the Brahmans 
claim to be of non-Tamil Aryan extraction. Tholkappiyam 
repeatedly proclaims that it deals exclusively with the 
actual conditions of the Tamils alone as were in vogue 
in the Tami'akam of that age or epoch. And if ever any 
Aryan institution or usage is referred to for parallel illus- 
tration, the Sutram says as much, and never leaves it 
in doubt as to whether it was Aryan or Tamil. In the face 
of these facts, these 15 fugitive Sutrams can only be 
spurious interpolations by some later writers to make it 
appear that this oldest classical grammar gives sanction 
and countenance to the four Varnas of the Aryan socio- 
logy in Tamilakam. It is thus clear that these 15 Sutrams, 
on whose incongruity the Chronologist hangs an objec- 
tion to the antiquity of Tholkappiyam, are irrelevant 
interpolations of a later date. The very fact that Tholkap- 
piyam does not refer to any existence of the four Varnas 
or castes by birth among the Tamils in the Agam and Puram chapters, is a proof that it was composed at a 
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very early epoch in the history of Tamil Literature when 

the caste-system was unknown and unfamiliar to the 

Tamil society. 

Moreover, it is clear that these Sutrams in the 

«*Marapiyal’’, assigning pursuits and privileges to the 

four castes, do not offer any irreconcilable opposition to 

the antiquity of Tholkappiyam even if they were genuine. 

The four fold caste-system is a very old institution in the 

Brahman or Vedic or Aryan culture. The four classes 

mentioned in these Sutrams really existed — though not 

by birth, — and exercised their useful function in the 

social economy of the Tamils as much in the pre - Pura- 

nanuru as in the post — Purananuru times. Vellalas or 

agriculturists, Vanigars or traders, Arasars or rulers, and 

Andanars or priestly Brahmans were all well - known 

social units in the Tamilakam of yore. The author of 

the Chronology himself admits that ‘the few Aryans 

who first came into the Tamil country were of the reli- 

gious order. There was a small sprinkling of secular 

Brahmans also (in the Tamil country of the Purananuru 

age) who pursued some handicraft work or other.'" 

Tholkappiyam does frequently referto both these sections. 

It speaks of the higher order of the priestly Brahmans 

as "Andanars", and of the secular Brahmans as 

‘Parpars’’. The very fact that the rulers and noblemen 

in Tamilakam invited these priestly Brahmans to perform 

Yagams for them and heaped honours and estates on 

them, as is admitted in the severa] verses in 

the old Puramor Aham collections, proves that these 

religious and social notions of the Aryans were not 

only known, but were not even averse tothe Tamils of the 

Puram and Aham epochs. To aspire for the benefits of Yag- 
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ams and to actually resort to their costly performances-a 

fact observed not only on the part of the Tamil monarchs, 
but also among noblemen in the country—would reveal 

not a mere acquaintance with, but also a considerable 
assimilation of the Aryan practices and culture by the 
Tamils in the times of the Puram and Aham verses to 
‘which the Chronology assigns the oldest age. This in 
its turn should indicate that Brahmans must have lived 
long enough in Tamilakam from prior to this classic age 
to familiarise and persuade the civilised Tamils to 
acquiesce in and partially adopt these Aryan notions. 
Books tike Purananuru and Ahananuru, Padirruppattu 
and Pattupattu, which the Chronology assigns to an 
earlier pre-Tholkappiam era, all of them bear testimony 
to the performance of Yagam by the ruler and citizens 
in Tamilakam; whereas Tholkappiyam has nota single 
reference to the practice of Yagam by ahy non-Brahman 
Tamil. In this view Tholkappiyam should imply, if 
anything, an earlier age when the Tamils might have 
been metely hospitable witnesses to the practices of the 
Brahman settlers in their midst, quietly observing and 
good-naturedly not objecting to these Aryans having 
their own ways which were not the ways of the Tamils 
in those days. And as the extant Sangam  litera- 
ture familiarly refers to the performance of Yagams 
as a common practise among the Tamil ruiers and the 
rich and aspiring nobles in Tamitakam, it should be speak 
of a much later sost-Tholkappiam age. It may well be 
that Tholkappiam in these Merapiyal Sutrams is just 
drawing a parallel from the Aryan culture to the four 
classes of people in Tamilakam without any implication 
Whatever that the Aryan Varnas existed in the Tamil 
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country. This tendency tö draw comparisons with the 
parallel Aryan practices and precepts is quite a common 
feature in Tholkappiyam. The reference to the Gandhar- 
‘va union as a close parallel to “Kalavu’’ practice of the 
Tamils in Kalaviyal, and the mention of the Brahmanic 
Siksha' rules and standards of phonetic measures and 
sound sources of the alphabetic letters in contrast to 
those of the Tamil grammar in Pirappiyal are instances 
in point. These will only point to a fair acquaintance 
with the Aryan culture and learning on the part of the 
Tamil scholars and nothing more. This contact and 
acquaintance of the Tamils with the Aryans is just discer- 
nible in Tholkappiyam; but it is the Sangam poetry, fof 

which the Chronology fondly claims pristine purity and 

priority, that breathes not a mere acquaintance with, but 

also a considerable assimilation and adoption of Aryan 

notions and practices by the Tamil people of that age, 

and thus affords unimpeachable internal evidence of 

that pomes being later and post-Tholkappiyam works. 
The Sutram cited for the third objection is simply 

permissive. It only says that to rule over lands is not 

taboo to the Andanars or spiritually evolved Brahmans. 

lt does hot even speak of Brahmans in the Tamilakam 

being rulers. This may be a mere reference to the 

parallel social standard in the Aryan system to show the 

position and privileges of the Brahmans in that system 

to which there need not have been any bar in Tamilakam 
also. 

4. The fourth objection to the antiquity on Thol- 
kappiyam is based on Sutram 5, Agattinai iyal. This 
Sutram need not frighten or distress any Tamilian at all. 

The same explanations which harmonise the Marapiyal 
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Sutrams discussed above in dealing with objection 
No. [3] will reconcile this Sutram as well with the early 
ege of Tholkappiyam. The author of the Chronology 

has no real objection to any reference to the gods men- 

tioned in this Sutram. For, he admits that all the 

collections of his own choice contain verses relating to 

most of these deities. His only objection is to the 

regional distribution of these deities in Tholkappiyam 

and particularly to the position assigned to “Varuna” in 

this Sutram. If once the gods were admitted to be 
familiar deities in the old Tamilakam, there can be no 

objection to their correlation with the regional topo- 

‘graphy. Muruga, Mayon, Indra, end Varuna are the 

favourites or Adi devatas in the hills, pasture lands, 
urban and maritime areas respectively as much in the 

Aryavartha as in the Tamilakam. This Sutram, if any- 

thing would be even a more unexceptionable parallel 

reference than those in the Pirappiyal and Kalaviyal of 

Tholkappiyam. The point as to whether these four were 
ancient Aryan gods domiciled in Tamilakam, or were 

indigenous Dravidian deities incorporated in the Aryan 

pantheon is yet an open question. The recent thesis of 

Western scholars suggest that even Vishnu and Varuna 
and Indra are of Dravidian origin. We need not go so 
far to harmonise this Sutram with its great age in Tamil 
literary history. There is nothing on record in the works 
admitted to the claim of antiquity in the Chronology to 
militate against Tholkappiar’s reference in this connec- 
tion; but there is everything to support the reference to 
these deities in this Sutram in Tholkappiyam. Verses 
in the Agam and Puram collections, Pattupattu and 
other Tamil poems do referto one and all of these 
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deities, and always in special reference to their favourite 

regional locations. Thelkappiyam simply reflects the 

myths and the faith current in Tamilakam. 

5, The final and fifth shaft in the Chronology is the 
familiar old stock-in trade argument founded on the 

word (ger) Orai in Tholkappiyam. The late lamented 

and leaned Mr. Swamikannu Pillay almost canonized 

this fetish. But no one tackled this gorgon scare-crow 

seriously so far. We generally accept the argument as 

axiomatic truth; and naturally on that footing we find no 

answer to this objection. The whole history of this 

argument is a fine instance of the power of auto- 

suggestive self-stultifying hypnotism. We are often over- 

powered by mere sound similarity; and we then flounder 
helptessly in  irretrievable errors. What is the proved 

philological connection between the Greek *Hora' and the 

Tamil ‘Orai’ (ge»r). So far as | know no one has given 

any convincing answerto this obvious elementary question. 

Until thls connection is first conclusively established, 

it is idle to speculate on the origin or the fancied 

kinship of this Tamil word. It is unprofitable and even 

dangerous to enter upon endless and  hair-splitting 

controversies. 

In the first place it is said by competent Greek, 

savants that the original import of “Hora” in Greek 

had nothing to do with the divisions of a day's time at 

all; only in its later and secondary stage this Greek word 

was adopted to mean a part of a day. "In Sanskrit there 

is no word corresponding to this Tamil word (q@er) in 

sense as well as sound. “Ahorathram’’ in Sanskrit can 

have no connection whatever to “Orai” in Tamil. Were 
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it necessary to dogmatise a foreign origin to, this word 

“Orai’? in Tamil, it may as well have come directly into 
Tamilakam from Greece, and need not require a Sanskrit 

transporting agency forits transmission. For, it is a 

well-known fact of history that there was direct intercourse 

between Tamilakam and the Grecian and Roman coun- 

tries from pre-historic times, But why this superstition 

that the Tamils could have had no indigenous culture of 

any kind, and every Tamil word for even elementary 

iwuliws.o ci time and space divisions should be of foreign 

origin? To argue that borrowing was always the lot of 

Tamil, and to lend words and notionsis ever the 
monopoly of the Aryan dialects is the order of the day, 

Me Cate. has pricked this bubble decades ago and 

has laid the ghostto rest, itis to be hoped. Even the 
proud Sanskrit is now proved not to have disdained 

loans and even gifts from Tamil. ‘Orai’? may well be 

an indigenous Tamil word from the beginning of time. As 

Sanskrit has no word to correspond to the Tamil "Orai'* 

in sense and sound, itis all the more reason why it 

should bea pure Tamil word. Kizhamai (#&ypenw), Nal 
Go» 9), Thaigal (disci), Andu (y0) are all pure Tamil 

words,and there is no insuperable impediment in believ- 

ing that **Orai (g«»7) also may be of Tamil origin. The 
contention is that the Tamils cculd not have evolved for 
themselves any advanced astronomical knowledge and 
Should therefore have only borrowed the words with the 
nations of astronomical seience. Even if this extraordi- 
nary and perverse proposition were conceded for argu- 
ment's sake, it need not entail the foreign origin of the 
word (ger). For itinvolves no advanced or technical 
astronomical notion whatever, If “Orai” meant merely 
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some part. of a day's time set apart as suitable for certain 

rites and rituals, this requires no great astronomical at- 
tainments for anyone to entertain this idea,or to frame a 
word to express it. “Orai” may thus be a Tamil word; 

and the endless speculation about its origin will have no 
solution; for, it needs none at all. 

Secondly, apart from all this,this meaning of *‘Orai” 

in the Tholkappiyam is not conclusively established. It 

is a fundamental canon that the meaning of a word must 

be first ascertained definitely before any controversy is 

raised about its origin. The Sutram reads as follows: 

“pea pbs Qaras Gsre»rujib. prý 

Spis Gerrap&sib Gy Ger j dB 

(Gre. smh : 44) 

It is the commentators of the modern ege that first 
interpreted the word ‘‘Orai’’ here as meaning a muhur- 

tham or auspicious part of a day. There is nothing in 

the whole of Tholkappiyam to hold that this word is 

employed only in this astronomical or astrological sense 

here in this Sutram. The Sutram proceeds to emphasise 

only this simple truth viz., while men may not forsake all 

other attractions and diverse distractions even in their 

love, women unlike men would crave for nothing but 

their love. Neither the nature and normal functions of 
the day, nor the fondest amusements and sports would 

distract women from their all-absorbing love. The plain 

meaning of this Sutram is that men in love do not forsake 

all other attractions of the day as well «as their wonted 

sports and plays. The implication is that women in love 

do so, because love to them istheir very existence, 

while to men love is merely a thing of joy. The language 
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of the Sutram is plain as a pike staff. The word “Orai” 

meaning pastime or play is as old as the Tamil literature. 

At first it simply signified sport or play in common. But 

as after childhood and youth, men ordinarily cease to 

interest themselves in amusements as civilization advan- 
ces while women ever revel in them throughout their life, 
the word''Orai" by selective principle came to be applied 
in later times to the pastimes and amusements of women 

"folk. Tholkappiyam in the earliest unsophisticated 
Tamilian era uses this word to express sports or 'plays, 
which men in their amphibious, attenuated and mode- 
rated love do not give up even for their love. The later 
day commentator who came nearly fifteen hundred years 
after this classic grammar, imported into this Sutram the 
astrological meaning of this word. While the original 
text gives no countenance to this view and while it 
admits of a fairly uncontroversial meaning, it will be 
doing violence first to give a new import and then to 
build a load of argument against the age of the book 
itself all based on unproved one-sided assumption. It is 
an instance of giving the dog a bad name to hang him. 



4 

CONCLUSION 

Thus we have now some positive evidences which 
prove that Purananuru and Tholkappiam go back at 

least to five hundred B.C. if not, even farther down. And 

these books of yore all refer to the Royal house of the 
Cheras as already a hoary pre-historic dynasty in Tami- 
laham. The great antiquity of the Chera,dynasty is thus 

foud to be proved as much by references in irrefutable 

foreign records as also by unchallengeable proofs from 

the Tamil classics of yore. jit goes back to as remote a 

past as at least 1,000 B. C. 





PART II 

THE CHERA KINGDOM AND ITS CAPITAL CITY 

1 

DIFFERENT THEORIES 

There has been a controversy among scholars as 

fegards the Identity of the ancient Chera Domini- 
on and of Vanchi their royal capital. This dispute is re- 

latively of recent origin, and is the result of remarks and 

conjectures of some research scholars ef repute in refe- 

rence to the identity and topography of the famous old 

metropolitan city of the early Cheras. Mr. Kanskasabai 
Pillai in his Essays known as '*The Tamils 1,800 years 

ego” suggested that Karur, the present pettyiniand place 
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on the river Periyar near the hills was the old Vanchi, 

He held this opinion on some plausible reasons. The fa. 

mous old Chera capital stood on the Periyar River. That 

was also known as ‘Karuvur’. ‘Mr. Pillai was persuaded 

by the facts that the presentinland village Karur is on the 

river Periyar; and that it is in the Cheranad. He thought 

perhaps the name ‘Karur’ is a only a contracted form of 

‘Karuvur’ another name for 'Vanchi',! But both traditions 
and facts dispute his view and effectively disprove it. 

There is no shred of evidence to prove this village was 

in existence for over 2,000 years or to conclude that its 

name Karur had anything whatever to do with the classic 

‘Karuvur’, and much less with ‘Vanchi’ the more fre- 

quently used name of the old Chera capital. The peoplein 

and about this village Karur have no legend, no recollec- 

tion of any traditions to connect it with the far - famed 

ancient city of the Cheras. More than all this, that it is 

Inland far away from the sea is fatal to Mr. Kanakasabai 
Pillai’s conjecture. The ancient Vanchi was a port:and a 

mari-time city atthe mouth of the river Periyar as will 
be presently shown. 

There is another theory suggesting the identity of 
the modern town Karur in the Trichinopoly District with 

the ancient Karuvur or Vanchi of the Cheras of the. 
classic age. This view was first suggested by Pandit 
M. Raghava lyengar of the Tamil Lexicon Office of the 
Madras University and was supported by some other: 
Scholars since. This lacks even the one advantage which 
Mr. Kanakasabai Pillai found in support of his view, in: 
the fact that the Kerala village of Karur at least stands 
on the river Periyar. But Karur in the Trichinopoly 
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District has no river near it at all; and what is much 

worse, itis not evenin the intervening border state of 

Kongu, butisin the Eastern Cholanad, over 300 miles 

east of the Western Ghats. Ordinarily for these reasons 

alone such a theory should have feceived no further 

notice, and would have been summarily rejected but for 
the position and connection of its protagonists. Learned 

and polemical dissertations and discursive disquisitions 

of Pandits with an extravagant display of erudition have 

taken research scholarship by storm and have only served 

to make confusion worse confounded, particularly among 

students of history whose complacent contempt for the 

classics is only matched by their colossal ignorance 

of them which really caused that contempt. Scholars 

who make historical research are notoriously out of 

touch with the Tamil classics. They not only fight 

shy of the old Tamil classics; they proudly blind them- 

selves to all light available from the old poems, holding 

as a postulate that all poetry must be spurious history. 

This is a superstition which has cost Indian History very 

dearly. Ancient classical Tamil poetry is in my opinion 

as staunch an ally of true history as archaeology and for 

inquiries into the remotest past untouched and un- 

approachable by archaeology, is often the only available 

resource and reliable guide. Rich rewards surely await 

inquirers who would tap these hitherto unexplored and 

almost inexhaustible mines and repositories of old 

histories. Our enquiries about the Cheras of the classic 

age only start from the down of history in about the 1st 

and 2nd centuries A. D. and grope back into the dark 

recesses of the more distant and remoter past. There is 

no sunny lightof history, nor any moonbeamsof Archaeo- 
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logy to dispel the perpetual night that palls and shrouds 
those regions. The steady stars of the ancient poems 

scintillate in these transpolar realms. ,But they would 

suffice to guide our faltering steps, if only we learn to 

familiarise our mind’s eyes to these stars. People used 

only to the dazzling lamps of the saloons may of course 

find the still dark night on the outskirts of the city very 

appalling and the twinkling stars in the sky serving in 

their case only to make the bleak impenetrable darkness 
visible. But the shepherds accustomed to the starry 

heavens would count his sheep unerringly with that light. 

Mereover the very frozen fields of ice of these classics of 
olden times serve to preserve facts of prehistoric periods, 

amazinc'y well. They do not fester or decompose under 

the torrid and malignant rays of warring passions and 

jatring jealousies ambitious attractions and destructive 

animosities of the races of later times. Atleast for the 

enquiries about the Cheras of the classic age, | found the 

Tamil classics not merely helpful, but also abundantly 

rich to yield a good harvest to every sickleman. And 

I shall endeavour to briefly review the results of my studies 

of ihe Tamil ciassics bearing upon the controversy as 

regards the homelands and capital city of the Cheras of 
yore. 



THE CHERANAD OR DOMINIONS 

OF THE ANCIENT CHERA KINGS 

Pandit M. Raghava Iyengar says ‘‘the old Cheranad 

comprised the modern districts of Salein and Coimbatore 

in the eastern plains as well as Malabar and Cochin in 

he plateau between the Western ghats and the Arabian 

Sea... ... < They covered five out of the tweive old provinces 

of Tamilakam, viz,. Kuttam, Kudam, Karka, Poozhi and 
Maladu.. ..iThe area occupied by the Salem and Coimba: 

tore Districts was from yore known always as Kongunad. 
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And it is the possession of this Kongunad by immemorial 

right that earned the Chera kings one of their titles, viz.. 

Kongan or Kongar ko (Lord of Kongu)’’. (Vide Chap. 12. 

p. 155, 2nd edition of **Cheran Chenguttuvan’’). That 

Salem and Coimbatore always formed the Kongunad is 

an unchallengable fact of history as much as of the Tamil 

Literature. Whether this Kongunad was always a territory 

or province of the Chera kingdom is the question at issue 

still unsettled among the research scholars. The hero of 

the Pandit's book is the famous Chera warrior King Chen- 

guttuvan. King Kalangai kanni Narmudicheral the hero 

of the 4th canto of Pathirruppattu was only Chenguttu- 

van’s step-brother according to the Pandit, though ! hold 

they were cousins ofthe first degree. King Palyanai 
Chelkuzhu Kuttuvan—the hero of the 3rd canta of Pathir- 
ruppattu was the uncle of both these cousins. : If Kongu- 

nad belonged to and formed part of the Chera kingdom 

as of yore and by dynastic right, it shouid be strange 

indeed for these Chera kings to seek laurels by severally 

invading and conquering this Kongunad; and much less 

for laying it waste by pillage and plunder. And yet we 
learn from the Tamil classics of this age that every one 
of these great old Chera kings not only led military ex- 
peditions into the Kongunad, but also plumed themselves 
with the proud title of Conqueror or Vanquisher of 
Kongunad. | shall give herea few quotations which 
conciusively establish this fact. 

(1) "wroaapjdarzst sre gis 
Gudds Suter Aumua Gamer peo'" 

(Pathirruppattu. Stz. 22) 
‘O! Dreaded king, commander of the armies that 

conquered the territories of the great lords of Kongu” 
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(2) King Chenguttuvan himself is said to have 
fought a great battle in a bloody field of Kongars and 
vanquished them and their allied armies with the Chola 
and Pandya flags. 

*5nbGoms Ge bst pniGwr 4 sels 

Garza ewan ggs OarGals aubQsrg. 

UMSUYNSHS Shaw rudes S deeper 

Ames Gwys Gscfusib ysaor"’ 

( Chilappadikaram, Chap. 25, Katchi Kathai, Il. 152-155). 

(3) Again King Ham cheral lrumporai is praised for 

his victory over the Kongars by the poet Perumkunrur 
Kizhar. 

“Arad qyne fnr Gs reo ai erties 

e rysa hy OudcGary m mgd UFFO m 

urs mass «sers snl 

Jar pml Garmar GarGs'" 

(Pathirruppattu, Stz. 88) 

These several invasions and expeditionary campaigns - 

of the successive Chera kings into the Kongunad 

prove that far from being a hereditary province of the 

Chera kingdom, Kongunad was always an independent 

State or principality and that Kongars or the rulers of 

Kongunad were often vanquished but never subdued by 
any of the martial monarchs wearing the Chera crown. 

There are also references in the classics to prove that 

suzerainty was claimed over this Kongunad often by the 

Pandya Kings and less frequently by the Cholas as well. 

For, this fertile region touched on her borders all these 
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three kingdoms. Yet for ali this Kongunad ever remained 
a separate state under her own rulers, often courted by 

one or the other of the three crowned kings as allies in 

their battles against their rival monarchs. This fact is 

also confirmed by positive references in theclassic poems 

to the chiefs and ruling princes of Kongunad as con- 

temporaries of great Chera monarchs. Chenguttuvan is 

admittedly the greatest of the early Chera kings; he had 
a consuming passion for martial glory, for he was incess- 
antly fighting with all his contemporaries far and near, 

Not satisfied with his victories over all the neighbouring 
kings and rulers in South India, he led an expedition 

even against the north Aryan chiefs as far as the Hima- 
layan mountains. 

*'eu fen odo Auu wra 

Qsim GuAQur cede uret 
Qsréus sri c»t. gs Osrcaci após 
Gurg(9 grim Qurebsrié GLOUA” 

(Pathirruppatu, stz. 43) - 

And the rich and invitingly fertile Kongu lay temp- 
tingly close on the eastern border of his powerful king- 
dom. Yet he deemed the rulers of Kongu to be great and 
independent enough to be invited to his court along 
with such independent foreign potentates as the Malawa 
monarch and the Ceylon king, Gayavahu. That the Kongu 
Princes were held to be of equal rank with these kings 
and were also the honoured guests of Chenguttuvan 
in the festive occasion when he dedicated a temple to 
Kannaki is mentioned by that king's royal brother; 
Hango himself in his great masterpiece—the superb 
epic of Chilappadikaram. [Vide J:- 
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ip wa mirosit Heras qpeiresrd- 
(0565465 m Budu yu warah 
Qu 5654s» ms Garib (df 5s weiremrib 

Ger ss Gard wra Go bb 

aLa fumma sure Cabs yib 
“THT uris enfleninw yius 
BS ej Deis prani Cridi 

abs Qa am ueradent Cuir 

SLF5e wru Anis OSrqeGIo” 

{Chilappadikaram,30-Varantharukathai, 1l, 156-1697 

That Kongu was always an independent buffer state 

lying between the western Cheras and the eastern Cholas 
is also proved by the following references in Periapura- 

nam, composed by Sekkilar-the poet minister of the 

Cholas in their palmiest days. He says that the king 
Cheramanperumal had to cross and recross the inter- 

vening independent Kongunad in possession of her own 

valourous martial sons when the Chera king visited his 

saintly friend Sundarar in Thiruvarur in the Cholanad and 

when after his visit he returned to his own hereditory 
home of the hills- the Malainad of the Cheras. 

“9b STU. Ode absum rti Asiri dw- 
wuh 

Qarri eje Gas voparindd Gars Pre æL 

swaf ù 

Qurra i gem BETO’ Quri Sierc. yÙ 
Gurari” 

[Peria Puranam,Stz,50 of Seraman Perumal 
Nayanar Puranam]. 
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Again says Sekkilar : 

"Gamme sr sr baiGurdi& Gvaudpre Ge Sou p" 
(Ibid, Stz. 141) 

This is again reiterated in stanzas 4,14,22,27,28 and 

32 of Vellaiyanai Charukkam-of Periapuranam. Pandit 

Raghava lyengar attempts to get round these unchalleng- 

ably conclusive references by suggesting that the Cheras 

of these times perhaps lost al! their territories including 

Vereunad east of the Ghats and retreated to their Malai- 

nad province west of the Western Ghats and that Sekki- 

lar spoke only of this shrunken Chera kingdom, which in 

the age of the classics, according to the Pandit, exten- 

dad *^ ond included the Kongu region. But this ingeneous 
sophistry is also negatived by Poet Kovur Kizhar in his 

old poem which is in Purananuru the oldest of the classi- 

cal sangam poetry. This poem eulogises the Chola king, 

Killi Valavan, who invaded the Chera kingdom, and laid 
seine to the old Chera capital Vanchi in their Malainad. 

^5 we Germans violated the neutrality of Belgium in 

their invasion of France, this Chola king at the head of 
his forces traversed the buffer state of Kongu violating 
its neutrality and vanquishing its resistance on his way 

to the ancient mountain Chera kingdoms always known 
as Malainad (the mountain country) and Kudapulam 
(western region). 

"ew js TTHW wwaigGumb sra 
Gams uugibeubp Gan hm Ga sgl 

Carpe pri LICET "rr up bate 
wre owadal wet Cary mi 
YBOw A ww of eho Cars 
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QecirGqysir weir m...........s.. 

UF Dow UU ÉKE gs 

ASSET pair gri Gur gifl$si& 
Gare Ge Gum seruos par” 

(Puram Stz. 373) 

This Killi Valavan was a cousin or nephew of Cheran 

Chenguttuvan, who, the Pandit says in his biography of 

this hero king, ruled over Kongu regions as the principal 

province of his Chera kingdom and whose capital city of 

Vanchi lay in the eastern extremity of this Kongu territory 

almost where it touches the pulse of Cholanad. The poet 

Kovur Kizhar's reference just cited is a direct personal 

address to his contemporary Chola king, Killivalavan. 

This poet was also a contemporary of poet Paranar. For 

both these bards took part in effecting a reconciliation 

between their pation chief Pehan and his wife Kannaki 

by their persuasive metrical addresses (Vide Stzs. 144, 

145 of Paranar and Stz. 147 of Kovur Kizhar in Pura- 

nanuru). 

If as suggested by the Pandit, the city of Vanchi was 

in the age of Chenguttuvan and his successors in the 

eastern extremily of Kongunad near modern Trichino- 

poly. the Chola king Killivalvan could not have traversed 

all the Kongu region and crossed the ghats to lay seige 

to Vanchi in the Kudapulam. Kovur Kizhar's poem leaves 

not a shadow of doubt that Killivalavan had to traverse 

Kongunad, and to reach the *wide fnountain country 

surrounded by high hills whose tops are often split by 

the thunderbolts of the rainclouds’’, before he staggered 

and shocked the Kudapulam or Chera kingdom by 
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beseiging Vanchi, the royal capital of that ancient kingdom. 

This ancient poet’s description of the route of this 

ambitious Chola invader, the definite reference to the 

Chera kingdom as Kudapulam in the midst of high cliffed 

mountains of the Ghats, and to the situation of the Chera 

capital Vanchi in that region beseiged by the hostile Chota 

King in this stanza in Purananuru are all as lucid and 

unmistakable as positive and definite in their signifi- 

cance. Thereis no escape from the irresistable conclusion 

they lead to viz., that the Chera Kingdom of yore did 

not extend to or include Kongunad, but that it only 

comprised the picturesque and fertile valleys in the lap 

of the cloud-tipped hills of the Western Ghats and hence. 

ever known as ‘Malainad’ and 'Kudapulam* 

The Sangam poet, Sathanar, in his epic poem known 

as Manimekalai expressly says that Malainadu properly 

so called was solely the family or dynastic dominion of 

the great western Chera King Chenguttuvan. 

“Qama LG ereyiep GlamiGamso Gerber 

Us UGA Your eoi b 
Quia d & Gr Ph Geer (65419 i) tS 

He gr Creer esr Ws prL eb eor 

GeiQurer eurenaujb Get ssw Geyer" 

Pandit Raghava lyengar and scholars of his school 
freely admit that ‘Malainadu’ comprises only the west 

coast valleys between the Ghats and the sea and that 
Kongunad which they believe to have also formed part 

of the old Chera kingdom, was never known as nor 

included in Malainad, but was a separate and extensive 
territory east of the Ghats now covered by the Salem 
and Coimbatore Districts. (Vide Chap. 2, page 155 and 
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156 of 'Gheran Chenguttuvan’). And all the Sangam 

poets uniformly refer only to the maritime Malainad in 

the west coastas the Chera dominion, and Kongunad east 

of the Ghats remained throughout the age of the Sangam 

Classics outside the Cheras' sphere and under its own 

rulers virtually independent of the Cheras. The Chera 

kingdom of yore therefore was ever the Malainad of the 

west coast and its normal limits did not extend east of 

the Ghats: 

Some arguments based upon the names found in 

certain inscriptions in Karur temple are advanced in 

support of the suggestion that Kongunad might have been 

the main part of the Cheramandalam in times of yore 

"'Keratanthaka Valanadu" and ‘Chola Keralamandalam’ 

are some names mentioned in these inscriptions to des- 

cribe the country surrounding Karur. From these names 

it is argued that these tracts should once have belonged 

to the Kerala or Chera Kings. ‘Keralantaka’ means 

“the who deals death to the Keralas’. Obviously this 

name can only suggest that some one who owned this 

territory was so hostile to the Cheras as to be proud of 

being reckoned as their mortal enemy. That is exactly 

the real truth and origin of this name for this part of 

country which is on the eastern border of Kongunad. 

The territory called Keralandaka Valanadu in these 

inscriptions in Karur temple extend from Uranthai to 

Karur, Uranthai, the celebrated ancient capital of 

the Cholas of the classic times, is now the eastern suburb 

of the modern municipal town of Trichinopoly. No stu- 

dent worthy of his books would suggest that Uranthai 
was 

ever under Chera rule. Yet this land came to be christen- 

ed Keralanthaka Valanad, The reason is this: The Chola 
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King Raja Rajan reigned and ruled over the Cholanad in 

the tenth century A.D. He was a warrior king proud of 

parading his conquests. Among the many pompous titles 

he assumed, the heraldic epithet or appellation of Keralan- 

taka is one. His proclamations make this fact perfectly 

clear. He delighted to call himself the monarch of the 

Cheras, his rival rulers in Kudapulam or west ccast. The 

Tamil name Chera was sanskritized into Kerala. Hence 

Raja Rajan's martial pride blazoned his heraldics with 

this new títle of Kerelandakar. 1o the same vein Rajaraja 

gave himself another title Pandya Kulasani pompously to 

suggest that he was the thunderbolt to the rival royal 

house of the Pandyas in the south, *Asani' means a bolt 

from the blue. And any title which a monarch is fond of 

is easily passed to some country or city by his people to 

please him. This Chola king Raja Rajan reigned in Tanjore 

in the 10th and 11th centuries A. D. A strip of land 

around Tanjore was called the Pandyakuiasani Valanadu 

to commemorate the new title fondly assumed 'by the 

king. Yet noone would venture to infer that this territory 

round Tanjore must ever have been under the sway of 

the Pandyan kings, because it came to be known as 

Pandyakulasani Valanadu. Similarly the pompous new 

title Keralantaka assumed by Raja Rajan in the 10th 

century A.D. baptized this part of his kingdom from 

Uraiyur to Karur by this proud new appellation of his, 

And the later inscriptions in Karur temple naturally referr- 

ed to this pert of the Cholanad by the new name given to 

it in and after Raja Raja’s time. 

Its other name ‘Chola Keralamandalam" also is of 

similar origin. Raja Raja’s successor Kulottunga IH 

reigned in the 12th century A. D. One of the new heral- 
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dic titles He assumed was 'Cholakeralan' to signify that 

he was by his military exploits the lord of both the Chola 

and Kerala or Chera countries. This would indicate only 

the vanity of Kulottunga lll. Neither was he, nor any 

other Chola king ever the ruler of Kerela country any 

more than any Chera king could claim to have ruled over 

any part of. the Chola kingdom at any time. Because 

Kulottunga IM called himself “Chola kerela" this area 

round Karur which was part of his (Cholas) kingdom 

came also to be called ‘Cholakerala mandalam' to per- 

petuate the new title of this Chola king. These names 

given to this part of Chola country in the 11th and 12th 

centuries A. D. to commemorate vainglorious titles of the 

Chola kings cannot warrant any inference as to the early 

history of the Cheras or their relation to this region in the 

Cholanad. There is thus nothing to disturb the truth.esta- 

blished by the Tami! classics and the foreign records of 

ancient European travellers, viz.,` the early Cheras held 

sway from time immemorial in their Malainad or Home 

of Hills in the rich and beautiful valleys between the 

Western Ghats and the Arabian sea. 
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THE ANCIENT CAPITAL CITY OF THE 
CHERA KINGS 

1 shall now try to marshal up the available evidences 

from the early Tamil classics to locate and identify the 

site of Vanchi, the ancient capital of the Cheras in the 

classic period. Pandit M Raghava lyengar of the Madras 

University Tamil Lexicon Office, and his cousin Maha- 
vidwan K. Raghava lyengar of Ramnad, now a Lecturer in 
the Tamil Research section in the Annamalai University 
maintain that the modern Karur near Trichinopoly was the 
Cheras' Vanchi of yore. Their main arguments in support 
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of their thesis are these — [1] Karuris near a stream now 
known as Aamravathy : and the Cheras' Vanchi is des» 
cribed in the old classical poems as lying on the greaf 

Periyar river also known as Aan porunai: and the Chere 

tiver Aan porunai must be identified with this rivulet 

Aamravathy a tributary of the River Kaviri in the 

Cholanad. [2] The ancient poems don't refer to Vanchi 
as a seaport and some poems refer to Vanchi by its other 

name Karuvur; therefore the old Vanchi must be the 

inland Karur near Trichinopoly. (3) Old Vanchi wag 

also called Karuvur by some Sangam poets; and the 

modern Karur ís christened as Vanchularanyam by the 

anonymous author of Karur Thala Puranam, a book of 

fables recently composed to sanctify this modern town. 

Those who maintain that the Modern Karur was the 

old Vanchi would feel the ground under their feet slipping 
away, when Kongu regions or any country near Karur 

and east of the Ghats is proved as has been proved inthe 

previous section, never to have formed part of the ancient 

Chera kingdom. For, Karur is in the western extremity 

of the Cholanad, near the border of Kongunad and over 

300 miles east of the Western Ghats. The time-old 

capital of the Cheras’ Malainad which ended with the 

Ghats could not be 300 miles away from the kingdom, 

and what is worse, in the heart ofa foreign country ruled 

by rival Chola kings and hostile Kongu chiefs. That is 

why they endeavour to prove that the old Kongunad and 

even a part of the Cholanad where the modern Karur ig 

situate was part of the Chera kingdom. This thesis of 

theirs has just been shown to be untenable. And it will 

be presently seen that Karuris not even in the Kongu 

territory, but is a town in the western border of Cholanad, 
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which has sprung into importance only in the medieval 

times from about the 7th century A. D. This Karur was 

either non-existant, or of such insigniiicance in those early 

times as to be entirely unknown to the old classics. 

In the first p'ace, the author of Chenguttuvan'sprose 

biography was himself constrained to admit that this 

Karur not only lies in the Cholanad, but even became the 

Chola capital in the 10th century A. D. 

*9 ere Sb Geriprsi Bsa Gu du Gum, s0- 

gi Cereyyor Yysdu parés Qearnor dei dd 

erwise Sb pre serrsyu Qaddi mg’ 

[P. 131, Cheran Chenguttuvan 1915 edition]. 

it is thus conceded that Karur was one of the prin- 

cipal capital cities of the Chola kings in the Cholanad in 

the 10th century, A. D. Only the Pandit adds a gloss of 

his own by way of warily qualifying this admission. He 

says this Chola connection for Karur started in later 

time [Sbs $ 4s]. If it were the Chera capital at any 

time when and how the Cholas got it from the Cheras 

could not even be suggested by these scholars. On the 

contrary Poet Sekkilar, who was himself the Chief- 

Minister of King Anapaya Chola having access to the 

Chota Court records andthe archives composed his great 

master-piece—Periapuranam early in the 12th century 

A. D., in Stanza 20f the canto called Eripatta Nayanar 

Puranam in this book says that this karur or ‘‘Karuvur 

was a time-old great Chola City and belonged heredi- 

tarily to the royal “ancestors of king Anapayan from time 

immemorial in their own right, 

“warau sy mumusird d wrier pruri 

QaraQan &qmgyr crore at twanf Sapsri” 
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Speaking of king Pukazh Cholan an earlier ancestor 

of his master, Anapaya Cholan Sekkilar says again that 

this “Peerless city of Karuvur was the proud possession 

of the kings of the Chola dynasty." 

* ay üraemflev) aye» pujmrei yr Feo pers eff ib bbs 
Qarma@rT® Gs 5858Garuwsheri $e» MQsr evry h 

sies so up Gera sb oof parr ws aay fed 
WHEN pr erpaflenipé sh opie ba bari." 

(Pukazh Chola Nayanar Puranam, Stz. 11)» 

What is worse for the Pandits and their school of 

scholars is thatthe very anonymous Karur-Thala~Puranam 

which they so much rely on in proof of their fond theory 

that this Karur was the old Chera capital Vanchi gives 

their case away in this connection. |n reciting the srtoy 

of Eripathar this Thalapuranam speaks of Karur in terms 

so identical with the words of Sekkilar in his canto about 

the same Saiva Saint in his Periapuranam as it looks 

probable that the former simply confirms if not repeats 

Sekkilar's sentiments regarding the immemorial heredi» 

tory Chola connection with this town. 

"(pigs LUE HUGG of piir your vhu 
GOGPOstiat G@ryw~sGsrt Qaram boD 

5500 gL 6D Cou storm 

uga yosh youdet uflesr Gori emer pbg 

EATE 

&ggypemeià pabr Semper premo f 
amici" 

(Karuvur Puranam, Eripatta Sarukkam Stz. 5) 

It is thus clear that all Tamil poets from Sekkilar to 

the author of Karur puranam now for over a thousand 

years have uniformly held that this Karur always was 
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only a Chola town in the Cholanad and belonged heredi- 
tarily only to the Chola kings. If this Karur was a Chera 

capital before, and came to the Cholas by conquest as is 

suggested by the Pandits, nothing would be more natural 

and temptirg to the poets than to recite or refer to such 

an achievement redounding to the glory of their Chola 

heroes especially when they had to make mention of this 
place in their panegyrics of Chola kings. It is unthink- 

able and most strange that all of them should ignore this 

glorious exploit of the Cholas and complacently speak of 

it purely as an ancient hereditary possession of the Chola 

‘House. All the inscriptions in and around Karur invari- 

ably and uniformly speak of Karur only as a Chola town. 

The ascertained history of the times also negative the 

naive suggestion of the Pandits in this connection. The 

Pandits insinuate thatthe Cheras were the original owners 

of this Karur upto the 5th century A. D. and lost it to the 
Cholas only when the latter tecame more powerful and 

aggressive and drove the former beyond the Ghats, 

between the 3rd and 10th century A. D. (Vide Chap. 10 

and 13 of the 1st edition, 12and 13 of the 2nd edition of 

Cheran Chenguttuvan). All the established facts and 

proved inscriptions on the other hand only prove that the 

Cholas were weak and insignificant and were repeatedly 

end frequently defeated and dwarfed by the Cheras and 

Pandyas during this very period, and that the Cholas rose 

to importance only from the time of Raja Rajan in the 

latter half of the 10th century A.D. Chilappadikaram and 
Pathirruppattu rélate numerous conquests and victories 

of the Chera kings over the Cholas. King Chenguttuvan 
crushed all the nine princes and rulers of the Chola dy- 
fiasty and gave the attenuated remnant of the Chola 
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territory to-his nephew and nominee Killivalavan. 

“Geriot ou. &gsfiGurT garu darot efi" 

(Pathikam to 5th canto of Pathirruppattu) 

** [Beirenio À; pomum HeroNQur® Qur bsr 

€ 5, usidert serus; wensni 

Qereug & Quigg st gad Cari 
aarsr Lig orando rm eS cir 

gug Gm OuirgHus vps Zoo.” 

[Chilappadikaram Neerpadaikathai H. 118-122} 

Again Chenguttuvan's successor Peruncheral irum- 

porai of Thagadur fame also vanquished the Chola and 

the allied Pandya kings and won many a victory that re- 

duced the Cholas to great straits and utter humiliation. 

His exploits are sung by poet Arisilkizhar in unequivocal 

terms: 
“ardh wgw Geuicifl erem iso 
ueris Qada! ywr Quiibires p!'* 

[Pathirruppattu Stz. 73.] 

His heir and successor llamcheral trumporai also 

routed the Chola king of his times with all his allies and 

gave the conquered Chola regions to fire and sword. 

* (yy Gui Ger 5 05i. AéFujtd effip 

AHA sivas oF HO 5G AVD bai 

Gur gH wrer Quer põ wtb 

Ass usi. )eribuspipursir wr pen web 

mwaa Couey Gon id suriisties Glarsir gy 

eh apart s band tá oa” 
[Pathirruppattu Pathikam to Canto 9.] 

From the 5th to the 9th century A. D. the Pallavas 

were rising in power and prestige. They gradually but 

effectively encroached upon and established their sway 

over large and extensive territories of the Cholas reducing 
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Cholanad to almost a petty principality and the Cholas to 

ignoble ease and contented oblivion. The classic city 

of Conjeevaram and all Chola regions down to Tanjore 
came under the Pa!!ava flag. Saiva saints Thiru Navuk- 

karasar and Gnana Sambandar in the 7th and Sundarar 

in the 8th century A.D. refer to the powerful Palava 

rulers and their dominance over a wide area of what was 

Cholanad before. The Cholas often had evento pay 

tributes to the Pallavas.lt is only from the time of Vijaya- 

laya who founded the new Chola capita! in Tanjore in 

the 9th century A.D. we hear ofthe revival of the political 

importance and the territorial expansion of the Chola 

kingdom. In the face of these incontrovertib!e facts it is 

impossible to contend that this Karur was the Vanchi of 

the Cheras of yore. When the whole territory in and 

around Karur known as Vengala nadu is proved to be part 

of the Cholanad from time immemorial, and when the whole 

ofthe Kongu region stretching to the west of this Vengala 

nadu up-to the Ghats—for nearly 300 miles is proved to 

have always remained a separate state not only indepen- 

dent of but often even hostile to the Cheras from timesof 
yore, it is unthinkable that the Chera kings would have 
ever made this Karur situated in the regions of their rivals 
capital of their Malainad or Chera kingdom over 300 
miles away in the west coast. 

[2] 
We shall now turn to the Tamil classics to see what 

they say about tħis ancient Chera city of Vanchi. Sekki- 
lar in his Periapuranam says unequivocally that the mo- 
dern Kodungolur in the west coast was Vanchi the ancient 
Chera capita!. 
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‘ord b D655 Gume5£ pide weirgy sO srerew- 
wd sr Où 

urcf b HESS udysyrt cuigublusi b uou 
prior 

Geel NEssri FSENGOss msemapb Bwat 
Gayt gwd 

Gard b Noss Yopyflya @wsCar apart 
Glan ® mG & wear fr '' 

(Cheraman Perumal Puranam Stz. 1). 
In this, the poet who was the great Prime Minister 

of King Anapaya Cholan, says that Kodungolur was the 

hereditary Royal seat of the Chera dynasty and that the 

old Vanchi murram formed a part of Kodungolur. Again 

in another verse Sekkilar speaks of this very place as the 

inner city of Vanchi, 

“Circe Qom CETV ............ 

gymu Drise bsri eis 
ASH & Aami” 

When Saint Sundarar came from his native place of 

Tiruvarur in the eastern Cholanad, crossing all the Konge 

country on his way on a visit to the Chera king Cheraman 

Perumal in-his Malainad, the king goes out to receive 

him at the gate of his city of Kodungolur which Sekkilar 

calls again as Vanchi. 

* e duit QUOTA uuu 
PPrrrrer mr ree reer ee eee er eee ed 

Abor seri 

ecctascesorvoe»s0a20998*20p090999899^*4 095999 

Nhu wern Qe erdps ibeuf ovata wisi Hrm Qi prie RR 

(Peria puranam, Vellanai Charukkam, Stz. 22) 

This poet minister, Sekkilar composed his Periapura- 

nam in the end of the 11th or the beginning of the 12th 
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century He distinctly mentions that the ancient Chera 

city of Vanchi is the modern Kodungolur in the west 

coast. Saint Sundarat who propagated Saivism in the 

8th century A. D. has sung of this Kadungolur or Van- 

chaikkalam with its harbour Mahodai. 

“ea c0ma&eeg GoeuGerms gonlurt Curè 2165 - 

6»3 d HOTS 5t1UIGeor’’ 

[Sundarar Thevaram Tiruvanchaikala pathikam]. 

In all his ten song Sundarar associates the Vanchai- 

kalam with the harboured port of Mahothai. But by soma 

metathetic solecism, the place is wrongly named in his 

songs as Anchaikalam instead of Vanchaikalam, as it 

should be. There can be no mistake however as to the 

identity of the place he sings about. No one dares or 

can suggest that there ever has been a place known as 

Anchaikalam at all. Vanchimurram is the name of the old 

Chera capital familiar to all the classics. [Vide “ecs 
qp, ib wusna" —[Puram, Stz. 373]. 

“eA Y Dow Pads Geb Gems 
“amha wu idu wP api)" 

(Chilappadikaram 25, Katchikathai II. 9 and 34). 

The exact equivalent of Vanchimurram is 'Vanchai- 

kalam’. Shortening proper names, softening the 

final syllables with the vowel ‘ai’ is common in Tamil. 

Thanjai for Tanjavur, Uranthai for Uraiyur. Chennai for 

Chennapattanam. — Muhavai for Muhavur, Thevai tor 

Thevakottai, NeMai for Nelveli are all too familiar to every 
Tamilian. Vanchi by this process easily became Vanchai 

and Kalam is a synonym of Murram. So Vanchaikalam 

is only an exact equivalent of Vanchi murram. That this 
name Vanchaikalam was in vogue for this place is proved 
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by references in literature. The following lines of Sekkilar 
quoted once before will bear out this fact. 

HERE TCITO Woe HTL OD 

sesesecee so secas s oescesoco eO IDD US) ICT 

GaS bP hari 4msugbensàserupib lese Gay Gs 

enema ess. Garpar Gar(grGeremi. t 

[Cheraman Perumal Puranam, Stz. 1]. 

The epithet ‘thiru’ is commonly added to all places 

of holy or sacred associations. All the two hundred 

and odd places sacred to the Saivites and the 108 holy 

shrines of the Vaishnavites have this adjunct ‘thiru’ 

prefixed to their names. So Vanchaikalam thus expan- 

ded into Thiruvanchaikalam, when the o!d Chera city of 
secular fame and. associations in the classic age 

came to be reckoned as a holy Saivite place of 

pilgrimage. When again people in later times resolved 

this compound name into its constituent parts, it would 

be seen to consist of three elemental names Thiru [Holy] 
+ Vanchai [Vanchi] + Kalam [Murram]. The middle 
Vanchai might easily be mistaken for Anchai. For, ae 

cording to Tamil grammer V[a] is uniformly requisitioned 

as acementing consonant to avoid a hiatus and to fuse 

two vowels ending one and beginning the other of two 

words to be pronounced together. Thiru plus Anchai by 

this rule will be Thiruvanchai. The compound of Thiru 

plus Vanchai will also be Thiruvanchai according to rules 

of Tamil grammar. The latter may thus easily be mis- 

taken for the former; and when this compound name is 

resolved again into its simpler components for purposes 

of prosody, and when the phonetic history of the 

compound is not remembered, there can be nothing 

easier than to mistake V at the beginning of the second 
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halt of the compound for a mere cementing -consonant 

and read the second component as Anchaikalam instead 

of the correct form of Vanchaikalam. This is the only 
explanation for the name Anchaikalam for the old city 
of Vanchi in Sundarar’s songs. In any event, there can 

be no other alternative theory, as there has been never a 

place near Kodungolur or Mahothai called Anchaikalam. 
And Sundarar expressly couples the port Mahothai with 

his Anchaikalam. Obvious!y Mahothai was the harboured 

port of Kodungolur and Anchaikalam was the name given 

to the site of the Siva Shrine in the inner town of Kodun- 

golur. That this is the probable origin of this name for 

the interior or land-side town of Kodungolur is also clear 

from a similar reference to this place in the Kshetrakovai 

of Thirunavukkarasar's Thevaram. His actual words are 

these: "'GQar(puGsmremt .S(c5sos&acrib"". We see that 
Navukkarasar who lived in the 7th century A. D. also 
hames the Saiva Shrine in Kodungolur as Anchaikalam. 
Thus it is clear that Anchaikalam must be the later meta- 

morphosed form of the older Vanchimurram or Vanchaika- 

lam. Vanch or Vanchimurram of the classic period known 
In later times as Vanchaikalam was identified with Kodun- 
golur in the west coast by two out of the three Saiva 

Saints Thiru Navukkarasarin the 7th century and Sundarar 
in the 8th century A. D. in their respective Thevaram songs. 

Sekkiliar also confirms this identity of the several 
stanzas of his Periapuranam in the end of the 11th or 
early in the 12th century A. D. 1 already adverted to 
the first stanza in’ Seraman Perumal Nayanar Puranam 
which runs as follows: 

‘ora Sods Qu piir wemegnib Opre DD 
ww pir (o 
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ume d) 5s udysf b us Mudd i upbud sreir 

Cel p Dubsrt Soerdbensó amip ous Sect 
GW 

Gard b NESS YO puflujir GusGar yari 
Gar(pm Geri" 

In this verse the erudite Chola Prime Minister un- 

equivocally identifies the modern Kodungolur [known also 

as KodunKalur or Cranganore) with the old capital of the 

Chera dynasty known to the earlier classics as Vanchie 

murram or Thiruvanchaikalam. The words underlined 

in the above stanza literally say this, viz., *Tiruvanchai- 

kalam, the capital city of yore of the ancient Malainad te 

Kodungolur the time-old royal seat of the house of the 

Chera kings.'' This leaves us in no doubt whateveb. 

For, in this, poet Sekkilar definitely mentions two facts. 

One is that the ancient Thiruvanchaikalam is Kodungolur. 

The second is that this kodungolur in the west coast is 

also the old Chera capital city of their ancient Malainad. 

It Is also interesting to note that to this day the 

people in and around Kodungolur proudly cherish the 

tradition that their place is the ancient Chera capital of 

Vanchi. Although the inland site of the Siva temple is 

called Anchaikalam, still there is no whisper anywhere ín 

the neighbourhood or among the people of the place that 

their town itself ever bore the name of Anchaikalam. 

In two or three other places and contexts in Periya 

puranam, Sekkilar reaffirms the identity of the old Vanch 

with the modern Kodungolur with its harbour Mahodai. 

In speakiag of the great journey of king Cheraman 

Perumal on a visit to famous Saivite shrines and to Saint 

Sundarar the king is said to have started from Thiruvan- 

chaikalam or Kodungolur, traversed Kongunad and to 
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have finally reached the territories of the Chalas. [Vide 

Stzs, 46-50 of Cheraman Perumal Puranam]. Similarly 
on his return journey the king with Saint Sundarar is said 

to have recrossed the Kongu territory after visiting many 

sacred Siva temples in the Cholanad. Cheraman Perumal 

and Saint Sundarar are said to have worshipped the Siva 

temples in the Kongu region on their westward journey 

and reaching the Malainad the hereditary kingdom of the 
Cheras they arrived ultimately at the time-old Chera 

capital Vanchaikalam then known as Kodungolur [Vide] 
Stzs. 137-146 of Chereman Perumal Nayanar Puranam]. 
The significant phrases 'Gar(pauGan epg sm bri" [reached 
k odungolur)] in Stz. 143 and ‘Qsc Aqgagmsrsan 5l 
Halle Asii igw OaranQyu@sart o. Sui ASOD- 
ge»aumri. (The Chera king entered Thiruvanchaikalam 
with his peerless saintly friend) in Stz. 145 in the same 
context cenclusively identify the old Vanchi with the mo- 

dern Kodungolur. This same route from Tiruvarur in the 

Cholanad through the Kongu territory westward to the 

Chera capital! Vanchi in the Malainad and the identity 

of the old Chera Vanch with the modern sea-coast town 
of Kodungolur in the west are again reiterated and 
reaffirmed in Vellanai Charukkam of Periapuranam by 
the Poet-Minister Sekkilar, (Vide particularly Stzs. 3, 14, 
1S, 19, 22 of Vellanai Charukkam), 

Sekkilar of course lived and composed his Peria- 
puranam in the end of the 11th or beginning of the 12th 
century A. D. But king Cheraman Perumal Nayanar 
and Saint Sundarar both lived in the 8th century A. D. 
Both upon archaeological evidences and literary referen- 
Ges the research scholars like the late Government Epigra- 
phist Mr. Gopinatho Rao, late Professor Sundaram Pillai 
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and late Rdo Sahib Srinivasa Pillai of Tanjore have estab- 

lished that Sundarar and Cheraman Perumal lived and 

exchanged friendly visits in the 8th century A. D. King 

Cheraman Perumal ruled the old Chera kingdom of 

Malainad from the ancient Vanchi or Thiruvanchaikalam: 

which was identified with Kodungolur in the Thevaram 

Songs of Thirunavukkarasar and Sundarar and the verses 

of Sekkilar in Periapuranam. What makes these referen- 

ces particularly significant and important is their insis- 

tence that this Kodungolur alias Vanchaikalam was the 

time old dynastic capital of the Royal House of the Chera 

Kings and not a newly acquired capital of the Cheras as 

suggested by the new school of Pandits. 

3 

Let us now turn to the older Tamil classics of the 
Sangam age and see if'any and what guidance they may 

give us in this research. The author of Chilappadikaram 

was an ascetic prince and junior brother of the great 

warriorking Cheran Chenguttuvan. He personally listened 

to the story of Kannaki. the heroine of his epic poem 

Chilappadikaram as narrated by poet Sattanar who was a 

bard of the Tamil Sangam in the capital of the Pandyan 

king and who was an eyewitness ofthe incidents of 

Kannaki's lifein so far as they happened in that capital 

city of Madurai. The euthor of Chilappadikaram des- 

cribes the route taken by Kannaki when she left Madura 

after burning down that city in vindication of the inno- 

cence of her husband victimised by the blind rage of the 

Pandyan king. Kannaki is said to have entered the 

Royal Pandyan city with her husband by the main 

eastren gate of the city and to have sorrowfully effected 
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her exit alone in widow’s weeds, after the murder of her 
husband, by the western gate of Madura and to have 
proceeded directly westward along the bank of the 
Vaigai river right up to the footof the Western Ghats and 
to have ascended the Chengunru hills inthe Chera’s Malai- 
nad (Vide |. 182-200 of Katturaikathai No. 23, Chilap- 
padikaram). Chilappadikaram further says that poet Satta- 
nar in narrating this part of Kannaki’s story to the king 
Chenguttuvan fancifully suggested that the widowed 
Kannaki did not wish to go in her longly state to the 
Cholanad from where she went to Madura with her hus- 
band, and reached the hill of Chengunru in the heart of 
the Chera kingdom in the west coast as if to report the 
tyranny of the Pandyan king to, and seek protection of, 
the Chera king. This is narrated in Katchikathai No. 25 of 
Chilappadikaram in lines 82—92. On hearing the poet 
Sattanar and the hillmen who were eyewidnesses to the 
last act of Kannaki climbing the Chengunru hill in the 
western Malainad Chenguttuvan's queen is said to have 
expressed her preference to build a temple to Kannaki as 
she last departed the world from their own kingdom. 

"— -.Dib.sj&sb ET Lent bach 

ujas sors used Curi” 

(lI 113-4 of Katchikathai) 

This also shows that this western Malainad where 
Kannaki fast appeared alive was Chenguttuvan’s king- 
dom. If Chenguttuvan rufed the territory round the 
modern Karur and if Malainad in the west was an inde- 
pendent principality ruled over by another branch of the 
Chera House, as suggested by Pandit M. Raghave lyengar, 
Chenguttuvan's queen would not have claimedthe western 
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Malainad as a kingdom of her husband as she is said to 
have done in these lines just quoted. All these narrations 
by the Chera prince-poet Hango i in his epic of Chilappadi- 
karam make one fact clear beyond the possibilty of 
doubt. Kannaki goes to the Chera kindom in the west 
actually crossing the Western Ghats to Chengunru near 
Chenguttuvan's capital Vanchi. Chengunru is due west 
of Madura and is a hill west of the Ghats and not far 
away from the modern Kodungolur. (Chilappadikaram 
IHI edition 1927, p. 19), This situation of Chengunru 
is also admitted by Pandit Raghave lyenyar in his prose- 

ee of Chenguttuvan. (First edition 1915 pp. 

134—5 J, 

The course of the river Vaigai whichKannaki followed 

runs due west of Madura to the Western Ghats and 

Chengunru is as the crow flies at least 100 miles due 
west from Madura and beyond the Ghats. If the modern 

Karur in the Trichinopoly District were the old Vanchi 

and capital of Chenguttuvan, Kannaki in her quest of 

Chenguttuvan's protection should proceed from Madura 
in a due northerly direction. For Karur is about 40 miles 

west of Trichinopoly and about 100 miles due north of 

Madura. Besides Karur is over 200 miles east of the 

Western Ghats. There can be no reason whatever for 

her to proceed westward along the banks of the river 

Vaigai to the Ghats to seek the Chera capital if it were 

near Trichinopoly. Nor the two poets Sattanar and 

llango both of them almost contemporaries of the event- 

ful incidents in Kannaki’s life could be expected to suggest 

that Kannaki's westward journey from Madura was in 

quest of the protection of the Chera king ruling in Karur 
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100 miles due north of Madura, and over 130 miles east 

of the Ghats. These narrations in llango's epic of 

Chilappadikaram in the name of the poet Sattanar there- 

fore unmistakably conclude that Chenguttuvan's capitat 

Vanchi could be nowhere near Karur in ‘Trichinopoly 

District and was on the contrary to be sought somewhere 

due west of Madura along the course of Vaigai rver and 

beyond the Western Ghats and near the Ara'ian Sea. 

Again-there is another reference in Chi'appadikaram 

that clinches this view of the topocraphy of the old 

Chera capital Vanchi. A learned Brahman mendicant 

Parasaran by name and a resident citizen in the eastern 

kingdom of the Puhar Cholas went to the capital of 

the Cheras seeking the generous bounty of the contem- 

porary munificent Chera king, Palyanai Chelkezhu 
Kuttuvan, the uncle of Cheran Chenguttuvan and the 

hero of canto 3 in Pathirruppattu. The route he took 

from the eastern Chola kingdom to the Chera king's 

capital is described in  Katturaikathai No. 23 of 

Chilappadikaram. Crossing the boundary of the Chola 
kingdom  Parasaran is said to have traversed wide 

stretches of country and forest westward and to have 

actually crossed the Ghats or the Malaya Mountains, 
and putting the Western Ghats to his back to have 
proceeded further west to meet the Chera king in his 
capital. But after he received the Chera King's munifi- 
cent bounty in his capital, he is said to have proceeded 
directly southward from the Chera city to see the 
Pandyan kingdom before reaching his own home in 
the Chola country. These facts are narrated in Il, 56-75 
and 79 of Katturaikathai 23. The most pertinent part 
of this reference runs as follows :- 
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‘Ep bier upiya S&T Go bas er 
StHer Amui pene L agys 
amet uricdures usreg GesssirQumreir 
&svajGsa) f Geres Gare». $4 ng GLA 
eucsi iip 10e» Muir He arson Glar(pés 
Heng od OpGCap GEW arcinQacr 
srt mm(bib cag Gurg 
BOSS weuntb Woucs GYa-ebr qr fu 

srsesacoos oo 

PTUN QETA mess Gg mrt ig. 

[ILI ross] nnas sse 

Saas Glanem(Bssm uduüGuuitGsimrer 
GlamiG sre? Gscirenescir £(/5sycsmifico won nwo 
SoSH aug ser pegar 

sor HRs (S)qn iGuimrsir"' 120 72 

(Chilappadikaram Kathai 23, 11 56—75 and 79) 

Although the name Vanchi dose not appear in the 

lines under reference the context leaves no room for 

doubt as to the destination of Parasaran herein referred 

to. The post definitely says that Parasaran went to 

the capital of the Chera king who was no other than the 

uncle of Chenguttuvan.  Chenguttuvan's capital Vanchi 

is not mentioned in any of the ten verses or in the 

epilogue to canto 5 cf Pathirrupptatu dedicated entirely 

to panegyrize the glory and triumph of king Chenguttu- 

van. Yet no one wili dispute that Chenguttuvan’s capital 

was Vanchi as that fact appears in the epic Chilappaci- 

karam composed by Chenguttuvan's own brother. That 

the capital of his uncle and predecessor on the Chera 

throne could not be other than Vanchi is also clear from 
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the admission of the Pandits themselves that Imayava- 
ramban, the elder brother of Palyanai Chelkezhu Kuttuvan 

ruled the Chera kingdom, before the latter with Vanchi 

for his capital. (Vide page 11, 2nd edition of Cheran 

Chenguttuvan by Pandit M. Raghava lyengar). If his 

elder btother before him and his own nephew after him 

ruled the Chera country from Vanchi., itis only fair to 

hold that the same Vanchi was the capital of Palyanai- 

Chelkezhu-Kuttuvan who sat onthe Cherathrone between 

the reigns of the other two kings of his own dynasty, 

and this would almost be a certainty unless there is any 

indication in any of the verses relating to this Chera king 

to suggest that his capital was some place other than 
Vanchi. Far from such a suggestion the elogiums of this 

king which form canto 3 in Pathirruppattu immediately 

after canto 2 in praise of his senior brother Imayavaram- 

ban and before cantos 1-6 in praise of his three nephews 

who wore the Chera crown after bim would suggest that 

he succeeded his elder brother Imayavaramban and 

preceded his nephew Chenguttuvan on their admitted 

Chera throne in Vanchi. It is also admitted at page 14 in 

Chapter 2, of Chenguttuvan’s prose biography by Pandit 

M. Raghava lyengar that the ten cantos of Pathirrup- 

pattu have been arranged only in accordance with the 

order of succession of their hero-kings to the Chera 

throne. The epilogue to canto 3 simply says that this 

king was the junior brother of Imayavaramban the hero 

of the 2nd canto, and he is also said to have ruled over 

His Malainad as a Chera king. | have already cited the 
ine 

*' fio pr Gt eoo sent sr eren?" 

(Manimekalai, Kathai 26, | 80°) 
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in praise of Chenguttuvan in another connection. And 
this line definitely says that Malainad the kingdom of 
Palyanai Chelkezhu Kuttuvan was also the kingdom of 
Cheran Chenguttuvan. Thus the references about king 
Palyanai Chelkezhu Kuttuvan the uncle and predecessor 
of Chenguttuvan on the Chera throne also point to 
Vanchi the capital of the Cheras being in Malainad which 
is admitted by the Pandits to be the country lying 
between the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea. (Vide 
page 156 of his prose biography of Chenguttuvan, 2nd 
edition 1929). 

There is yet another reference in Chilappadikaram 

which reinforces the truth that king Chenguttuvan’s 
capital Vanchi was a city in his Malainad in the west 
coast. Speaking of Chenguttuvan's military expedition 
against the North Aryan kings in the Gangetic valleys his 

ascetic brother llango minutely describes in his epic 

poem of Chilappadikaram the ceremonious start of the 

king at the head of his army from his capital Vanchi 

as follows: 

ur €———MÓÓ uA sas 
geri FSB ay HFS sritéGr Gorujw 
Geer Ev yoNi Syp Gurg, 

wep Apu, Hever ostu, 

0.604 BAUS HEGLE Ceci AB 

APD ref qwIFGstH sr rAr 

Bo fiis AsGuiyns So ssrhs"’ 
(Chilappadikaram, Kalkotkathai 26, Il. 79-85) 

Translated in simple English these lines would read 

as follows : “Leaving Vanchi the king with his generals 
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and the vanguard rounded the coast withthe white 
foamed waves touching the edge of their wing; marched 

across the mountains, making the back of the Ghats 

writhe and hitch under the tramp of the troops; and 

passing by the plains as their route they reached the foot 
of the Nilgiris where they halted in encampment''. This 
description of the route of Chenguttuvan and his expedi- 

tionary force from his capital Vanchi to the foot of the 

Nilgiri hills enroute to the Aryan region in the Gangetic 
valleys by his own brother is as lucid as it is positive. In 
the same contest a little further off the prince liango says 

that “breaking his camp at the foot of the Nilgiris the 
king marched northward.to the Ganges and crossed the 
river by boat and engaged and routed the hostile Aryan 
forces in the trans-Ganges regions. 

“urg Aiwa Sui Quwi bs, 
sna Gufwr ps esirerífl Gub 
VHS ERA evt wood). ais 

UMS gd urec» 8555 
SOMSUIG SG Brest wmGeircir 

au. Hone wm eir weirerey C grebsomib 

Beobdieorá sru Haig Queer 

ar@As rrur aruwi wavdu 

AG Gsi sri oflw gret 
SGbumL wr&azmá Asri pami gel ia" 

(Ibid II. 175-181, 184, 187, 191, 211-2) 
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If Chenguttuvan’s capital Vanchi were the modern 
town of Karur in Trichinopoly District the king and his 
army would have only proceeded due north from their 
city towards their destination in the Gangetic valleys. 

They have no reason whatever to travel due west to the 

Nilgiris which is about 150 miles from Karur. Much less 

would there be any occasion for them in this march to 

cross any mountains before reaching the foot of the 

Nilgiris or for their edging the waves of any foaming sea. 

There is neither any mountain to cross nor any sea to 

touch on any route between Karur in the east and the 

Nilgiris in the west. On the other hand if Chenguttuvan's 

Vanchi was the modern Kodungolur on the west coast 

this description of the Chilappadikaram is admirably 

accurate of the only possible route for the military expe- 

ditionary force starting from Vanchi to go to the trans- 

Ganges Aryan territories. Any army auspicious!y starting 

on any military expedition would leave the city only by 

the main gate. The opening line in this description just 

cited definitely mentions that Chenguttuvan and his army 

started from Vanchi. If that Vanchi were the modern 

Karur in Trichinopoly District there is no sea for any 

gate of its citadel to face in any direction round about 

the city. If it were Kodungolur then it is clear that this 

marine city on the west coast would naturally have its 

main gate facing west towards its harbour. And Chen. 

guttuvan and his army emerging by this gate out of their 

ancient city would first touch the sea before turning round 

eastward to cross the Western Ghats, known as the 

Malaya mountains, by the Palghat Pass and taking the 

plains on the eastern slopes of the Ghats they wou'd have 

marched northward. Nilgiris would then rightly come 
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on their way from the Palghat plains to the banks of the 

Ganges. This one reference in Chilappadikaram should 

suffice by itself to prove that Chenguttuvan’s Vanchi 

could only be west of the Ghats and touching the sea in 

the western coast of Malainad. Prince llango's con- 

temporary poet Sattanar has composed another epic 

named Manimeka!ai. It recounts the life of Manimekalai 

the beautiful and virtuous daughter of Kannaki's husband 

Kovalan and of his paramour Madhavi. In that poem 

Manimekalai is said to have sterted from an island 

Manipallavam south-east of the then Chola capita! and 

emporium, Puhar, at the mouth of the river Kaviri with 

a definite object of going to Vanchi. 

8E erroe wef Qaia De oir m 
ASSIS OSU STH aw o ar Aen wr’ 

(Manimekalai Kethai 25 Il, 238.9) 

Sattanar then says that after leaving the island of 

Manipatlavam Manimekalai took an aerial flight to 

her destination and on her way to Vanchi alighted on the 

Chengunru hills to worship at the shrine built and dedi- 

cated by Chenguttuvan to Kannaki her fathers wedded 
wife, deified after her death. 

Qo udo m arora Awa hg 

smuti ergo sruacinan dé) usui 

Qarma 51605 Carwr Sen Borui 

sry mapu aged srosflus 

Gulma simus Gar Lb ue bai 

eusssr mi! ADY occ essence ceeascnees 

(Ibid, Panien Pukka Kathai 26, ll 1-6) 

The poet Sattanar here experessly says in these two 
references just quoted from Manimekalai that the deliberate 
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distination of Manimekalai when she left the island of 

Manipallavam was only Vanchi. There is no room to 

infer that she had any other desire to go to Chengunru or 

to offer worship to her father's wife Kannaki in her new 

temple. These lines of Sattanar make it perfectly clear 

that Manimekelai alighted and offered worship to the 

images of Kannaki and her husband in the temple on 

the Chengunru hills only because the temple and the hills 

happened to be on her way to Vanchi. She did not go there 

to offer this worship, as her sole intention and motive 

for the aerial trip are said to be togoto Vanchi to meether 

own mother Madhavi and her foster-mother Suthamathi 

who were said to have taken asylum and refuge in Vanchi 

after the subsidence of their city of Pukar., (Vide 

Manimekalai, Kathai 25 Il. 201—206 and 238—9) Karur 

in Trichinopoly District is over 130 miles eastof the 

Western Ghats while Chengunru hills as about 30 miles 

west of the Ghats. Nothing would be more unnatural 

for Manimekalai to have not only deviated from her way 

to Vanchi if Vanchi were Karur as far west as the Ghats. 

but also to have aimlessly crossed the Western Ghats and 

proceeded to Chengunru hills west of the Ghats and 

nearer the sea. On the other hand if Vanchi was Kodun- 

golur in the west coast, this route she is said to have 

followed in these references from Sattanar's Manimekalai 

would be just the proper way for Manimekalai totake from 

the southeastern island of Manipallavam to Chenguttu- 

van's Vanchi on the west coast. Anyone from Cholanad in 

the east would have to cross the Westesn Ghats to reach 

Kodungolur on the western sea; and the Chengunru hills 

between the Ghats and this old Chera capital would then 

be on the wey. 
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What Sattanar says about Manimekalai’s-entry into 
Vanchi after leaving Chengunru is even more irreconcila- 

ble with the suggestion that Vanchi was anywhere east of 
the Western Ghats. The following are the references in 
Sattanar's epic bearing upon this last stage of Manime- 
kalai’s flight to Chenguttuvan's Vanchi:— 

“Pero Hou QwaiCunrs sTOwHS HOTS iT, 
QenCwreh agen Gurr eir oot yen &(g) ume (sib 
HA ay (me»guiri Cabo ms Qardas, 
mw £ mUnS b Opius b 5.55 

mfr GumrdGuss wreesr ouvig ous 

Gau GMa G5 ib uj. ueh efu ib 
Low O Surfed Gurisosujib MoL iy 
45,5 me: youd «hom £ mi 
SIO P aerewfur Grsirsyrb tse 
THE sid MermHu waT Ga on wulsv,— 
Game. (Bsseirergyub. OeiGard Guhar 
USS eb f ipsun axgbo ufo 
Qurda Quwi (i OLIA en et 

Chum 68 harsh 

(Ibid Kathai 26. Il. 67-73 and 92) 

The substance of these lines in short is this: 
Apotheosized Kannaki in response to Manimekelai's 
invocation appeared to her and after narrating all that 
happened to herself and her husband Kovalan, Mani- 
mekalai’s own father, in Madura offered her advice as 
to what she should do for her own future salvation. tn 
accoroance with this advice Manimekalai disguising 
herself as a male anchorite with the help of some mystic 
mantram left Chengunru hills and reached the shady 
and sheltered and well-watered outskirts ot the citadel 
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or fort walls of the city of Vanchi nestling with mon- 
asteries, places of worship and sequestered asylums 

of people doing penances. Ascetics and anchorites are 

always said to avoid great cities and to seek shelter 

only in the secluded suburbs in the outskirts. Kannaki 

with her husband on reaching Madura sought refuge 

only in the quiet outskirts of the fortified Pandyan 

capital, and, that part ot the town has been described 

in almost identical terms and as being also the favourite 

resort of ascetics ane anchorites in Chilappadikaram. 

“yim aipesflujtb Gum if sb Gu 558 

Geusrer bio uaru AAG Crfluyt 

AUTWSGWS OW sib eirenipuitb dot 

Gand rv. usq Nnu )más»s, 

9j puiuf! wr bs son He Gero 

1| PGb£o»9 apÓTYt yós t ufi às aen 

(Katkai (3. Il. 191-6) 

The words referring to the outskirts of Madura 

in the Chilappadikaram lines just quoted are Puram- 

chirai-moodoor (ype 4s» pari) Puram means out 

side, chirai means fort and moodoor means old town. 

The rhrase therefore means outskirts of the fortified 

old town, and that part of the city of Madura is said 

to be the favoured resort of *arampuri manthar" (amb 

4f wisi) those engaged in penances. Similar words 

employed in referring to the outskirts of. Vanchi in the 

lines quoted above are **yeyil-pura-ir&kkai"" (ou bum 

Yeyil means a fort ; puram of course means 

e The phrase thus means 

Here again the poet tells 

chi are also full of shaded 

ean & en à. 

outside, irukkai means plac 

the place outside the fort. 

us that these outskirts of Van 
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groves and freshwater-ponds and form the, asylum of 

munivars (ascetics) and quiet sadhus (anchorites). We 

have another significant reference to this sequestered 

and sheltered resorts of anchorites, monks and mendi- 

cants in the outskirts of Vanchi in the opening lines 

of the prologue to Chilappadikaram. 

“garam Geri 53 oe SDpSHbS 
@v_éGaré Gaye) (GermiGam eut. et (5"* 

Literally these lines when translated wou!d read 

as follows: ''To ithe ascetic junior Chera prince who 

was residing in a monastic Chapel in the proximity 

of the east gate of Vanchi". Reading these lines of 
Chilappadikaram with those of Sattanar in Mani- 

mekalai referring to the outskirts of Vanchi first reached 

by Manimekalai after leaving Chengunru hills, we 

receive further light as to. the indentity of the place. 

The first halt of Manimekalai after leaving Chengunru 
must be thus the outskirts near the east gate of the forti- 

fied Vanchi town. In this east gate suburb Manimekelai 

is said to have held debates with the leaders of different 
schools of thought and theologians. 

From this suburb 'Kunavayil Purakudi’ outside the 
Bast gate, Sathanar tells us in Kathai No. 28 of his 
Epic ‘Manimekalai’, that his heroine entered the walled 
residential city in the heart or the centre of Vanchi; 
which he significantly describes as (Qent_§&varewsiiy) 
Idainilaivaraippue Idai--nilai+-varaippu means the middle 
or central part or premises. And finally she makes her 
exit through the western main gate of Vanchi to fly 
north. to Kanchipuram—her original destination. jf 
Karur near Trichinopoly were Vanchi. then Manimeka!ai 
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would not have to cross the Ghats at al!; and would 

ordinarily enter that city on her way north to Kanchi 

only by the south gate. and emerge out by the north 

gate. On no account should Manimekalai seek the 

western gate for exit to proceed to Kanchi lying east 

by north from Karur. It is only Kodungolur in the 

west coast would have its maingate in the west facing 

the harbour end thesea front; and Manimekalai from 

the Chengundru hills would, to reach this citadel, 

have to approach it from the east, and after seeing 

round the place, would emerge through the western 

main harbour or sea-ward gate. This detailed descrip- 

tion of Vanchi in Manimeka!ai therefore would not 

square with Karur in the Cholanad, but” fits in only 

with the maritime or sea fronted Kodungolur in the, 

west coast. 

(4) 
Those who hold that Karur in Trichinopoly Distric: 

was the ancient Chera capital city of Vanchi re'y on 

what they believe to be two coincidences 

(1) Karur in Trichinopoly District is also calied 

: Vanchularanyam'' or ''Vanchuladavi'" in the Karur- 

Thalapuranam. 

"akepacerryewfunb exg5demgpt.. .....-' 

(Cheran Chenguttuvan, 2nd edition p. 162) 

‘ay Gusreouid wieder 2 HutCar qt ig. sir 

Bay wits hrud pHsasmpd densus 

arg! Gurgatip ot haart ereor & & Ti mre 

MH wm FOU sor HOT HFS TH BOI CO) 

(Karur Thalapuranam — Section Varahecharuka-1 

Stz 18) 

Fe 

1 
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(2) Vanchi was also known as Karuvur. For this 
they quote the following lines of poet Nakkirar in Stz. 

No. 93 in Ahananuru. 

Agur NERA SHapt apir yopi 

Aaa t suudae»g Gomu 

aren QDD r yb HG t3 

They argue that Vanchi must be a contraction of 

Vanchujadavi, and Karur is abbreviation of Karuvur and 

the conclusion is drawn that Karur in Trichinopoly 

District must therefore be the ancient Chera capital of 

Vanchi. But there are obvious fallacies in these conten- 

tions; and facts and references from literature negative 

the conclusions. And let us see what Tamil literature 

has to say about these contentions. 

In the first place Karurthalapuranam which is the 

only authority for Karur’s names Vanchuladavi or 

Vanchularanyam is a recent anonymous fiction, and it 

was composed even according to Pandit M. Raghava 

lyengar not more than 300 years ago. Thalapuranams 

are new compositions full of fabled inventions and con- 

cocted myths deliberately woven to give prestige and 

create antiquity for places to gratify the ambition of the 

residents therein. They are utterly unreliable for any 

historical investigations. Vanchularanyam and Vanchu- 

ladavi are both Sanskrit compounds meaning a forest or 

grove of Asokiw trees; Vanchulam= Asoku; adavi or 

aranyam=a forest. Pandit Raghava lyengar also says 

in page 162 of his prose biography of Cheran Chenguttu- 

van (2nd edn.) that Karur got this name only because 

there were Asoku groves all around the place. Now 
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these Sanskrit causal names for Karur were not known 
to any literature or inscriptions relating to Karur prior to 
this new | anonymous  Karurthalapuranam, Pandit 

Raghava lyengar  himse!f sorrowfully admits that 
all inscriptions in and abcut Karur only refer to it as 
a Chola possession and with exclusive Chola associati- 

ons. (Vide pp. 130-1 of Cheran Chenguttuvan 1st edn. 

1915). In fact all the old inscriptions in Karur of five 

Chola kings dating from the 9th century A. D. mention 
that Karur was ever a Chola city. (Vide South Indian Ins- 

criptions Vol. Ill Nos. 20 to 26). Periyapuranam was 

composed early in the 12th century A. D. by Sekkilar the 

great prime minister of the famous and flourishing Chola 

kingdom. In his great masterpiece held in high esteem 

in the world of scholars both for its literary merit and 

historic accuracy, this Karur or Karuvurin  Trichinopoly 

District is mentioned in more places than one: and 

always and in every context, it is expressly described 

as the hereditary and cherished Chola possession and 

not adverted to as ever having been a Chera city éc- 

quired or annexed by the Chola kings, by conquest. 

Vide :— 

“sma Gauge PSD parri amQ 

(Periapuranam, Pukazh-Chola nayanar puranam 
Stz. 11) 

Again 

“drou sa surucrFt apor Baruri 

AsreiQearHe: aari ta al Slapsrd" 

(Ibid Yeripathar Stz. 2) 

If as suggested by Pandit Raghava lyengar Karur 

were the ancient Vanchi of the Chera kings and only 
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became a Chola city by the latter's military conquest 

in later times, Sekkilar—the Chola minister could not 

forget and would not fail to speak of this proud laurel 

of his patrons. Much less would he venture to mention 

deliberately that this Karuvur was always the proud 

hereditary Chola possession. Even the anonymous author 

of Karurthalapuranam, relied on by Pandit Raghava 
lyenger for his new thesis comp!etely gives his case away 
by admitting in another context in that very Thalapu- 
ranam that this Karur was the ancient seat of the mo- 
narchs of the royal Chola House. 

«f 
**e9«»o0c99995990n04 

GEG) Qarisi ei 5Grf Garsorgb Ss»pasür 

VL. eo Geuesbrig. 
Utd poles gonéstul smor Gererdsmtb 

nipiburduimib 
SHRM oad GALT down bant 

(yeh sep sre’ 
(Karur Thalapuranam, Yeripatta Charukkam Stz. 5) 

This is not ail. There are yet moie revealing refe- 
rences in Periapuranam. Far from claiming this Karur 
in the Cholanad to be the Chera capital of yore, the great 
Cho!a minister Sekkilar expressly identifies the ancient 
Vanchi with Kodungolur in the west coast. (Vide) 

“Crain Baba t Suyagrenzd sph foals Captus 
Gare) AGES pp Pues @waGar apart 

QarhaGsreapit’’ 
(Periapurandm—Cheraman Perumal. puranam Stz. 1) 
Again in speaking of the rousing reception given by 

king Cheraman Peruma! to Saint Sundarar in Kodungolur, 
Sekkilar says as follows :— 
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enone 2 KENN pea cid pp MANSUS 
*e9so9sccesponate0 — 

"m pee FOUN GHAI "m^ Mami. 
ulv jb b 1 id" 

(1bid—Vellanai Charuakkm Stz. 22) 

In both these contexts, Sekkilar not merely identifies 

Kodungolur as the Cheras' Vanchi, but emphasizes the 

important central fact that this Kodungolur always was 

the hereditary Chera capital and seat of power 

from times immemorial. Nothing can be clearer 

than these references in  Periapuranam. For thay 

lucidly and equa!ly emphatically affirm in the respective 

contexts that Kodungolur in the west coast was always 

the ancient Vanchi of the Chera kings, and that Karur 

in the eastern Kaviri valley was ever the hereditary 

Chola possession. These statements have been made 

in the 12th century A.D. when the Chola monarchs 

were just recovering their prestige lost since Cheran 

Chenguttuvan's time and made by no less an authority 

than a great Chola minister of state. 

| shall now mention some other references in the 

ancient classics which are even more damaging and 

fatal to the Pandit's thesis. | have already adverted to 

the fact that the names Vanchuladavi and Vanchularanyam 

for Karur were coined and used for the first time in 

the recent Karur Thalapuranam by its ambitious but 

anonymous author. And the reason given for these 

names for Karur both by that anonymonus author and 

by the Pandits is that Karur took that name from the 

groves of Asoku trees in and about that town. |f 

these names were not known before they were advertised 

in the recent Karurthalapuranem and could have no 

application before the Asoku groves were planted 
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there, and if all the Chola inscriptions of five Chola kings 

in Karur dating from the 9th century A. D. and the several 

verses of the Chola minister Sekkilar in his great work 

of Periapuranam composed inthe 12th century A. D. 

speck of the place only by its proper name ‘Karuvur’ 

the Chera Vanchi of the early classics should be some 

place other than this Karurof course: and Sekkilar 

says it was Kodungolur in the west coast. Apart from 

this apriori reasoning and Sekkilar’s assurances, the 

old Sangam classics themselves negative the new attempt 

to identify the ancient Chera Vanchi with the Chola city 

of Karur in a very conclusive manner. 

Both the great old epics of Chilappadikaram and 

Manimekalai were composed by poets who were con- 

temporaries of the Chera king Chenguttuvan. They 

both expressly and repeatedly reiterate the time-old 

tradition that the ancient Vanchi was so called not in 

reference to any Asoku or any other trees but by the 

Tamil name of a creeper, Vanchi whose flower was 

always the symbol of successful military expeditions 

‘Vanchulam’ is the Sanskrit name for an Asoku Tree. 

The capital of the Cheras existed from time immemorial, 

long before Sanskrit itself was systematized. Its ancient 

name 'Vanchi' can have no reference whatever to this 
fancied recent Sanskrit derivations, The great ancient 
classic poets themselves definitely affirm that the old 
Chera city tock its name not from any trees, but only 
from the Tamil flame of the creeper ‘Vanchi’, (Vide). 

(1) *"GuejGarg wcd Gurmb$u Susser exor ipt" 

(Manimekalai, Pathikam, 1. 86) 
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(2) SQurp@ary.c QuustiiuBe_ 

Anbau prorat” 

(Ibid, Kathai 28, ll. 101 and 102) 

(8) “Qurp@erg.c QuustiuGewh Gursireret' 

(Ibid. Kathai 26, 1. 92) 

(4) “QuriGery apsyrié (fes eus Gars» 

(Ibid. Kethai, 28, 1. 170) 

The clear thesis of the Pandits and of the anonymous 

author of Karur Thalapuranam is equally definite of 

course. According to them the real genesis of the name 

‘Vanchi’ for Karur in Trichinopoly District is to be 

found in the Sanskrit name “Vanchulam’’ for the 

Asoku trees found in and around Karur. The Tamil 

classics of the 2nd century A. D. emphatically declare 

that the ancient Chera capital owes its nama ‘Vanchi’ solely 

to the creeper of that name associated with the city. The 

creeper’s Tamil name Vanchi differs as distinctly from 

the Sanskrit name *Vanchu!am' for Asoku trees as cheese 

does from chalk, To suggest that an ancient Tamil 

name must be attributed to a fanciful later Sanskrit deri- 

vation is in itself unwarranted and it would be the height 

of presumption to assume that the Sanskrit name of a 

gigantic tree is the same as the pure: oid Tamil name for 

a creeper adopted as a symbol for military valour, and 

for victorious expeditions in Tamil books like Tholkap- 

piam proved to be over 2,500 years %!d, and then to 

argue that the ancient Chera Capital Venchi associated 

always from time immemorial with this creeper must be 

identified with a later town of the rival Chola kings in 

the eastern plains whose Tamil name has always been 
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only Karuvur, but to which some recent anonymous 

author fancifully suggested a more sounding Sanskrit 

name in reference to a grove of trees imaginarily asso- 

ciated with that Chola town. 

(2) Their second line of approach to identify the later 

eastern Chola town of Karuvur with the ancient west 

Coast Chera capital Vanchi is in the resmeblance of the 

name Karuvur. The Chola town is always called as 

Karur or more properly *Karuvur'. The Chera capital was 

always known as ‘Vanchi’; but there are some contexts in 

the classics which refer to the fort or walled residential 

quarters of Vanchi as Karuvur. One such is the quota- 
tion from Nakkirar’s stanza in Ahananuru already 

cited: 

——Ó———— CD So ea 

Agureaiw seté&amapt pss yop.” 

| shall presently show that this line of Nakkirar itself 

disproves the suggested identity of the Chera capital with 

the Chola town of Karur. Meantime, | should take leave 

to show how fallacious itis to identify or confuse different 

places merely bv the similarity of their names. Even if 

there were two places alone with this same or similar 

name, it would be wrong to make their common name a 

basis for any inference as to their identity. But there 

are as many as four places at least with the name of 

Karuvur. Sekkilar*s positive references in his Periapura- 

nam both to the Chola town of Karuvur in Trichinopoly 

District, and to the Chera city of Kodungolur at the 

mouth of the Periyar in the west ccast occasionally called 

Karuvur have been mentioned already in this thesis above. 
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There is a Karur on the Periyar but far inland nearer the hills, visited by late Mr. Kanakasabai Pillai and fancied 
by him to be the ancient 'Vanchi'. There is yet another 
Karuvur in the Mizhalai Kurram or district in the Eastern 
Chola country mentioned in the Chola inscriptions in 
Kumbakonam Temple Walls also. These four places 
have the name Karuvur in common between them. But 
who would imagine that because of their conmon names 
they all should or any two of them must be one and the 
same place, 

There are two places named Thondi, one in the Chera 
Malainadü in the west coast, and the other in the east 
coast of the Pandiyan-country. So also are two Musiris, 
and two Tanjais or Tanjores in two different kingdoms. No 
one would ever think of identifying these places by reason 
of the sameness cr similarity of their names. As against 
the mere name, | have referred tc positive pronounce- 

ments in authoritative old Tamil Works like Sekkilar's 

Periyapuranam and in the Chola inscriptions of the 10th 

century A. D. (Ins. 20 to 26—Vol. IHi of the Government 
publications of the South-Indian Inscriptions), which 

definitely identify the old Chera Vanchi with Kodungolur 

in the west coast, and declaring Karur in Trichinopoly 
District to be ever an exclusive Chola possession from 

yore. This should suffice to negative the new thesis, or 

suggestion based on a mere similarity of names. 

| shall now advert to some constructive indications 

jn the old Tamil classics, which give us cogent and 
satisfactory proofs for identifying the old Vanchi with 

Kodungolur in the west coast. Karuvur is not familiar 

to or commonly met with in the old Tamil classics as 
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a name for Vanchi. One can easily come ácross over 

a hundred contexts in the many early classic poems, 

all referring to the Chera capital city only by the familiar 

name of Vanchi. Not a single textual reference to the 

name Karuvur for Vanchi other than the one line of 

Nakkirar just quoted is yet found or cited. If Karuvur 

is the old name for Vanchi, one ‘should hear of it 

more than once in the innumerable references to this 

classic city in the several classic poems of many an 

ancient author of this augustan period of Tamil Litera- 

ture. The total absence of any reference to this name 

Karuvur for Vanchi in the numerous contexts in the 

two great epics of Manimekalai and Silappadikaram, 

and al! the old poems of Pathirruppattu of ten different 

authors, which are all devoted to eulogise the Chera 

king's and their city is conspicuously significant. The 

Truth of the matter is that Vanchi is the only real 

name for the ancient Chera Metropolis. But the fort 
or walled landward royal residence as apart from the 

sea-side harbour was known as Vanchi murram or 

Karuvur; and the harboured seaward portion was called 

‘Musiri’ in the prehistoric period, and 'Mahodhai' in 

the medieval times. | have already explained the signifi- 

cance of the names Vanchi murram and Vanchaikalam. 
Murrams and Kalams are only synonyms which generally 
indicate a court or level terraine. In scores-of contexts, 
the old classics refer to this Chera capital only by 
the familiar narge of Vanchi; but references are not 
wanting to the name Vanchi-Murram. Vide. 

1. ‘age? apibbmib awaaor ma” 

(Puram 373) 
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2. “ages yob Sas GesQsame'" 

(Line 9 of Katchi Chilappa) 

3. “surpsiv numdu age? apbmbci 
(Ibid, L.34) 

The places where this name Vanchi murram appears 
in the classics, reveal to scrutiny the significant fact 

that in all of them the reference is not to the city in 

general, but only to the fortified royal residence. 

Where merely the city as such is intended without 

any special reference to the inland walled town, the 

ordinary name of Vanchi is employed: but whenever, 

the fort or the walled terraine of the city was meant, 

the more appropriate name Vanchimurram is used, 

which indicates that the poet there intended to refer 

not veguely to the old city, but to the Murram or the 

terraine of Vanchi. Similarly where cnly the harbour 
alone is intended. the name musiri and not Vanchi 

is used, This explains the references in the Periplus 

to ‘Musiris’ or ‘Muchiris’ as the Port, and to ‘Karuvur’ 

as the inland royal citadel. This is also why the classics, 

which commonly speak of Vanchi as the city cf the 

Cheras, refer to the royal residence therein as Varchi- 

murram or Vanchiaganagar. 

saed yopi Suds Gas Gamer. 

(line 7 Katchikathai-Chilppathikaram) 

meaning “As king Chenguttuvan emerged out of Vanchi- 

murram." Again, Sekkilar refers to the royal residence 

of Cheraman Perumal as Vanchiaganagar, which means 

literally the inner parts or premises of the city of Vanchi. 
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Thus it is clear from times of yore that'the ancient 
Chera-capital city *Vanchi? included in its ambit or range 
both the harbour ‘Musiri’ and the fortified terraine 
Vanchimurram. !n the times of the Saiva Saints and poets 
i.e., from 7th Century A.D., the harbour ‘Musiri’ came 
to be known as *mahothai', and the terraine Vanchimur- 

ram’ was called ‘Vanchaikalam’ or Kodungolur. Saint 

Appar's Thevaram composed in the 8th century A.D., and 

Periapuranam lines already cited prove this beyond 
any doubt. 

“es. eod) &engGue ipG3s T6» 5 

gourt Qur cogps»s d sem$aüuGen" 

(Sundarar-Thevanam, Thiruvanjaikala pathikam). 

The very first stanza of Cheraman-perumal nayanar 
Puranam quoted before in this thesis definitely names 
the Chera capital as Vanchaikalam o: Kodungolur. 

“Cri Dmbsrt LUDMI amorapib Hons 

Cert qua 

Gare) Deby Hooyfuys GuaCar apart 

Gar(puGarend.'' 

The piers, the wharves and godowns were all in the 
harbour known as Musiri alias Mahodhai. The royal 
palace, the Siva temple and the dwelling houses were all 
in the central walled terraine west of the harbour, and 
known as Vanchimurram or Karuvur in the classic age 
and as Vanchaikalam or Kodungolur in later times. And 
further east of this fortified city lay the suburb known as 
‘Kunavayil’ or eastern-gate. To this day this topography 
of this ancient city stands without any material alteration. 
There is still the harbourat the mouth of the river 
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Periyar, now known as Alwaye. Above thatis the town 
Kodungolun and a little to the east lies the hamlet stil! 

called Kunavayil. In the age of the Tamil classics the 

central fortified city lay between the harbour in the west 

and the suburb in the east. The eastern suberb is called 

Purakkudi (yné@G4) or outlying hamlet (in the epic of 
Manimekalai) just as the outskirts of the Pandiyan 

Capital Madura was called Purancheri (uperGaefl). Both 
the names Purakkudi and Purancheri mean one and the 

same thing in Tamil:—  (Puram- outside; and Cheri or 

Kudi a suburban hamlet). In Manimekalai the central 

walled city was named as ldainilaivarappu (Qi /p&v- 

sugtny ) which in Tamil means the middle or central terraine. 

Vanchi is a general name of the whole city comprising 

all these three parts viz., the harbour in the west, the 

fort in the centre and the out'ying suburb in the east 

while each of these three parts had its own separate 

name. The harbour's name was Musiri, the walled city 

was known as ‘Vanchimurram’ or 'Vanchaika!am' and 

the suburb outside the eastgate was known as kuna- 

vayil or Eastgate. 

In ancient times great coastal cities appear to have 

been all planned on similar lines as, this Vanchi was 

The great Chola metropolis ‘Kavirippattinam’ also known 

as “Puhar” wasa great emporium at the mouth of the 

river Kaviri, driving a flourishing seaborne trade unti! it 

was submerged. That city comprised an eastern har- 

bour known as ‘Pattina-Pakkam’, and the western inner 

city called ‘Maruvur-Pakkam’ with a long connecting 

avenue between them. This is the description of the 

maritime Chola city of ‘‘Puhar’’ in Kathai 5 of the epic, 

Chilappadikaram. The only topographical differerce 
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between these two maritime cities was that while Vanchi 
opened into her harbour in the west, Puhar faced east- 

ward to her seafront. This was cue solely to the 

difference in their geographical situations the Chera- 
capita! lying on the Arabian sea, while the Chera ctiy 
lay on the Bay of Bengal. In all other details the 
description of Puhar in Chilacpadikaram Kathai 5 is 
almost identical with that of Vanchi an  Manimekalai 
Kathais 28 and 29. Vanchimurram. the walled Chera 
city was called Karuvur in common parlance as distinct 
from the harbour Mahothai, just as the city proper of 
Puhar wos called Maruvur as apart from her harbour 
known as Pattinappakkam. ‘Karu’ in Tamil means 
strong or areat; Karuvur therefore signifies the strong 
citade! or the great fortified city. The walled portion 
of Vanchi was genarally known as Vanchi-murram or 
Vanchaikalam; and the name Karuvur for it was 
almost unknown to the Tamil c'assics except for the 
solitary reference in Nakkirar’s stanza in Agananuru 
already adverted to earlier in this enquiry. 

That even Nakkirar’s line refers only to the central 
city a part from the harbour or the beach, and not 
to the whole capital of the Cheras is clear from the 
very description foNakkirar in this poem. 

The relevant lines of this poem relied on by 
the Pandits to prove by the name Karuvur occurring 
theirin that the eChera Carital was Karuvur near Trichino- 
poly run as follows :— 

“se LL 2 523] 
Sour Auw até DEAN Ook pron mds 
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Qaras mutam meg 
soren AUT MoE u?” 

‘May Kothai's (the Chera king's) life be as count- 
less as the grains of sand heaps barking the river 
Porunai where it forms the harbour in front of the 
great city of Karuvur’. Poet Nakkirar here speaks of 

the sand banks at the harbour mouth of the Porunai 

or Periyar In front of the walled city known in common 

parlance as Karuvur. The sands in the murthurai (aper- 
gie») of Karuvur, and not Karuvur itself form his 
theme. Munthurai means harbour in front (mun=in 

front. thurei- harbour). This harbour portion at the 

mouth of the river Porunai or Periyar is musiri known 
in later times as ''Mahothai" 

The poet here refers to the royal residence in the 

citadel or Karuvur appropriately as the city of Kothai, 

the dynastic title or surrame of the Chera king, and 

wishes the Chera king as many days more to live as 

there were grains in the sand heaps in the river 

mouth in his city's harbour-front. Far from supporting 

the theory of the Pandits, these lires of Nakkirar 

negative their contention in as much as the city is 

said to stand on and face the mouth of the river 

Porunai ie., Karuvur = munthurai. 

It is interesting in this connection to compare the 

following lines of poet Kundukatpaliyathar in a similar 

context:— 

| ce UGA LOUD HIVES Ub. . .- BTR) OT Quru (Sor 

marg uso." (Puram, 387) 

These lines when translated would read thus:— 

‘May the Chera king have as numerous days of life as 
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there were grains of sand in. the river Porugai whose 

waters lave and lash the outer walls of Vanchi’’. These 

two references conclusively prove that the city of Vanchi 

known also as Karuvur stands at the mouth of the Tiver 

Porunai, and so close to its stream that its water 

breaks on the city's watis. Karur near Trichy is neither 

a marine nor even a riverine town. 

The stream with its modern name of Amravathi is 
very many miles away from this inland Karur; and there 

is no evidence to connect it with the river Pounai or 

Periyar, which is ever closely associated with Vanchi 

in all the references from the old classics. Pandit 

M. Ragavayyangar ingeniously suggests that the river 

Amravathi, which once must have flowed by Karur, 

might have since shifted its course to over seven miles 

off that city. But all the other references to this inland 
Chola's Karur in the Thevarams of the "7th and 8th 

centuries, and in Periapuranam of the 12th century A. D. 

speak of it only as a town sans river, while all the 

references from the Tamil Literature uniformly and 

invariably refer to Vanchi or Karuvur, of the Cheras as 

a city on the *Porunai'. 'Porunai' or Aan-Porunai, 

‘Periyar or ‘Perar’, ‘Kanchi’, ‘Chulli? — *Vanyar', 
are only several names of the great river in the Chera’s 

Malainadu. This river takes its rise in the Western 

Ghats; but unlike all the great rivers in South India 

which flow eastward to the Bay of Bengal, the Chera 

River Periyar making its course westward empties itself 

into the Arabian Sea. All the ancient poets in their 

old classics speak of Vanchi as standing on the river 

Periyar or Porunai in such proximity as its waters have 

the city's outer walls (Vide. Verses of llaveyini, Puram 
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11) and'of Kundukattu Paliyathan (Puram 387), of 
Alathur Kilar (Puram 36), of Nakkirar (Agam 93) and 

of llango in his epic of  Chilappathikaram. River 

Periyar was also called ‘Aan Porunai', to distinguish 

it from another river Porunai in the Pandiyan kingdom. 

Periyar or Perar means the great river; and this Periyar 

is expressly described by poet Paranar, in his Stanza 

48 in the Vth canto of Pathirruppattu as rising in 

Chenguttuvan's own hills Ayirais a range in the Ghats, 

and as falling into his own Western Sea. 

“Por weve pb Aran wor pu" 

Musiri or Mahodai (now Alwaye) the port or harb- 

our of Vanchi still stands at the mouth of Periyar. 

Karuvur near Trichinopoly neither now stands on, nor 

has ever been associated with any river in any of the 

old Tamil classics. All the Thevaram stanzas composed 

in the 7th and 8th centuries A. D. (known as Karuvur 

Anilai Pathikam) speak of this Karur as a riverless 

inland place. Sekkilar in his Periyapuranam composed 

in the 12th century refers to this Karuvur in several 

contexts, ald yet never once speaks of it as being 

on or near by to any river. For, Karuvur really is 

not near any river at all. Amravathy is a petty 

tributety to the Kaviri and runs several furlongs away trom 

Karuvur. This stream is dry for ten months in the 

year, and takes its rise inthe Varahamalai on the 

east slope ofthe Ghats, whereas the river Periyar or 

Porunai, which is uniformly spoken of'fas washing. the 

walls of Vanchi, is, as its very name Periyar indicates, a 

great perennial river navigable to ships and sails from 

times of yore. Again, Periyar takes its rise from Ayirai- 

malai in the ghats, and empties into the western sea. 
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And the river Periyar is expressly associated with all 

the great Chera kings eulogised by the several poets in 

the ten cantos of Pathirruppattu (Vide Stanzas Nos. 
13—14—28, 43, 48, 86, 87. 88 of Pathirruppattu). 

In the face of all these facts there can be no warrant 

to identify this great Chera river Porunai with the petty 

tributary streams in the Cholanad, now known as 

Amravathy. Again, the names Amravathy and Sutha- 

nathi for this petty stream are derived from the mango 

groves through which it is fancifully described to flow. 

But the river Aan-Porunai owes its name to the fact that 

it swelis in floods in the month of Ani (June—July) with 
the outbreak of the South West Monsoon, and has nothing 

whatever to do with Aan or cow whose fabled worship at 
a temple is said to have given the name *'Aanilai'' to this 

Karur according to its recent anonymous Thalapuranam. 

Thus from every point of view it is abundantly clear that 

the ancient Vanchi is not Karur near Trichinopoly, but is 

some town in the Malainad west of the Ghats, and stand- 

ing on the great river Porunai or Periyar flowing into the 

Arabian Sea. 

(5) 

Karur near Trichinopoly is an inland town; it is over 
350 miles east of the Arabian sea, and about 150 miles 
west of the Bay of Bengal. If this Karur were the old 
Vanchi, there cam be no reference in literature at any time 
associating Vanchi with any beach or sea-front. But we 
find in fact many a passage in the Temil Literature 
of all ages positively indicating that the ancient Chera 
city of Vanchi was a sea port. 
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(i) .We have already seen how definitely the 

great Chola minister-poet Sekkilar in the 11th or the 12th 

century A D. mentioned that Vanchi and Tiruvanchai- 

kalam were the names of Kodungolur on the west coast, 

In stanza one in Cheraman Peruma! Nayanarpuranam 

he definitely says that (1) the hereditary royal  resi- 

dence of the Chera kings and site of the oaivite shrine 

were known as Thiruvanchaikalam (2) that it formed 
the landward or inner part of the town known in his 

(Sekkilar's) time as Vanchi Aganagar or Kodungolur, 

and (3) that this was the ancient dynastic capital of 

the Chera kingdom of Malainad. 

“oneal fbs QuGgeEPonIs wish DDN DD 
weev m a0 Gi 

ursi Poss vedys1P) undey Awit o ipi uda sor 

Grado Amari d ardpsoa b amy Ws Gag- 
vå 

Gard b Haba pmpn GvS6aT Pi Gas (bmu- 
Garami.” 

(Stz, 1. Cheraman Perumal Nayanar Puranam.) 

Sakkilar says in another contextthat king Cheraman 

Perumal had to touch the sea-waves on leaving his royal 

residence in the inner town of Vanchi before he set 

out to meet his friend, Saint Sundarar, in the eastern 

Cholanad. 

(ii) We also adverted to the Thevara Padikam of 

Saint Sundarar of the 8th century A. D ; in which the 

last line of each of the ten verses definitely mentions 

that the town of Tiruvanchaikalam mistakenly pronounced 

as Tiru  Anchaikkalam stood facing its harbour. 

Mahothai (old musiri), in the beach. 
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“SL@Onm se»gGusso Darma -»jefumrt Qurfedrepip 
ABMS mer$suuGsn" 

Vanchaikkalam, the inner town is here expressly 

said to be surrounded by the lovely groves of the 

harbour front Mahothai on the sea beach. 

(ii) The Chera king Chenguttuvan's own brother, 

llango, in describing the pompous start of his royal 

brother and his forces on the north Indian expeditions 

in his famous epic Chilappadikaram says as follows:— 

esses esee ci e VFP EWED 

adit. vei mb »? pits Ga?smupib 

Gloves. Peor). i1)soorfut ty ofafibiygsip Gum. 

wv ge Opel, Hvor oatu, 

D VE LOTTU PHA AFAT EG 

Bod yura go SG sif 5 arn rA 

fo Aui OsOuys Hy saris” 
(Il. 79-85. Kathai. 28) 

The most significant fact here is that the vanguard, 
as it emerged out of the capital city of Vanchi is said to 

touch on the edge or fringe of its wing the white (foam) 

cressed sea- waves This leaves no doubt whatever as to 

the proximity of the beach to the fort gate of the city 

of Vanchi. Pandit M. Raghava lyengar in his biography 

of Cheran Chenguttuvan contends that his Vanchi was 

the inland Karür' near Trichinopoly. |t is this very 
Chenguttuvan's and his army's march from the capital 

Vanchi that is described in the above quoted lines of 
that king's brother, Hango, in Chilappadikaram which 
conclusively affirm that the city's gate abutted the 
breakers on the sea-beach. This epic poem of Ilango 
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is of the first or of the second century A.D. at the latest. 

(iv) And as if this were not enough, the author of 

Chilappadikaram reiterates the closest proximity or con- 

nection of the old Chera royal city of Vanchi to the sea 

coast in another context. In speaking of the triumphal 

return of his roya! brother Chenguttuvan to his capital 

after his victorious north Indian expeditions, the poet 

refers with exquisite refinement and delcacy to the 

sorrowing queen of his brother, pining alone in her bed 

chamber with anguish for the long separation from her 

loving loved husband, in lines that are of perennial 

beauty and sweet pathos. Her drooping spirit is said to 

revive at listening from her bed in the royal chambers 

to the full-throated and joyous outbursts of cheering of 

the men and women of Vanchi at the approach of their 

victorious king to his royal city. In this connection it 

is expressly mentioned that women sporting under the 

Punnai trees and on sand heaps on the sea beach joined 

in the cheering reception to the king, and their shouts were 

also distinctly heard by the queen from her bed 

chamber in the palace. The following are the lines of 

Mango in this context :- 

*eyi dien wir omi Garhy Gah oot 

eu Sens gihou uros wy sad 

Gussnijs»sü Guuitbs Gaus aj $, & Ta uim 

HA gens Muat “on™ Hubs 

ua i asra ue ere edm 

ae ec eccsnoccs ceees 00009 959850 90 0*5» v9 69v nee 
TII 

pou pee mitis CL. 

UDNE FÈT MAD urba 
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eer gxyicn m ALGurs FermAu Qub HOD 

959980...» 9Deaqpuonecto - e01029046500049n099090«9644609548509.. B48 

(piso arnpda Car Ques udm pp 

Diowa abarir, euis Go. Mousses 

Lider wrur uu duet bt crore 

arn mom Sts gop ve Hè 

Cares git @ipeOoir rwu 
Qasnkgony Quip Gamo wrwb qui 

HORGE MLD Sonal uU tsi oor 

wbR usi gseoinyt (pd 

fhipmumc(5 waat Gyrso» uwsulbgy 

eu ueri. aprons wo Cups 

“qureraist eurem, eJsmfer susoripao 

Garama qpswf Au sube»u CurfpeosQur® 

asf um(pgrib, iL edd wire 

-Méeboasrd EM anu ut soot aD 

Orisa af abs CarnGQuah CHAN 

airdoa:tar Glaafju aloof sisvGlerip 

mravu Gidh armad QAFA 
Guas urami ifort) Qursð bgi 

Geers Geurupe»aus b Gamer Gy HiQarer 

SFUL gbaa Gamal GauGaren” 

The gist of these exquisite lines is this :— The 

victorious king, ruler of Kudathisai, ie., the Western 

regions, at the end of his successful campaign in the 

north, returned " with his army southward. At their 

approah, people in different parts of his city, sighting 

his triumphal return, cheered him with shouts of greetings. 
The shepherds on the outskirts as they were driving 
their cattle homeward greeted the king and his army 
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with the.music of their tuneful flutes. At the sea- 
beach on sand heaps lashed by the white foamed 

waves, and under the Punnai trees were women sporting 

and amusing themselves; and when they saw the 

approach of the royal corte they all greeted the king 

in their sweet musicel voice, and with sorgs in praise 

of his valour. The great queen was listening as she 

was, to all these sudden outbursts of cheerful greetings; 

and in her very joy, revived sufficiently in spirit and 

strength as almost to feel her bangles. which loose- 

ned durirg her pining months, now grip her wrist 

which seemed to swell and pulse with radiant buoy- 

ancy. And the king riding his royal elephant entered 

the city of Vanchi with conches blowing, and amidst 

cheers of all the citizens that crowded to offer him 

a rousing reception. 

Thus here once more we have confirmation by king 

Chenguttuvan's brother, of hisprevious description of the 

sea-front of the city of Vanchi at the triumphal re-entry 

of the royal corte, as at the auspicious starting of the 

army of expedition. 

v. ^a GeoreB Gare Geugsst PAE — 

In the heart of the opulent city with boisterous 

breakers roaring around (1. 12 of Stz. 21 of Pathirrup- 

pattu ) 

This line obviously refers to the capital of the Chera 

king, Palyanai Chelkezhu Kuttuvan, the junior uncle of 

Chenguttuvan and the hero of canto 3 qf Pathirruppattu. 

vi. ^a vos &cbsoeqib uir meg A pyb 

euaribueo Papan pobaw sare O 

Apap udur appel apri." 
Ul. 16—18 of Stz. I5 of Pathirruppattu.) 
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These lines r»fer to the ancient city of [Imayavaram- 
ban, the hero ofthe second canto of Pathirruppattu, 

He is saia to be the father of Chenguttuvan, andthe ruler 

of Vanchi by Pandit Raghava lyengar in his biography of 

Chenguttuvan. | maintain that Imayavaramban and his 

junior brother Palyanaichelkezhu Kuttuvan were maternal 

uncles to Chenguttuvan. Whether Imayavaramban was 

the father or uncle of Chenguttuvan will be discussed in 

part IHI of this thesis. But whatever their relationship 
may be, ! agree with the Pandit that thecapital of Imaya- 
varamban and of Chenguttuvan was Vanchi. And these 
lines cf Stanza 15 refer only to this Vanchi as all the ten 
Stanzas of the second canto i.e., from Stanza 11 to 

Stanza 20, are only panegyrics of king Imayavaramban. 
And these lines unmistakably referto the marine and 
commercial wealth of this ancient city of Vanchi. 

Vii. yor bg «ent wur AHRI db m bibi 
amado www aches apimbgi 

(UI 33—34 of Kathchi Kadai, Chilap.) 

Here the Cheran Chenguttuvan's city is referred to 
as Vanchimurram. And it is described as “having a 
number of ships overlooking the city and laden with rich 
commodities of immeasurable value.” 

viii. In another context, this wealth of sea-torne- 
trade of Vanchi is again spoken of in Chilappadikaram 
as follows :— 

"aL coGst agar (st Ljsod Gs" 
COG UTD oarsessconsenscecsvorcoses 

apiy Piua apgr 
vevesesacseosesresescese TÈID 

UUs meras Qupyims gejai” 
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The gist of the lines is this :— “The ancient city of 

Vanchi has a nosiy sea-bourn, in the Kudapulam or 

western region abutting groves-ridden seacoast; and in 

the wailing sea abutting thecity wealth-laden ships would 

be riding at anchor."' 

Many more references may be quoted. But they 

would be superfluous in view of ‘he fact that the 

extracts cited above definitely and decisively set this 
question at rest, and establish that the ancient Chera 

capita! “‘Vanchi” was actually abuttirg the Arabian 

Sea And on all the evidences discussed in this part 

of the thesis, it would now be abundantly clear that 
the Tamil classics cive us convincing proofs for 

positive conclusions as to the identity of the old Chera 

kingdom and its ancient capital Vanchi. We found 
we have incontrovertible evidences and irrefutable 
proofs to show that the ancient Chera kingdom was 
only ‘‘Malainad’’ in the Kudapulam i.e., the territories 
between the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea, and 
that it did not comprise any rart of the regions of 
Kongunad east of the ghats. We also found enough 
materials to conclude that the ancient Chera capital 
Vanchi could not be the inland Karur near Trichinopoly, 
but must be the famous coastal city at the mouth yf 
the Periyar or Porunai, with a natural harbour; and 
the harbour was known as Musiri in times of yore, 
and as Mahodai in later periods. Whereas the inner city 
with the royal quarters, bazaars and fort was known 
as Vanchimurram in the classic age, and Thiruvanjaik- 
kalam in later times. The modern name of this old 
city is Kodungolur or Cranganore. 
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